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Consider the possibilities. 

Concours is more than just another floor tile. Because never before 
has a single tile ottered such unlimited custom floor design 
possibilities. Concours is luxurious flooring of deeply embossed vinyl 
composition tile-available in four colors, 1 / 8" gauge, 12" x 12" size. 
Specify Concours for all your projects-commercial and residential. 
And create exciting custom floors. Straight from the Azrock carton. See 
your Azrock flooring contractor or write Azrock Floor Products, 
Dept. 405A, P. 0. Box 531, San Antonio, Texas 78292. 
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The new 
case for 
drawers. 

UniGroup's™ 
Modular Drawer 
System. It offers all 
the flexibility you're 
accustomed to with open plan systems. The optional 
castored base positions the work where it's most comfo 
able to reach and permits easy relocation. Or, the syste 
can be suspended beneath work surfaces. And all-ste 
construction, with rounded edges and corners, lets it 
take abuse without dishing it out. Options, including 
endless drawer combinations, are plentiful. Summar· 
it recognizes a universe of people requirements. With tli 
we rest our case. Ask your Haworth representative for 

HAWORTH™ 

literature, or 
writeHawo 
Inc., Hollan 
Mich.49423 
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7 Editorial: The other side of architecture 

Interior design 
16D1 Designer's Saturday 

A special section, appearing only in P/A's Eastern edition, outlines the 
events and new products to be seen at this three-day weekend in New York. 

69 Introduction: Interior design: What is it? Who does it? 
Interior designers are professionals, often architects, who prefer to 
design, from the beginning, within the context of the architecture. 

70 Interior design: patterns of change 
Seven design professionals, in a roundtable di scussion, are unanimous in 
their feeling that interior design is an integral part of architecture. 

7 4 Where categories collide 
The interior designs of Frank Gehry are sometimes simple and well-ordered , 
often experimental and far-out-but always imaginative in either case. 

78 Keeping it personal 
Two interiors designed by Francisco +Aldo Piccaluga, Inc , far apart in 
cost, point up the benefits to be realized by close control of design. 

82 Keeping it clean 
Comfortable, undated, uncluttered styling characterizes the work of 
Ward Bennett who believes in the 'total design ' approach to a project. 

86 Bold discretions 
In its designs , TAC Interiors punctuates clean, ordered space with the 
dramatic use of bold colors applied in a discreet and controlled manner. 

90 Something for everyone 
Designing interiors to their clients' tastes has produced a variety of 
styles and a rapidly growing number of clients for Daroff Designs, Inc. 

94 Big-time on 57th Street 
In eleven years, Stephen Kiviat and James Rappaport have expanded their 
small shop into Atelier International catering to the contract market. 

98 Poetic pragmatics 
Although primarily an architect , Emilio Ambasz works in a wide range of 
design fields, combining grace with utility in items of everyday use. 

1 02 Leaving it better than they found it 
The husband-and-wife team of Lella and Massimo Vignelli, both architects, 
pursues interior design in a disciplined way, enlivened with creativity. 

Technics 
121 Specifications clinic : Developing fast-track documents 

1 22 Facts on a hot built-up roof 
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136 

Evolution in built-up roofing systems has changed both the materials and 
their methods of application to help roofs resist the effects of weather. 
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Andersen windows solve 
an age-old problem. 
How to make the elderly feel at home in a 
home. That was the problem when designing 
this home for the aged. 

And it's why the architect specified 
Andersen® Perma-Shield® casement windows. 

Their slender profile and beautiful 
inside wood trim create charm and character
give each room a warm homey feeling. 

Their tall, uncluttered glass area 
brings in the sunshine and view-gives each 
residence a friendly atmosphere. 

Andersen windows bring comfort and 
convenience, too. 

Their snug-fitting design-two times 
more weathertight than industry air-infiltration 
standards-helps seal out winter. Helps seal 
in an old person's comfort. 

And convenience is standard. From 
the smooth-moving crank-open hardware
that's easy for older hands to operate-to 
lightweight, inside-mounted insect screens
for simple handling, quick cleaning. 

The building's owners are right at home 
with Andersen windows, too. 

The long-life rigid vinyl sheath of 
Perma-Shield windows virtually eliminates 
maintenance. 

The Andersen combination of wood, vinyl 
and double-pane insulating glass also 
helps save on annual fuel bills. 

So there you have it. One beautiful 
answer to an age-old problem. 

Put it to work in your next design. 
Specify Andersen Perma-Shield windows 
and gliding doors. 

For more details see Sweet's File 8.16/An, 
call your Andersen dealer or distributor 
(He's in the Yellow Pages under "Windows") 
or write Andersen Corporation, Bayport, 
Minnesota 55003. 
8133 t:opyright © Anderaen <.:o rp .. 81.ypun, MN 1!178. 
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Progressive Architecture: Editorial 

The other side 
of architecture 
September 1978 

The Bauhaus embodied a dream that all design, from tex
tiles and graphics to buildings and city planning, would be 
part of a sympathetic continuum. It was a dream that had 
been realized before-in the Chinese court and in the do
mains of Louis XV, for instance-but the complexities of 
modern life made this ideal almost impossible to attain in 
our century. The best we could hope for , it seems, was to 
match the design consistency of the best turn-of-the
century works of Gaud I, Wright, and Hoffman. 

All along, there has been an established set of building 
types in which interior and exterior are expected to be 
under unified design control banks, libraries, theaters, 
churches, and ceremonial portions of public buildings. But 
the majority of the buildings in our world-houses, apart
ment buildings, office buildings, shopping centers-are 
empty shells ready for interiors that meet the needs and 
whims of their occupants. The ideal of consistency be
tween container and contained in these cases is not only 
hard to achieve, but-in our pluralistic society- it is not 
even defensible as an objective. 

The differences between interiors under control of the 
architect and those assigned to the occupant were clearly 
established back in the 19th Century. Louis Sullivan could 
give the most meticulous attention to the interior of a bank 
or a theater, but in an office or government building, his 
control stopped at the lobby. These limitations were then 
accepted by architects of all persuasions. One of Frank 
Lloyd Wright's great innovations was to carry out the inte
rior design of whole office buildings-for Larkin and for 
Johnson 's Wax. And, as in his houses, his way of integrat
ing the design made it virtually unthinkable to redo the in
sides. In more recent decades, firms such as SOM and 
Roche/Dinkeloo had some signal successes in total 
inside-outside design. 

But meanwhile a whole profession had grown up to 
complete all those square feet left to the occupants' dis
cretion. In this scheme of things, interior design tended to 
be a less serious art- throw-away design that could be 
much more personal, more responsible to passing fash
ion , and, frankly, much flimsier than anything architects 
were trained to work with. (In the magazines, publication of 
residential or commercial buildings has traditionally in
volved a good bit of worry over the design treatment of the 
typical living room or corner office.) 

The interior designer was not subject to licensing au
thorities, nor was the work bound by building codes. The 
more imaginative designers could create theatrical en
vironmental effects where Modern architects wou ld have 
imposed more puritanical strictures. 

But these distinctions are getting blurred . Architects 
with more inclusivist attitudes are once again interested in 
the potential of interiors for visual experiment, for whimsy, 
for ambiguity and complexity. Interior design has become 
increasingly an accepted means for young architects to 
show their capabilities (and go on to major buildings, wh ile 
continuing to do interiors, as Stanford White did decades 
earlier). 

In the recent economic crunch, of course, architects 
sought interior design commissions- for other than their 
own buildings-to an unprecedented extent. And interior 
design firms, wh ich had been acquiring a good deal of 
professional maturity in recent decades, have given them 
some very formidable competition. Again , the distinction is 
blurring, since some interiors firms now find it vital to have 
architects on their staffs, just as architects have long en
compassed interior design departments- some function
ing as in-house firms. (For a thoughtful discussion of these 
fluid professional roles, seep. 70.) 

P/A takes no sides as to which type of firm should have 
responsibility for the interior. Even in a building with strong 
identity between inside and outside, such as the new St. 
Peter's Church in New York (p. 102), there is no doubt that 
the whole benefited from the collaboration of an inde
pendent designer with the building architects. On the 
other hand , the interiors of the Charlestown Savings Bank 
surely benefit from the sympathetic work of the architects ' 
own interior design department (Long live the Bauhaus!). 
We feel it is constructive to consider, in this issue , who 
does the interior design-and what remarkably varied 
capabilities and backgrounds they bring to the work. But 
whoever does it, what really matters-what we really want 
to examine for our readers- is the quality of the result. 



How saving mon&J on roof insulation 
is a quick war to go broke 

Cutting down on roof 
insulation is like cutting 
your financial throat. 
Roof insulation makes good 
economic sense. 

But only when you know 
how much you really need. Too 
little and you'll be buried in fuel 
cost. Too much insulation and 
it'll seem like forever before you 
recover the cost. 

Here's a not too farfetched 
example to show you what we 
mean: A million-square-foot 
(1,000,000) p lant with a mini
mum amount of roof insulation 
"R' ' 2. 77 ("C"-0.36) in the 
northern part of the country 
with 7, 000 degree-days and 
500 cooling hours. It can cost 
you $129, 700 per year to heat 
and cool. 

Assuming a 5% annual 
inflation in fuel costs, seven 
years from now the same 
building will conservatively 
cost you a whopping $208,250 
to heat and cool per year. 

But there's more to come. 
The original equipment cost 
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NEW CONSTRUCTION 
Economic Insulation Amount

Heating and Cooling 

II R =1 4. 29 
c = .07 

for heating and cooling our not 
so farfetched example could 
run as high as $1, 900, 000. 
How's that for a quick way to 
go broke! 

How to avoid going broke 

Take a hard look at these tw o 
"Economic Insulation" maps. 
Using 7,000 degree-days, 500 
cooling hours and 80°F temp. 
difference . The map for a new 
roof recommends an "R'' of 16 . 67 
("C" of .06). Translated into en
ergy costs a year, that's only 
$25,000 to heat and cool 
this building. A savings of 
$104,700 the first year and a 
possible reduction in equipment 
cost of $1,500,000. 

How the maps were 
developed 

Owens-Corning has taken 
twenty years of energy man
agement experience and put it 
into a computer. 

We used a metal-deck 
commercial or industrial build
ing, with gas heat and electric 
cooling, as our base. We did 
thorough calculations for 
degree zones throughout the 
country. Then we factored in a 
15-year building life. A 5% 
annual fuel inflation estimate. 
We put corporate income taxes 
at 48%. Electric costs at 
$0.03kwh, $1.80/M cu . ft. (1 mil
lion btu) for gas. Equipment 
costs were pegged at $1000/ 
ton-cooling. $35/1 M btu
heating. Plus 5% equipment 
maintenance cost. Roof resist-



RE-ROOFING 
Economic Insulation Amount

Heating and Cooling 

R= 7.69 
C = .1 3 

D R= 5.26 
C= . 19 II R = 4.1 7 

c = .24 

ance: 1.50-summer, 1.11-
winter. Insulation%" fiber glass . 

For equipment design an 
80°F temp. cliff. and deck ETD of 
62°F were used. Allowed for 10% 
roof insulation cost adjustment 
and 75% heating system efficien
cy. The maps are the result. 

If you're designing a new 
roof or replacing an old one, 
you can tell at a glance the 
economic amount of insulation 
you should be using for your 
project. Pure and simple. 

Talk to our computer about 
your special requirements 

Our "economic insulation" 
maps should cover most 
of new roofing and re-roofing 
projects . If your roof is a spe
cial case, you can talk to our 
EMS 3 computer by using a 
touch tone telephone or com
puter terminal. Give EMS 3 the 
basic information about your 
project and EMS 3 will tell 
you the economic insulation 
amount based on your input . It 
will also give your projected 
first-year heating and cooling 
savings, equipment savings 
on new construction, and 
added insulation cost. We'll ' 
send you full details so you 

j 

can call EMS 3 about your spe
cial requirements . 

Ask us about our 
roof insulation 

We've got Fiberglas* Roof 
Insulation and Fiberglas 
Urethane Roof Insulation (FURI) . 
Depending on your design and 

Fiberglas Roof Insulation 
Thermal Values 

Nominal 

I ~ Thickness 

9.09 . 11 2-1/4" 

7.69 '13 1-7/8" 

6.67 '1 5 1-5/8" 

5.26 '19 1-5/1 6" 

4. 17 .24 1-1/16" 

3. 70 .27 15/16" 

2.78 .36 314" 

FURi Insulation 
Thermal Values 

Nominal 

~ I Thickness 

20.00 .05 3-3/4" 

16.67 .06 3-3/1 6" 

14.29 .07 2-5/8" 

12 .50 .08 2-3/8" 

11.11 .09 2" 

10.00 ' 10 1-13/1 6" 

9.09 .1 1 1-1 1/ 16" 

insulation requirements, 
both products will give 
you proven performance. 

Design help with no 
strings attached 

We will help you deter
mine the economic 

amount of roof insulation. EMS 3 
is hardly a salesman. It's there 
to help owners, engineers and 
architects obtain energy
efficient roofs . 

Of course we want to sell 
you our insulation . We believe 
if we help you find the eco
nomic amount of roof insula
tion you'll probably come to us 
for the right insulation for 
your roof. 

What you should do now 
Planning a new building or 
replacing an old roof? Incorpo
rate the "economic insulation" 
amount from the maps into 
your specifications. If you're 
not directly involved in specifi
cations, pass them along to the 
person who is . If there is any
thing that you don't understand 
about insulation, call your local 
Owens-Corning representative. 
That phone call might keep you 
from going broke. 

Want more information on 
our roof "economic insulation" 
amount maps, or how to talk to 
our computer, drop us a line . 
Write to 0 .1. Meeks, Owens
Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 
Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, 
Ohio 43659. 

OWENS/ CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
\ • IUUfUU @ 

"T.M. Reg . 0 .-C.F. Corp. © 0.-C. F.Corp. 1978 



Letters from readers 

Views 

Darth Vader drafts 
Just got my fi rst look at your July Star Wars is
sue. It 's handsome, excit ing, and scary. If the 
Hopkins house becomes a trend-sette r in res i
dential architectu re, the average household's 
antimacassar and aspidistra budget should 
drop to almost nothing. 
Marilyn E. Ludwig 
San Francisco, Ca 

High Tech in the wind 
Rarely do I take time to write to edi tors of any 
magazine or journal. However, your editoria l in 
the July, 1978 issue of PA prompts me to do so. 

I remember Mies van der Rohe say ing to me 
one time that he would not use materia ls that 
were new or untested in actual construction . He 
said that the only materials to bui ld with were 
those that we know wi ll perform as we expect 
them to. He is often quoted as hav ing said "God 
is in the detail. " 

During a recent visit to Chicago, I returned to 
the Lake Shore Drive Apartment Towers that 
Mies had done in the fifties. Twenty years later 
they are in bad condition. The detail ing has 
fai led. Water and wind have taken their to ll. 

The point I want to make is th is. Bui ld ings in 
the so-ca lled "High-Tech" style as we ll as the 
many others built today regard less of style or 
"content" still have to face wind and water . 
These two among others are constants for any 
architect. It is in the detail ing of the building that 
an architect succeeds or fa ils. The judgment will 
be made of our work once it has withstood the 
sun bak ing it, the rain beating upon it, the ice 
splitt ing it and all those other facts of life that 
words cannot confront. 

There are traditions in detailing and there are 
details that are not new- detai ls that have been 
tested. Perhaps what Mies sa id about materials 
shou ld be said about details. I suspect that a 
visit to many of the "High-Tech" styled bu ildings 
(and those of other "content") 20 years after 
they are built wi ll provide you with the truth . The 
Lake Shore Drive Apartments provide real evi
dence of the fact that there is no God, only truth, 
and truth is in the detail. 
Delbert Highlands AJA 
Highlands & Gilberti Architects 
Pittsburgh, Pa 
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less reference to the process of architectural 
design. For a Bacardi building , something else 
might be appropriate.-Editors] 

Aftertaste 
Your recent issue devoted to Taste in America 
(June, 1978) was a delight , and made for 
stimulating reading. It was a masterful piece of 
arch itectura l journalism. Special comp liments 
must go to Suzanne Stephens for her bril liantly 
funny piece "Purveyors of Taste ." . 

Humor, and the ability to laugh at ourselves 
can help us cope with MacDonald's, the inte
riors of Delmonico's, and even with Philip 

c: Johnson 's new AT&T building. 
-g> 
~ Arnold Friedmann, Designer 
E Hadley, Ma 
~ 
il 
~ I wou ld like to congratu late you on an exce llent 
;; issue (June) and your delightful sense of humor 
~ and sense of perspective on our "industry. " I 
~ have seldom if ever devoured a professiona l 
£; journal from cover to cover and looked for more 
~ to read- much less quoted and read aloud from 
15: it at dinner parties. Your magazine parodies 

Dark brown plastic panels clad Rotork Controls 
factory in Cambridge, Md (1972), virtual twin of 
the company 's factory in Bath, both by the 
Farrel l/Grimshaw Partnership . 

Stateside cousin 
Readers of the article on the Herman Miller Ltd ., 
Bath, Eng land factory in your July issue may be 
interested to know that Arch itects Farrell/ 
Grimshaw designed a building in Cambridge, 
Maryland in 1972. The project was a small light 
industrial building and incorporated the 
fiberglass panel type design for which they are 
becoming we ll known. 
Raymond R. Firmin ; Vice President 
Hanscomb Associates Inc . 
New York, NY 

The subject of murals 
In prev ious vis its to Boston I have admired the 
Boston Architectural Center and I was appalled 
to see in PA July 1978 that a COLONIAL Mural 
has been painted on its west fa<;ade, not by ac
cident; your art icle mentioned that it took two 
years to plan. 

I am a conservation ist, but Colonial ism be
longs in Colonial buildings not in a Modern Mas
terpiece of Architecture. To top it al l the art ist 
Richard Haas was given the Gold Medal by the 
American Institute of Architects. His art work 
may be great but he should have tried a modern 
mura l in a modern building. A good example of 
th is is the Bacardi building on Biscayne Blvd , 
Miami, which has a white and blue ceramic tile 
abstract mural on its fa9ade. 

There is nothing wrong in painting buildings 
when appropriate subjects are chosen. How will 
the AIA like to have a mural of the Capitol 
painted in the fa<;ade of their headquarters in 
Washington? 
Ramiro Palma , Architect 
Orlando, Fl 
[I t is indication of the rate of change in our pro
fession that P/A, the Boston Architectural 
Center, and the AIA jury all consider this mural 
appropriately modern . We do not , of course, 
see it as "Colon ial. " It is, in fact , based on pres
entation techn iques of the 19th-Century Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts ; as such, it seems to us a time-

were delightful , especially the recipe in "Hearth 
and Vegetab le" and the fam ily history of the 
eyeba ll paperweight in "Architectura l Digress." 
You got them al l where it hurts the most. I would 
love to know if their reactions responded in kind. 

I, like you, have always had personal ques
tions regarding the desirability and "place " of 
developments like River Hills and think you por
trayed it fair ly in its context. 

In closing I'll share my favorite professional 
sa lve with you: "Nobody ever went broke unde
restimating the taste of the American Public." 
Again thanks and congratulations on "Taste in 
Ame rica. " 
Clarke Plaxco 
Director of Community Planning 
Brandermill, Midlothian, Va 

McDonald's: your kind of place? 
Popular acceptance, the passage of 25 years, 
and write rs li ke David Morton (June '78 issue) 
have fina lly brought McDonald's golden arches 
to architectu ral respectability. I'm pleased , be
cause I have the dubious distinction of being 
the first to put those arches to paper, along with 
the original red and white candy-stripe tile. 

Most of the present ly popu lar artic les on the 
origin of the McDonald's phenomenon become 
somewhat hazy when they dea l with the pre-Ray 
Kroc period, and Mr. Morton 's is no exception. 
There are a few points I'd li ke to comment on 
from personal experience. 

While Mr. Morton correct ly minimizes the ori g
inal function of the arches, he attaches an early 
symbolism to them wh ich simply didn't exist. 
When Richard and Maurice McDonald de
scribed to me and my employer in late 1952 
what they wanted, the arches had no symbol ism 
other than their attention-attracting shape. Mr. 
Morton's suggestion (which I have heard be
fore) that Saarinen 's Gateway Arch might have 
influenced their design is pure speculation. 
There was no indication that the St. Louis arch 
was on the McDonalds' minds in 1952, and it 
certain ly was not in mine. The specif ic parabolic 
shape of the arches was plotted on my drawing 
board from a 1949 or '50 school exercise involv
ing a simi lar mathematica l curve. 

[Continued on page 15] 
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Corona. 
AbCNe all,elegant 

It's the new designer ceiling from Conwed. And it's 
beautiful. The deeply eroded pattern is completely 
registered for a truly monolithic look. The multidirectional 
sculptured design creates a radiating pattern which is 
visually intriguing from any angle or viewpoint. 
The warm ivory tone and subtle shadows 
produce a look that builds the elegance and 
strength of your best designs. 

When you want beauty above all, you 

want Corona. From Conwed. Available in standard 12" x 
12" concealed tiles and 2' x 2' reveal edge tiles or U.L. Time 
Design Fire Rated, all manufactured to assure excellent 
dimensional stability and acoustical control, as well as 

aesthetic appeal. For more information, write or call 
Conwed Corporation, Ceiling Products Division, 332 
Minnesota Street. P.O. Box 
43237,St.Paul, Minnesota ronar• 
55164.Phone: (612)221-1184. 

Conwecl 
innovative products for better envtronments 

__, 

; ... 
.: . - . ,.., 

. ...-:. ; '. . , ;• . 



Conserv-a-file ll'" 
Because 

nobod~ ever has 
enough Boor snace 
for their active files. 

Conventional drawer files 

Conserv-a-file Y"' 

r 
.-: ;: 

l 
I----- 192"---l 

1 Conserv-a-file y_ includes rear rows of 
•file drawers without doors. They roll 

out, like any other drawers, and are acces
sible for top or side tab folders. 
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Of course, you're thinking about more filing 
capacity. Everybody whose business is growing has the 
same problem. 

But unless you've got unlimited floor space, don't 
even consider adding another conventional drawer file. 
For active filing, shelf files are not the answer· either. 

There is a filing system that offers you the best of 
both worlds: Supreme's Conserv-a-file Y. It has the top-itab 
accessibility and familiarity of drawer files ... the height-us 
space-savings of shelf filing ... plus some incredible 
advantages all its own. 

The plans, left, illustrate the way Conserv-a-file Y. 
saves on costly floor space while increasing filing 
capacity. We've started with 525 square feet. Conventiona 
drawer files (96 five drawer units) fill the entire area, maki 
for very tight aisles when drawers are pulled out. Total 
capacity is 12,000 filing inches. The Conserv-a-file Y. 
installation in the same area gives you 12,216 filing inches 
with comfortable aisles. And leaves 195 sguare feet of floo 
.§Race for other office use. 

2 Along the face of these rear rows are 
•sturdy rails. Riding on the rails in front 

of the drawers are additional file shelves. 
The result is two layers of files one behind 
the other, except for one section kept free 
of front shelves so there's room to roll. 

3 The front-layer shelves roll (with 
•a touch) from side to side. You can 

even move a whole group of them quit 
easily. 



[f you want top access to one of the 
front-layer shelves, just roll the one 
e it to either side. If you want to pull 
ne of the rear-layer drawers, you just 
1e shelf in front out of the way. 

5 Conserv-a-file Y is extraordinarily 
• versatile and can accommodate mixed

mate1ial filing in the same installation. No 
record conversion required, use whatever 
folders you're now using. Here it's holding 
hanging folders. 

6 Here, Conserv-a-file Y. half-drawers in 
• the rear and horizontally divided front 

shelves hold card files. 

1.11 t ere's a very simp e system for 
aiding tape reels. 

And another for filing hanging tape 
3eals. 

9 Increased height along with the 
• horizontal pa1iition concept works 

beautifully for tape disks. 

How is that possible? Because the ingenious 
cept of Conserv-a-file Y gives you almost two rows 
tles for every one row of conventional drawers or 
lves. If you'd like to know how it's made, how it works 
. what it holds, follow the captioned illustrations from 
10. 

But if all you want to know is how you can get 
matically increased filing capacity out of your current 
ir space, just ask your office products dealer about 
)reme's Conserv-a-file Y. Or, contact 
ffeme Equipment & Systems Corporation 
1 53rd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232. (212) 492-7777. 

"''0 While for books, the rear stacks are 
~ •stationary shelves rather than 
drawers. This variation is called 
Conserv-a·Stack. ® 

Supreme 
EWpment 
&~stems 
Corporation 
Conserv·a·fi le V & Conserv·a ·Stack •· 
are trademarks of Supreme 
© SUPREME EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS CORP. 1978 

1 N.Y. for Designer's Saturday (Oct. 6-7) visit our showroom at 150 E. 58 St., 11 Fl. 
In L.A. for Pacific Design Center Show (Oct. 22-24) visit booths 135-136 
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Views cont inued from page 10 

The mid-50's first model in Cincinnati pictured 
on page 66 is actually two or three years and 
several generations removed from the true first 
model. The glass-enclosed customer area was 
an add-on when Mr. Kroc leap-frogged fran
chise development from southern California to 
the midwest climate, and the squashed shape 
of the arch was the result of several redrawings 
of the curve by other hands after mine. 

The first true "golden arches" model con
structed (there were several earl ier McDonald 's 
"stores" in remodeled southern California drive
ins which were used to develop and refine the 
system) was completed in January, 1954, in 
Alhambra, California, near Los Angeles. One of 
the first two or three units, still wel l maintained 
and in active business , is on Foothi ll Boulevard 
in Azusa, California, but the one built later in 
1954 at the McDonald brothers ' headquarters 
on E Street in San Bernardino was demolished 
long ago. All that remains is a fragment of the 
street-front sign arch , and there is no bronze 
historical marker in sight among the weeds. 

My thanks to Messrs. Morton, Abbott , and 
Grosvenor for helping me re lieve my mind on 
the question of "taste" as it applies to those 
arches. They were drawn within my first year out 
of school, and I suspect that few architects have 
been confronted so long and insistent ly with an 
early creation. 
Charles W. Fish, A/A 
Bird, Fujimoto & Fish A/A Architects 
San Diego, Ca 

How disappointing to see P/A publish David 
Morton 's sycophantic and facile article on 
McDonald's. This is not to say that McDonald 's 
is not architecture, but rather that Mr. Morton 
has misplaced the meaning of the significant 
and telling architecture that it is . 

It is a mistake to look upon McDonald's as an 
express ion of popu lar culture and taste 
McDonald's architecture does embody some of 
the essence of our society, and does change as 
the soc iety does. Yet the architecture of 
McDonald's is one created by a small group of 
corporate architects, designers, and execu
tives , whose distance from the people who ac
tual ly eat at McDonald's is shown ve ry c learly by 
the necessity for regulations requ iring this 
group to spend time in their stores. 

I think of the 4000-plus sma ll restaurants that 
might have survived or been started if 4000 
McDonald's did not exist , and of how much 
more those restaurants wou ld reflect popular 
culture, architecturally and otherwise. The sad 
truth of the matter is that the "culture" we have 
allowed McDonald's to create for us is an all
too-barren one. The architecture , like the food , 
is overwhelming ly standardized and uniform, 
and to speak of an emphasis on "personal izing" 
individual McDonald's stores is to discuss a 
phenomenon about as significant as painting 
the little boxes made of ticky-tacky different 
colors. 

McDonald's is not involved in reflecting the 
taste of the American people but rather in 
creating a mass-culture, lowest-common
denominator, highly depersonalized set of 
commercial establishments which are 

impoverished-architectu rally, gustatoria lly, 
socioculturally. If, as Mr. Morton tel ls us, 
McDonald's is a worthy object of study for what 
it reveals about us, we should not act so proud 
of the revelations we find there. 
Bill W Prince, 
Student 
Atlanta 

Credit extended 
Friday Arch itects/Planners , designers of the Old 
Pine Communi ty Center (June P/A, p. 74) have 
identifi ed the rest of the "young group of ar
chitects " in their office as Donald Matzkin , Lynn 
Bense I, Frank Mallas, and Terry Garfield- the 
first three of which were directly involved with 
the community center. 

Team credits 
Harry .Weese & Assoc iates informs us that, wh ile 
they are competing for the prime archi tectural 
contract in the Level Ill Design Competit ion for a 
new master plan for the Federal Triangle in 
Washington, DC (P/A, July 1978, p. 21 ), there 
are nine subcontractors: transportat ion plan
ning, Barton-Aschman Assoc iates , Inc. ; socio
economic analysis, Economics Research As
sociates; landscape architects, Zion & Breen 
Associates, Inc .; arch itectural historian, Dr. 
James Marston Fitch; architect, Louis E. Fry, Jr.; 
structural consultants, James Madison Cutts, 
Consu lting Structural Eng ineers; mechanical & 
electrical eng ineering, Smith & Faass, Consu lt
ing Engineers, Inc.; lighting consu ltant, Claude 
R. Engle; cost estimating , Turner Construction 
Company. 

Covers like paint, performs like stain 

Cabot's O.V.T. Solid Color Stains 
This fine product combines the best features of a stain and a paint. 
An oil-base finish of great beauty and durability, it is suitable for 
wood, metal, masonry ... and is applicable to all surfaces: textured, 
striated, smooth, previously painted or stained. These unique stains 
resist cracking, peeling, and blistering. Available in 31 colors. 

,------------------

Cabot's Stains, the Original Stains and Standard for the Nation since 1877 

~ 
;, No. 316, on Reader Service Card 

! Samuel Cabot Inc. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

On e Union Street, De pt . 928, Boston , Moss. 0 2108 
D Sen d color cord on Ca bot 's 0. V. T. Solid Co lo r Sta ins 
O Send Cabot's f ull -co lor handbook on wood sta ins 
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You're invited ... Designer's Saturday New York 
October 6-7. 

The eleventh Designer's Saturday will be held on 
October 6-7 in the New York showrooms of the 
members of Designer's Saturday, Inc. New 
introductions will be shown in all showrooms. 
Special student's day October 5th. 

GALA-Metropolitan Museum, Saturday evening, 
October 7th, from 7-9 PM. 

Special hotel rates are available for those 
attending Designer's Saturday. 

For more information, write 
Designer's Saturday, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1103 
F.D.R. Station 
New York, NY 10022 

• 40 E. 49 St: Cumberland Furniture Corp. 

• 299 Park Ave: Steelcase, Inc . 

• 515 Madison Ave: Brickel Associates, Inc. 

• 689 Fifth Ave: Vecta Contract 

• 160 E. 56 St: Edward Axel Roffman Associates, Inc. 

• 919 Third Ave: Harter Corp. 

• 136 E. 57 St: Cl Designs 

• 145 E. 57 St: ICF, Inc. 
(International Contract Furnishings) 

• 950 Third Ave: Castelli Furni tu re , Inc . 
Stow/Davis Furniture Company 

• 745 Fifth Ave: B&B America 
Knoll International 

• 595 Madison Ave: Atelier International , Ltd . 

• 600 Madison Ave: Herman Miller, Inc . 

• 150 E. 58 St: Airborne/Arconas Corp. 
lntrex, Inc. 
J.G. Furni ture Company, Inc. 
Lehigh/Leopold Furniture 
Sunar Limited 

• 979 Third Ave: Metropolitan Furniture Corporation 
Harvey Probber, Inc. 
John Stuart International , Inc . 

• 315 E. 62 St: Helikon 

• 321 E. 62 St: The Pace Collection, Inc. 

• 410 E. 62 St: Stendig, Inc. 

• 305 E. 63 St: Beylerian Limited 
Dunbar 
Thone! 
Turner Ltd. 

• Fifth Avenue & 82 Street: The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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Designer's 
Saturday 

Sllowroom 
Map 

New York City 

Designer's Saturday participants: 

Airborne/ Arconas Corp. 
150 East 58 St. 

Atelier International Ltd. 
595 Madison Ave. 

B & B America 
7 45 Fifth Ave. 

Beylerian Limited 
305 East 63 St. 

Brickel Associates, Inc. 
515 Madison Ave. 

Castelli Furniture, Inc. 
950 Third Ave. 

Cl Designs 
136 East 57 St. 

Cumberland Furniture Corp. 
40 East 49 St. 

Dunbar 
305 East 63 St. 

Harter Corp. 
919 Third Ave. 

Helikon 
315 East 62 St. 

ICF Inc. (International 
Contract Furnishings) 
145 East 57 St. 

lntrex, Inc. 
150 East 58 St. 

JG Furniture Company Inc. 
150 East 58 St. 

Knoll International 
7 45 Fifth Ave. 

Lehigh-Leopold Furniture 
150 East 58 St. 

Metropolitan Furniture Corporation 
979 Third Ave. 

Herman Miller Inc. 
600 Madison Ave . 

The Pace Collection, Inc. 
321 East 62 St. 

Harvey Probber, Inc. 
979 Third Ave. 

Edward Axel Roffman Associates Inc. 
160 East 56 St. 

Steelcase, Inc. 
299 Park Ave. 

Stendig Inc. 
410 East 62 St. 

Stow/Davis Furniture Company 
950 Third Ave . 

John Stuart International Inc. 
979 Third Ave. 

Sunar Limited 
150 East 58 St. 

Thonet 
305 East 63 St. 

Turner Ltd. 
305 East 63 St. 

Vecta Contract 
689 Fifth Ave. 
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As Designer's Saturday enters its second decade, it be
comes clear how well it has succeeded in living up to its 
origingl purpose. Back in 1967, a small group of contract 
furnishings manufacturers and distributors in New York 
decided to open their showrooms to the design profession 
on a Saturday, creating a convenient and unique opportu
nity for those outside the city to visit outside of normal 
business hours. Those initial Designer's Saturday partici
pants decided to limit membership in this small group to 
those firr:ns which have a real commitment to the design , 
and not merely the selling, of quality contract furnishings. 

Thus, Designer's Saturday itself would be the first to 
admit that there are larger shows, more comp rehensive 
shows, shows with much wider appeal to the full spectrum 
of the interior design profession. But that's just the way 
they want it. By purposely limiting the size of their show ("a 
mini-mart," snorted one participant in the vastly larger 
NEOCON show in Chicago) , the Designer's Saturday group 
has also limited its offerings to the full range of interests of 
an admittedly smaller, but likewise much more select, 
group of interior designers, architects, and specifiers. 
Thus the impact of what's introduced at Designer's Satur
day can indeed have a much larger effect on interior de
sign trends than its larger rivals, both national and re
gional. The main reason for that? Well, it can be summed 
up in four words ... 

New York, New York 
New York's central place in several key industries involved . 
with the dissemination of design ideas makes the impact 
of this small but highly influential show easily understand
able. As the center of the interior design and architectural 
professions in this country (there are more design firms in 
New York than in any other city in the country) , it is no 
wonder that this city produces more (and higher quality) 
visitors per exhibitor than any other show of its kind. New 
York is also the national center for several interior design 
product areas-fabrics, imports and antiques, and 
"accessories"-that are also of interest to many De
signer's Saturday attendees, making a trip to New York for 
the show even more comprehensive . And, as the nerve 
center of the design media, New York is the place where 
the new trends in interior design begin to enter the pages 

of dozens of design and "lifestyle" publications, and then 
the consciousness of the American public in general. Be
sides, after traveling to marts in more or less remote 
places (some of which , alas, are exceedingly dull), the 
idea of taking a business trip to New York (especially in the 
early fall, its most glorious season of all) comes as a most 
enticing opportunity to all but the most jaded business 
travelers . 

So what's new? 
In the following pages you will see selected new offerings 
(but by no means all of them) from each of the 29 De
signer's Saturday participants . But there's much more 
than that, too. For one thing, this is the first year that De
signer's Saturday will be functioning on a three-day 
schedule. As those who have attended Designer's Satur
day for the past few years have noted, the number of inte
rior design and architecture students attending (espe
cially) the weekend day of the show has grown tremen
dously. Realizing, though, that the students' interests are 
not necessarily those of the practicing designer or ar
chitect, Designer's Saturday and the Institute of Business 
Designers (IBD) have organized a special "Student Rally" 
to be held on Thursday, October 5. A complete listing of 
that day's programs and events can be found further on in 
this Designer's Saturday special section, on p. D24. Few of 
the students (or architects and designers, for that matter) 
who will be attending Designer's Saturday this year prob
ably know anything about Designer's Saturday's awards 
program, one of the best-kept secrets of this annual event. 
Further information about that important , and unfortunately 
underpublicized, aspect of Designer's Saturday's com
mitment to the design profession can be found on p. D4. 

Get me to the shrine on time 
One of the most eagerly awaited bits of news about De
signer's Saturday is inevitably, "Where's the party going to 
be?" This year, it can be reported, Designer's Saturday 
has held to its tradition of providing spectacular settings 
for its big wrap-up fete. Its coup this year is its obtaining 
permission to hold the annual gathering in the fabl~d 
Temple of Dendur, the reconstructed ancient Egyptian 
shrine that will have been officially opened only a few days 
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earlier at the Metropolitan Museum of Art on upper Fifth 
Avenue. Dramatically housed in a huge, glittering glass 
vitrine designed by Roche, Dinkeloo & Associates, the 
Temple of Dendur is as timely a locat ion as it is a theatrical 
one-for as the design industries feel the full impact of the 
Tutankhamania that has yet to reach its peak in the US, 
what cou ld be a more appropriate setting? Long known for 
its originality in providing imaginative locales for its 
Saturday night bash, Designer's Saturday will have a great 
deal of trouble topp ing this one next year . 

The new seriousness 
This talk of temples and good times had by all should not 
mislead one into thinking of Designer's Saturday as a 
frivolous occasion, a chance to write off a busman's holi
day to New York. The 29 members of Designer's Saturday 
have together decided to limit the nonprofess ional as
pects of their showroom programs this year, emphasizing 
not exotic buffets or novel giveaways, but rather the 
person-to-person contact with concerned and knowl
edgeab le designers , architects, and students. What 
started out in the spirit of having a few friends over for a 
drink has grown to a show of major proport ions, and the 
competit ive entertainment among the Designer's Saturday 
participants grew according ly. But now that the show has 
so clearly emerged as an important annual learning ex
perience for so many of its attendees (especially for those 
from parts of the country where there are no showrooms 
such as these), Designer's Satu rday has decided to put 
the emphasis back on the products , where it ought to be. 

A decade of excellence 
All of this is quite in keeping with the increasing profes
sionalization of the interior design industry, and by and 
large it is a reo rdering of priorities that Designer's Satu r
day believes it is within its best interests to uphold. As one 
of the first groups to recognize that interior design was 
more than a commercial venture, the founders of De
signer's Saturday have grown to include other like-minded 
manufacturers who al so believe in innovation , good de
sign, and responsiveness to design professionals. Enter
ing its second decade, it reall y can be said that Designer's 
Saturday is something to write home about. 
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. d nt scholarship Program 
' Saturday Stu e . 

The Designers Student Scholarships 
I Designer's Saturday he Metropolitan 

The second annu~ the annual reception at ~er 7 . The $3000 

will be awar~e~o~ Saturday evening . o:~~hion Institute ol 
Museum ol r . en this year to the resent three 
award has bee~~~ York. which will in tu:sp ectively) to 
Tecnnology in 500 $1000 , and $500 rt r\or Design . The 
scholarships \$1 its Department ol In e d at the reception . 
three students lro~dents will be announce an Albino Cimonett1. 
names ol thoseDs ·gn department cha1_rm ett·1· John Mas-

\ ·or es1 M c1mon · 
by FIT In ?fl ds ·ury included r. . adine Bertin ol . 
This years awar Ml·chael Brown, ASID , N ·o cavagliefl , AIA, 

· ASID R 1 SID G1org1 
cnerorn, ' . Jack Lowery, A ' Pratt Institute . 
House & Garden, t year's winner was 
and Mario Buatta . Las 

You are cordial/ . . 
Th e Annual Des · , Y invited to attend 

IQner s Saturd 
on Saturday, Oct b . ay Evening Gata 

from seven t o er seventh 
_o nine o'c lock 

The Lila Ach in 
eson Wal/ace E . 

QYpt1an Co llect · and ion 
Th e Temple of Dendur 

Th ' at 
e Metropofit 

Fifth Avenue at EanhMuseum of Art 
ig tY-second s 

r .s. v.p. New York treet 

~~igner's Saturday 
. . Box 1103 FD 

New York N ' R Station 
Ten dotta;s ew York 10022 

P.e r person 









The Breuer Lounge Chair 
Design: Marcel Breuer 

Designed in 1928 and manufactured 
for only a decade, 
the Breuer Lounge Chair became a 
rare collector's item until 1973 when 
this classic was again entered into 
production and is being made in 
leather, wicker or pony skin. 

International Contract Furnishings Inc. 
145 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y.10022 
Telephone: (212) Plaza 2-5870 
Cable: Confurn NY /Telex 236073 

Ci rcle No. 402, on Reader Service Card 
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rne/Arconas Corp.: Damier Series sectional seating system. 
100 on reader service card 

~merica·A 
102 o . rtona conferen 

n reader service car~e table by Afra & Tob. S 
ia carpa 

) 

On the following pages are 29 postcards from New York
one each from the participants in Designer 's Saturday. 
The sights they illustrate are not the familiar New York 
landmarks like the Empire State Building or the Statue of 
Liberty ,.but rather the new designs that will be introduced 
for the first time at Designer 's Saturday. This collection 
of outstanding designs is but a smal l fraction of the new and 
innovative contract furnishings that will be seen at the 
showrooms of Designer's Saturday members. But even this 
partial sampling is sufficient evidence of why Designer 's 
Saturday, in just a little over a decade, has become syn
onymous with "high-end"-that segment of the market that 
combines quality with design excellence, the leading edge 
of design that has an immense influence on the rest of the 
contract market. Wish you were here.I 

·gned bY 
. Cab cha·1r des1 

fona\Ltd .. 
A,te\ier \nterna ' der service card 

. I 101 on rea C1rc e 

Mario Bell"1ni . 

Beylerian Ltd.: El co Linear System by Rodolfo Bonetto. 
Circle 103 on reader service card 

I 
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Castelli Furniture Circle 105 on 'Inc.: Plano fold . reader service ing table . card 

Cu111 
C1rc1e ":''and/:, 

01 on urn;t read, Ure C 

D10 

er Orp serv1c .: 122 
e card Group I 

ounge 
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sear· Ing. 

Brickel A --C ssociates· w ircle 104 on . ard Bennett ' reader service card s Alexandria chair. 

Cl oeslO"" #135 s1a0>iog '"'""'" deoigo0d bV '"'' '°"''~ 
Circle 106 on reader service card 

Dunbar· "T C . ask Grou ,, 
ircle 108 on re ps Table Desk b ader service card Y Jack Dunbar & L d 

Y ia DePolc 



Vecta Contract/Conference Rooms 

Gunter Eberle 's KDX® tables in laminates or genuine woods in 
thirty-five different models- round, rectangular, boat , racetrack
ship and store "in the flat". 

Gibilterra 21 chairs flex in all directions, imperceptibly adjusting to 
body movement-capacious, yet only 22" wide; patented U.S.A. 
Designed by Charles Gibilterra. 

Circle No. 426, on Reader Service Card 

VECTA CONTRACT@ 740 West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75247, 214/631-2880 TWX 9108614043 Ve eta Dal. © 1978 
Subsidiary Steelcase Inc 
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The Classic Breuer Chair 
Designed by architect Marcel Breuer in 1928. 

Seen in Thonet's catalog in 1930. 
Armchair or sidechair, tubular steel frame, in black 
wood with a natural cane seat and back. 

THONET 
A Simmons Company 

Post Office Box 1587 • 
491 East Princess Street m 

York, Pennsylvania 17405 Jml 



~ Classic Breuer Chair 
;igned by architect Marcel Breuer in 1928. 

:Juced by Thonet for 50 years. 

N with a polished chrome frame, 
>lack or Thonet's six translucent 
:Jrs or five wood finishes, with a natural 
1e or upholstered seat and back, in 
t armless or bar chair variations. 

II 



Unl./OFT engineered with a flame retardant foam core in densities ranging from structural (tables) to supersoft (seating) 

.. ., 
72-0A Executive Arm Chair 

~ 
~ Q 

71 Secretarial Chait 
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See these new products at the 

C I Designs Showroom 
136 East 57th Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212-421-8492 

or call your local sales rep. 
Atlanta 404-921-4234 
Baltimore 301-821-8388 
Boston 617-266-7422 
Chicago 312-644-0847 
Dallas 214-745-1371 
Denver 303-458-8617 
Detroit 313-474-3469 
Honolulu 808-737-0532 
Long Island, Westchester 914-628-6812 
Los Angeles 213-877-5012 
Miami 305-925-0233 
Minneapolis 612-433-5173 
Penn., N.J. 609-428-3395 
San Francisco 415-421-5906 
Seattle 206-522-0707 
Factory 617-391-7800 

Magic Office Chairs and Desks 
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Circle 11 O on rea 

lntrex, Inc.: Armchair redesigned by R9bert Haussman . 
Circle 112 on reader service card 

Harter Corp.: Helland-Thurston executive seating. 
Circle 109 on reader service card 

ICF Inc.: FUNCTIONwall system designed by Herbert Hirsche. 
Circle 111 on reader service card 

JG Furniture Co., Inc.: Robin Armless seating by Dave Woods. 
Circle 113 on reader service card 
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Lehigh-Leopold Furniture: Sculptures in Wood® by Warren Platner. 
Circle 115 on reader service card 

Herman Miller, Inc.: Action Office by Robert Propst. 
Circle 117 on reader service card 

016 Progressive Architecture 9:78 

Knoll International: Zapf Plus System features new options. 
Circle 114 on reader service card 

Metropolitan Furniture Corp.: Concentra-2 (54 7) side chair. 
Circle 116 on reader service card 

. cna.irs 
. 58nes 

. ,, r:J(.ecut1ve 
."t\19 "-

. 0 \f\C" d 
co\\eC\10 ' ·ce car 

""ne pace eader serv1 
' 18 on r 
Circle1 





in stock 
program 
FOR THREE AFFILIATED COMPANIES 

Normal Shipping: 
72 to 96 hours after receipt of order 

I llustrated products represent a sma l l por
ti on of our 1,060 In Stock items 



lntrex INCORPORATED 

Architectural 
Supplements 
Habitat INCORPORATED 

341 East 62nd Street, N. Y ., N. Y 10021 
Tel. (212) 758-0922 
Showroom: 
150 East 58th Street, N_Y_, N.Y . 10022 
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Harvey Probbe Circl 11 r, Inc.: Hou t e 9 on read s on 11 exec r er service card u ive desk chair. 

Edw ardAxel R 
Circle 120 o ottman Assocs I n readers · ·• nc. · R 300 erv1ce card · - 1 arm chair. 

. ASA c11ai1 seiieS· 

\ Se \ 
... c . \:.J(.ecul\\/e 111911-bac\<. 11orn 

steeca '.. .. . rd 
Circ le 121 on reader service ca 

Stow/Davis Fu . Circle 123 o rmture Co.: Para . ~~- -n reader service d1gm Series 180 d card esk chair. 
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STACKING DRAWER SYSTEM 
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Sunar Ltd.: Race system for energy and communication work support. 
Circle 125 on reader service card 

Turner Ltd .. "B h 

Circle 127 o~ re:d:;:~o · : Wal/ systems and "B h 
rv1ce card e r 1600 p 

anee/." 
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John Stuart International, Inc.: ARCH ITECTIVE v desk series. 
Circle 124 on reader service card 

Vecta Contract: Gibilterra chairs in chrome, new colors. 
Circle 128 on reader service card 
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Thursday, October 5 

8:45-10:00 AM Orientation and distribution of program 
portfolio, specific information , free maps and tickets at 
Cinema I, 1011 Third Ave . (Between 59th and 60th Sts.). 

Rest of day Students' Day at Designer's Saturday 
Member Showrooms. Visit all 29 showrooms and receive 
undivided attention to questions and requests for informa
tion. Refreshments will be served . 

Evening The New York Chapter of IBD invites registered 
participants to be its guests at a Chinese Banquet in 
Chinatown. 

Friday, October 6 

8:45-10:00 AM Orientation 

Rest of day Students' Day at /BO Trade Member Show
rooms. Represented are furniture, fabrics, wallcoverings 
and floorcoverings. A comprehensive survey of the many 
sources serving the design profession . Refreshments will 
be served . 

Evening Your night on the town , with discounts at res
taurants and places of entertainment. 

Saturday, October 7 

Seminar programs at Fashion Institute of Technology Main 
Auditorium, 227 West 27th Street (Seventh Avenue) 

9:00 AM Introduction: 

Leonard Eisen, President, lntrex, Inc. , and President, De
signer's Saturday, Inc. 
Del James Blessinger, President, N.Y. Chapter, IBD. 
Pamela Baldwin, National President and Chairman of the 
Board, IBD. 

9:30-10:45 How to land a job : How to function, move 
ahead, and stay ahead . 

Moderator: Bettye Young, Manager, Interior Design Dept. , 
Griswold Heckel & Kelly, Inc. 

Speakers: Dean Samuel Magdoff, Associate Dean, Par
sons School of Design , New York 
Woody Gibson, Executive Vice President, Architectural & 
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ISO/Designer's Saturday Student Rally 
New York, October 5, 6 & 7, 1978 

For the fi rst time, the New York Chapter of the Institute 
of Business Designers {IBD) and Designer's Saturday, Inc . 
will co-sponsor a Student Rally in conjunction with the 
annual Designer's Saturday program. Over the past few years , 
student attendance at Designer 's Saturday has grown so 
significantly that special student preview visits to the 29 
participating Designer 's Saturday showrooms have been 
arranged for Thursday, October 5. Friday, October 6 will feature 
visits to IBD trade member showrooms, and on Saturday, 
October 7 there will be a special day- long seminar/workshop/ 
luncheon program. A full schedule of the three-day event is 
given below: 

Interior Design Search & Placement, RitaSue Siegel 
Agency, New York. 
Joe D'Urso, President , Joe D'Urso Design, New York. 
Carol Groh, Skidmore , Owings & Merrill , New York. 

11 :00-12:30 Contract design--and your options. 

Moderator: Juliette Lam, Director of E:lusiness Develop
ment, ISD, Inc., New York. 

Speakers: Charles Morris Mount, President, Charles 
Mount Associates, New York. 
Anthony LaBua, Senior Architectural Facilities Planning, 
IBM, Inc . 
Jim Vaughn, President, Related Designs, Inc., New York. 

12:30-1 :45 Lunch, courtesy of Designer's Saturday, Inc. 

1 :45-3:00 How to sell your design: to your boss and the 
client-the various approaches. 

Speakers: Carol Farren, Designer and Principal , CD/3, 
New York. 
Richard Korchein, Senior Vice President, Saphier Lerner 
Schindler-Environetics, Inc., New York. 
Del James Blessinger, Senior Designer, Saphier Lerner 
Schindler-Environetics, Inc . New York, and President, New 
York Chapter, IBD. 

3:15-4:30 The New York Design Experience: Where to 
go. A visual tour conducted by Suzanne Slesin, Senior 
Editor, Esquire Fortnightly Magazine. 

7:00-9:00 Designer's Saturday Evening Gala, Metropoli
tan Museum of Art , Fifth Avenue at 82nd St . 

Registration 
Registration fee for the three-day event is $20.00 if stu
dents register before September 15, 1978, and is $30.00 
thereafter. Registration forms and further information on 
the rally are available from: 
IBD/New York Chapter 
P.O. Box 86 
FDR Station 
New York, NY 10022 

Designer's Saturday, Inc . 
P.O. Box 1103 
FDR Station 
New York, NY 10022 



GAUDI. .. 
where the material 
makes 
the difference. 
design Vico Magistretti 

Armchair in Reglar® 

Available in white, green, dark brown, and Chinese 
red. 

Width 23 5/8" Depth 21 5/8" Height 28 3/4" 

Reglar® is the registered trade mark of the 
fiberglass reinforced polyester produced by 
Artemide. 

Reglar® is a thermosetting plastic (solidifies under 
heat) consisting of a thick mat of glass-fibers im
pregnated with polyester resins . The fibers have a 
reinforcing function in the resins similar to that of 
the iron rods in reinforced concrete. 

Reglar® has excellent tensile strength and a high 
resistance to impact, scratching and high tempera
tures. Further more, it has antistatic properties, and 
used outdoors is totally weather-proof. 

Reglar® FG4000 and LP6000 have been iested ac
cording to the ASTM D-635-75 standard method of 
testing for flammability and self-supporting plastic 
materials. 

Reglar® FGR 5000 has been tested according to 
UL 94 Vertical Burning Test for flammability of 
plastic material. Classified as 94V-0 . 

Of the same material: 
Gaudi armchair 

Stadio tables and 
Selene chairs 

Tessera and Mezzatessera tables 

Vicario armchairs 

ArtemideCB@lJTI®CBdOCIDDlJ 
Distributed by 

BB CASTELLI 
FURNITURE 

CONTRACT AND RESIDENTIAL 

950 THIRD AVENUE. NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10022 212·751·2050 
1150 MERCHANDISE MART. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60654 312·626·0020 
267 PACIFIC DESIGN CENTER. LOS ANGELES. CA 90069 213·659·6302 
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DELUXE FLOOR 
MODELS 

Easy to install 
and service. 

DELUXE WALL 
MODELS 

Regular or compact 
versions flt tight to 
any wall surface. 

SEMI-RECESSED 
MODELS 

Space-saving design 
with removable 

wraparound panel. 

WHEELCHAIR SERIES 
Ample underclearance. 
Models meet all state 

and federal 
requirements. 

COMPACT BOTTLE 
WATER COOLERS 
Serves cold or hot 
water. Available 
with refrigerated 

storage compartment. 

SEE YOUR LOCAL 
ELKAY REPRESENTATIVE 

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
eELKAV MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

I OR 2700 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE, BROADVIEW, ILLINOIS 60153 I 
I WRITE US: PHONE (312) 681-1880 I 

'------------------------------------------------' 
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DOors are hardly noticed 
untll they stop working . 

·. :: .:: 

.. · .. 

··-. ·: . ·. 

•' . . . 
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. ·When doors open slowly or fail to open at all, they become obstaclestci'y~u~ ' 
material handling traffic. These obstacles cost you money. 

Clark doors avoid such unnecessary expense by providing the constant 
access you need to keep your operation moving. Clark door components are 
tested at least 1,000,000 times before they are specified as approved parts. 
They must also require virtually no service at all. Result- a door that will 
operate in excess of 1,000 times a day on the lowest maintenance schedule in 
the industry. 

These working doors will also save more money by saving more energy. Clark 
doors are urethane filled to provide the best insulation efficiency that virtually 
stops energy loss through heat conduction . These doors can save enough 
energy within one year to pay off the initial purchase price! Result - a working 
door that is also an energy-management investment. 

Call or write us today for more information on the energy saving doors you need. 

Keep them Moving through Clark Doors. 

U.S.A.: 69 Myrtle St., Cranford, 
N.J. 07016; Tel. 201 /272-5100; 
Telex 13-8268 

ENGLAND: Willow Holme, 
Carlisle CA2 SAA; Tel. 
0228-22321 ; Telex 851-64131 
SWEDEN: S-522 00 Tidaholm; 
Tel. 0502-11320; Telex 670 66 
BeteveS 
CANADA: 46 Torbay Ad., 
Markham, Ontario L3A 1 G6; Tel. 
416/495-1292; Telex 06-23609 

Circle No. 328, on Reader Service Card 





Here's how 

WlliDDAAT® 
brand laminated plastic 

meets more 
of your decorative surfacing needs today. 

NEW 030-6 

w1uanART® 
BRAND 

Design Group I 
Laminated plastic 

I 08 contemporary solids, 
woodgrains, designs, lea
thers and slates. Designe r 
selected. Designer oriented 
for today's accent on precise 
color and pattern options. 
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w1uanART® 
BRAND 

Chem-Surf® 
Chemical resistant 
laminated plastic 

Now, color choices for lab 
tops. Highly resistant sur
face offers ideal combina
tion of durability, economy, 
and color. 

It 's a new brand ball game. 
Today Wilsonart is your one 
best source for esthetic and 
functional laminated plastic 
surfacing options. 

\\-41 I Wl~DDAAT® 

,...., ...... '=il~__,..-......... ~';;;311111111 

w1uanART® 
BRAND 

Tuf-Surf® 
Extra abras ion resistant 

laminated plastic 
Ten times more abrasion 
resistance. For high-use 
fast-food countertops, 
supermarket checkout 
stands, bank serv ice areas
every horizontal or vertical 
application that requires 
extra tough, low mainte-
nance surfacing. 

w1uana11T® 
BRAND 

Metallics 
Metallic decorative 

laminates 
Embossed and burnished 
designs in copper and alum
inum. Where image is the 
primary specification con
sioeration. 

r .;:;;-;;s: ;;:=~;- - - - - - - - --;;_;: 1 
600 General Bruce Drive, Temple, TX 76501 

Please send me information on 

WILSDDART® brand. 

D Design Group I D Tut-Surf D Chem-Surf D Metallics 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

WILSONART BRAND LAMINATED PLASTIC City 

Circle No. 400, on Reader Service Card 



Progressive Architecture 

News report 

P/A survey of 
interiors market 
A survey conducted by P/A shows that 
10,800 architectural firms are en
gaged in interior design as part of their 
practice, and that 7873 firms actively 
solicit interiors commissions. In 1979, 
the architectural interiors market will 
reach an estimated $3.4 billion; it has 
increased 62.9 percent in five years. 

These findings are based on a 
questionnaire sent this year to 3000 
P/A subscribers selected at random; 
the response was 19 percent. In
cluded in the sample were owners of 
firms, executives, registered staff ar
chitects, and interior designers 
employed by architectural firms or in 
private practice. 

Respondents indicated that 96.5 
percent are involved in interiors for 
new construction and 90.8 percent in 
remodeling. The category which led 
the list was office interiors, at 84 per
cent, followed by banks, 47 percent, 
retail and educational, 46 percent 
each, and government, 43 percent. 

Award-winning 
chair store design 
A creative approach to the display of 
chairs won an award for Swaney 
Kerns Architects of Washington, DC, 
but didn't prevent the client from clos
ing business at that store, 1700 M St., 
NW. The new concern is Earl Allen, a 
dress retailer. "As it turns out, ladies' 
clothes seem to sell better at this loca
tion than chairs," reported project ar-

Chai rs and Company interior won a design citat ion ; later converted to c lothin g store. 

chitect Alan Hansen , remarking that 
"adaptive reuse " came to the rescue. 

The original client was Chairs and 
Company which needed a store to se ll 
only chairs; the maximum number of 
chairs within 900 sq ft was to be dis-

played, and a strong street image also 
was required. The solution was a dis
p lay on radial platforms sandwiched 
within a series of arched plywood 
panels. Wallwash backlighting by 
Claude Engle Ill accented the 

Q·7R Prnn rP.c::c:i\IP Arrh itPrt1 1rP ?.~ 



News report 

silhouette of the already sculptural 
merchandise. The front elevation was 
designed as the cut section of an 
otherwise continuous progression. 
The store won a citation of merit in the 
seventh annual Plywood Design 
Awards program. 

Study aids redesign 
of Colony Square 
Atlanta's Colony Square, which 
opened its phase I office tower in 
1970, was a new breed of in-town 
multi-use center with high expecta
tions of acceptance. Built of concrete, 
its components joined and interlocked 
in a WQ..Y that proclaimed a self
contained megastructure which ad
dressed, but stood aloof from, the sur
rounding neighborhood. The final 
flourish was the opening of the luxury 
hotel (P/A, Nov. 1974, p. 23), man
aged by the prestigious Fairmont chain 
out of San Francisco. 

The Fairmont 's interior designer 
brought a look of "Victorian elegance" 
to the hotel, but it was the wrong 
touch . Three-story concrete columns 
in the lobby were painted gold, for 
example, and the color, texture , and 
scale didn't work together. The com
plex lacked the kind of popularity that 
would ensure financial success; but in 
1977, after bankruptcy proceedings, a 
turnaround was proclaimed (P/A, April 
1978, p. 32). 

Prudential Insurance Co., which as
sumed control of all except the resi
dential portions of the complex, set a 
renovation budget of $4.85 million. Ar
chitects Thompson , Ventulett, Stain
back & Associates of Atlanta were 
hired to take charge of redesign , and 
a study was conducted to determine 
what users wanted. The response 
was: all-enclosed spaces, not uncom
fortable transitions between indoors 
and outdoors; convenience retail 
shops, not high-priced specialty 
stores; moderately priced, quick
serve restaurants, not expensive din
ing rooms; visual and actual unity of 
the various elements of the complex, 
not isolation and architectural barriers; 
a contemporary, comfortable decor. 

TVS and interior designers Howard 
Hirsch & Associates of Beverly Hills 
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Colony Square 's lounge and mall in former ice rink area (above), hotel lobby (below). 

Q II -

designed major renovations, com
pleted in recent months. The results, 
report real estate managers Carter & 
Associates, are encouraging. Office 
occupancy is up to 88 percent from 75 
percent; retail space occupancy is up 
to 78 percent from 36 percent; and 
hotel occupancy is expected to reach 
55 percent by the end of the year from 
45 percent a year ago . 

The key renovation effort-uni
fication of the complex-was re-
moval of the indoor ice skating rink 
and cocktail lounge , and replacement 
by a retail "town square" and a ter
raced, landscaped lounge called "The 
Verandah" that links the hotel lobby 
with the retail area. 

The hotel lobby was redecorated. 
The controversial gold columns were 
encased in gypsum board painted 
off-white. Restaurants were relocated 
and redesigned; modern conference 
facilities were provided in a space for
merly used as a nightclub. 

The escalator between the under
ground parking garage and the com
plex, previously exposed to the 
weather, was enclosed, and the walk
ways between the two office towers 
and other parts of the complex were 
enclosed so workers could use the 
facility year-round in comfort. A con
venient pickup and dropoff station 
for automobiles was built. 

Charles Eames 
1907-1978 
Charles Eames, world-renowned ar
chitect, designer, and film-maker, died 
Aug. 21 in St. Louis , his birthplace, 
where he was at work on one of his 
many projects. With his wife and col
laborator, Ray, he had received the 
Al A's 25-year Award last May for the 
1949 Eames house near Los Angeles. 

'New Wave' 
from Japan 

The Institute for Architecture and 
Urban Studies, New York, with grants 
from the National Endowment for the 
Arts and other sources, is sponsoring 
a natio.nal exhibit and lecture tour 
based on the work of five Japanese 
architects. 

"A New Wave of Japanese Architec
ture" lectures will begin Sept. 25 at the 
IAUS and continue through Nov. 14. 
The exhibit, organized by IAUS pro
gram director Andrew MacNair, wi ll 
have a catalog edited by Kenneth 
Frampton with an introduction by 
Fumihiko Maki and Arata lsozaki. 



The tour will include 10 c ities; each 
lecturer, whose work wi ll be presented 
in the exh ibit, wi ll visit each city in a 
round robin of talks . Accompanying 
each speaker wi ll be a traveling show 
of drawings and photog raphs. 

The five featured architects and the 
subjects of their talks are: Takefumi 
Aida, "The Image of My Work"; Minoru 
Takeyama, " Heterology in Architec
ture "; Hiromi Fujii , "About My 
Method"; Hiroshi Hara, "Anti-

1978-1979 exhibition survey 

The Octagon, American Institute of Ar
chitects Foundation, Washington. DC- Travel 
Sketches of Louis I. Kahn (Sept. 22- Dec. 29). 

The Drawing Center, New York~ Travel 
Sketches of Louis I. Kahn (until Sept. 9); Vision
ary Drawings: Architecture and Planning (Nov. 
18-Jan. 13) . 

Museum of Modern Art, New York
Architecture of Gunnar Asplund, Swedish ar
chitect (until Sept. 1 O) ; Sound Installation by 
Max Neuhaus (through Sept.) ; Designed for 
Film, visual presentations including movie set 
models (until Sept. 26); Ph ilip L. Goodwin Gal
leries, ongoing exhibit of architecture and 
design. 

Consanti Foundation, Scottsdale, Az-Toward 
Arcology-Works in Progress, traveling 
lecture/exhibit: Southern University, Baton 
Rouge, La (Sept. 11 - 14); West Vi rginia Univer
sity, Morgantown (Sept. 18-22); Allegheny Col
lege, Meadville, Pa (Oct. 10- 14); Southern Ore
gon State College, Ashland (Nov. 6-8); Central 
Missouri State University , Warrensburg (April 
2-4) ; Hiram College , Oh (April 24--26); Radford 
College, Va(May7-11) . 

Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York. NY
Looking at LA (until Sept. 17); Designs from the 
Movies, (until Oct. 7) ; Cross Currents, neoclas
sical drawings and prints from the museum's 
collection (Sept. 19--Nov. 5); Vienna Moderne 
decorative and graphic arts (Nov. 21 - Feb. 4); 
Ornament in the 20th Century (Oct. 3--Jan. 7). 

Museum of Contemporary Crafts, New York, 
NY-Young Americans: Clay/Glass. new direc
tions in c lay and glass artistry (until Oct. 13) ; 
New Handmade Furn iture (Jan. 26-April 8) ; 
Young Americans: Metal/Enamel (April 20-
July 8). 

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 
NY- Inner City: An Environment model of a city 
block at night, by Michael McMillen (closes 
Sept. 17) ; Mouse Museum and Ray Gun Wing: 
Two Collections/Two Buildings by Claes Olden
burg (Sept. 28--Nov. 26). 

Boston Architectural Center, Boston, Ma
Boston Society of Architects/Exports and Haus-

Trad itional Devices"; and Arata 
lsozaki , "Japanese Conceptualism." 
Inc luded in the touring exhibit will be 
work by Tadao Ando, Toyoo Ito, Monta 
Mozuna, Osamu lshiyama, and Atelier 
Zo. 

Sponsoring institutions are Univer
sity of California at Berkeley, San 
Francisco AIA, and Western Add ition 
and Off Centre Books, San Francisco; 
Unive rsity of Houston and Houston 
AIA; the Architecture Club of Miami 

ing Awards (Sept. 4--22); Steve Dunwell , "Run of 
the Mill," (Sept. 25-0ct. 9); Oldest and Newest 
Exhibit of Boston Subways Systems (Oct. 16-
Nov. 10); Women in Design (Nov. 15-Dec. 1 ); 
Student/Faculty (Jan. 15-Feb. 15) ; van den 
Broek and Bakema (April 15-May 15). 

Boston Society of Architects, Boston, Ma
Award -winning projects (Sept. 4--22, Boston Ar
chitectural Center) ; 6th Annual BSA Architect's 
Architectural Show, inc luding seminars, hous
ing theme (April 3-4. Howard Johnson 's 57 
Motor Hotel) . 

Spaced Gallery of Architecture, New York
Giovanni Battista Piranesi, prints (Sept. 14--0ct. . 
21 ); Lebbeus Woods , drawings (Oct. 27-Dec. 
2). Other exh ibits to be announced . 

National Gallery of Art, Washington , DC
Piranesi: Early Architectural Fantasies (until 
Oct.1) . 

University City Science Center, Philadelph ia. 
Pa-Art-in-Sc ience Exhibition, Alexander Mes
singe r, arch itect, town planner (Sept. 12- 0ct. 
12, University of Pennsylvania Faculty Club) . 

Renwick Gallery, Wash ington, DC-Printed , 
Painted, and Dyed The New Fabric Surface, 
work by 30 craftsmen (until Oct. 15); New 
Stained Glass (Sept. 1- Feb. 10) . 

New Jersey State Museum Cultural Center, 
Trenton, NJ-Architecture: Service/Craft/Art 
(Sept. 16- Nov. 26) ; exhibit wi ll be shown at 
Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pa, in January 
and February. 

High Museum of Art, Atlanta-Children in 
America , environmental show designed by ar
chitect Mack Scogin (Sept. 30-May 27); Minia
ture Art Galleries designed by artist Scott Bel
ville (mid-.Dec -mid-Jan ); Frank Lloyd Wright 
(March 31-May 6) . 

Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, 
New York-Philip Johnson: Modernism/Post
Modernism (Sept.); Lauretta Vinciarelli : Theoret
ical Drawings about Architecture (Nov.) ; Ar
chitectu ral Drawing: A Critical Perspective 
(Dec .); Giuseppi Terragni : Unpublished Proj
ects (Jan .); A New Wave of Japanese Arch i
tecture (March); Wallace Harrison: New York 

and Miami AIA; Univers ity of Mary
land ; the Japan Soc iety, New York; the 
Graham Foundation , Chicago; the 
Univers ity of Minnesota and Walker Art 
Center, Minneapoli s; the Univers ity of 
Utah and Utah AIA; and the Univers ity 
of Washington and the Japan/ 
American Soc iety, Seattle. These in
st itutions wi ll provide local details of 
the exhibit/talks. Dates are listed in the 
P/A Exhibits Survey (see below). 
[News report continued on page 28] 

Architect (May); Diana Agrest: Recent Work 
(June) . 

National Architecture Exchange, Institute for 
Architec ture and Urban Studies, New York-A 
New Wave of Japanese Architecture, lectures 
and exhibits by Takefumi Aida, Minoru 
Takeyama, Hiromi Fujii, Hiroshi Hara, Arata 
lsozaki: San Francisco, Mondays (Sept. 25- 0ct. 
23); Los Angeles, Wednesdays (Sept. 27-0ct. 
25) ; Houston, Thursdays (Sept. 28-0ct. 26); 
Miami (Oct. 2-0ct. 31); Washington , DC (Oct. 
4--Nov. 1 ); New York (Oct. 6- Nov. 3); Chicago 
(Oct. 9- Nov. 6); Minneapolis (Oct. 11-Nov. 9) ; 
Salt Lake City (Oct. 13-Nov. 1 O) ; Seattle (Oct. 
16-Nov. 13). 

Art Institute of Chicago- Pompeii AD 79 (until 
Nov. 12); American Institute of Architects (July 
28-Aug. 26 tentative) . 

Guggenheim Museum, New York-OMA: The 
Sparkling Metropolis, architectural works on 
paper by Rem Koolhaas, Madelon Vriesendorp, 
Eliz Zenghelis, Zoe Zenghelis (Nov. 17-
Dec. 17). 

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis-Town 
Houses: The Chicago Seven and Winners of the 
Graham Foundation Competition (bee.) . 

University Art Galleries, University of Califor
nia , Santa Barbara-Samuel and Joseph Cather 
Newsom, 19th-Century architects (April 4--
May 6). 

Frank Lloyd Wright Memorial Foundation, 
Scottsdale. Az- Trave ling exhibit of FLW work 
comprises photomurals. co lor lithographs, and 
furniture. 

Architectural Exhibitions, list of available ar
chitectural exhibits compiled by the American 
Institute of Architects Foundation. Washington, 
DC . Several dozen traveling exhibits including 
America's Architectural Heritage (Smithsonian 
Institu tion): Architecture of James Stirling: Four 
Works (Walker Art Center) ; An Exhibit of Work 
(Washington Women in Architecture). 

Note-All listings are subject to change, and 
the reader is advised to check with the exhibitor 
for exact details. P/A's month ly Calendar also 
will show up-to-date information as well as re
port on additional exhibits as announced. 



News report continued from page 27 

Technology for 
courts, press 
For six months, justices of the Superior 
Court and Court of Appeals of the Dis
trict of Columbia used a prototypical 
courtroom that hummed and blinked 
with audio-visual equipment. Based 
on the acceptance of the trial run, this 
in-the-round prototype was used for 
45 courtrooms in the new courthouse 
that opened in May. Architects were 
Hellmuth,Obata & Kassabaum, who in
itiated and researched the idea and 
then built the life-scale model with a Audio-visual equipment and circular format in courtroom adopted after a six months' trial run . 
grant from the Law Enforcement As
sistance Administration. 

The application of technology 
expedites the court calendar by elec
tronic recording, dissemination, and 
retrieval of information. The round 
room was selected to provide op
timum visual and physical proximity 
for all parties in the court proceedings. 
Materials are rust-colored fabrics, 
oak wood, and brown leather. 

HOK also designed the renovated 
interiors of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
newsroom to accommodate the intro
duction of computer terminals. The 
project designer maximized use of the 
terminals by placing them on turnta
bles, lazy-Susan style, so four re
porters could have access to each 
unit. New office furniture and the crea
tion of a computer floor were included 
in the project. But, reflected an HOK 
designer, "In spite of the new technol
ogy and efficient work stations , the 
clutter and character of the newsroom 
continues." 

Final report on 
coliseum collapse 
According to the final report of an 
investigation, the collapse of the 
Hartford Civic Center coliseum roof 
(P/A, March 1978, p. 21) is attributed 
to design errors relating to members 
of the space frame system, and to fail
ure to correct excessive buckling of 
the truss, which began from the start. 
The investigation was led by Lev Zetlin 
Associates, a New York engineering 
and design firm. 

Conclusions reiterated findings of 
an interim report which said the col-
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Design applied to 45 courtrooms in new building. 

lapse, which occurred during a winter 
storm in January, was a progressive 
failure of the truss components. The 
city has filed suit against the major 
contractors and designers, and the 
insurance company has filed suit to 
recover more than $14 million paid in 
claims. 

The design of the truss made use of 
computer calculations based on 
members of specified cross-section 
area sizes. Some of the cross-sections 
later were reduced, thereby contri but
ing to greater deflection of the truss 
than anticipated. Also, the design was 
based on steel weighing 18 lb per sq ft 
whereas the actual steel weight was 
approximately 24 lb per sq ft. 

"In summary," stated the report , 
"the deflection of the space truss did 
not conform to the expectations of the 
designer. We believe that this should 
have been cause for concern on 
the part of all parties involved." 

"The initiating cause of the collapse 
of the Hartford coliseum space-truss 

Newsroom computer terminal on 'lazy Susan. ' 

roof was a design deficiency related 
directly to inadequate bracing of all 
top-chord compression members of 
the space truss," the final report con
cluded. Calculations for axial com
pressive capacities were based on the 
assumption that all top-chord mem
bers were supported or braced at 
midpoints. In fact, the unsupported 
length of top-chord members was in 
excess of 15 ft, investigators said. 

Inadequacy of bracing produced 
bending moments "so great that many 
of the members were loaded to many 
times their actual failure load. The 
most severely overstressed members 
began to bow out and fail on the day 
the lifting of the space truss began." 

A major contributing cause of the 
collapse, the report claimed, was un
derestimation of total loads on the 
structure-such as steel weight and 
hanging loads-by a margin of 20 
percent. Also cited were factors in 
connection with overall review of the 
[News report continued on page 32] 





Let's face it. An integrated ceiling can 
be defined in many ways. But unless it coor
dinates air distribution, modular design and 
a range of lighting capabilities, it's not a 
truly integrated system. 

The people behind General Electric/ 
Lok Ceilings have not only assembled these 
interlocking functions in one ceiling, they 
have also refined the performance of each 
so the total system provides the kind of 
energy saving efficiency you've come to 
expect from GE. 
Compatible with any 
environment-old or new. 

The secret to Lok's 
integrated system is 
moduiar construction. 
Over 300 styles of steel 
and extruded alum
inum grid members 
are available so you 
can design your 
ceiling to match the 
room (instead of de
signing the room to 

match the ceiling). This versatility is particu
larly important when you're renovating an 

· existing structure. Moreover, the range of 
functional and aesthetic options off erect can 
bring a new dimension to any interior ar
rangement.And, if you wish, we'll support 
you with engineering expertise. 
'IWo "Misers" that pinch every watt. 

GE/Lok makes fluorescent fixtures avail
able in a number of luminaire families 
(regressed, reces
sed, semi-recessed 
or surface moun
ted). Furthermore, 
we can team Watt
Miser TM II lamps 
and Maxi-Miser™ II ballasts to provide you 
with what we believe is the most efficient 
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fluorescent system commercially avail
able today. Compared to standard ligh 
ballast systems, two four-foot Watt-Miser 
lamps and a Maxi-Miser II ballast will 
typically deliver equal light output, wru 
using fewer watts. 

Lucalox® lamps substantially C\l 
energy costs. 

Considering High Intensity Dischar 
(HID) for brighter light levels? Specify 
golden-white light of Lucalox lighting 
systems.At higher mounting heights, 
Lucalox lamps can cut your energy 
requirements up to 22 percent achie' 
better light control than fluorescent a 
provide a life span of 24,000 hours. 



ficient air distribution control. 
Large volumes of air delivered to single 

.tlets can result in drafts and imbalances. 
contrast GE/Lok's air distribution system 
enly diffuses 
ppliedair 
·oughout 
3working 
LVironment 
·greater 
·mfort. It effi
~ntly handles 
N', normal or 
;Jhvolume 
::fllirements, 
1.ile attradively interfacing with the ceiling 
spension system. 

Better light utilization. 
Achieving adequate foot candles 

doesn't necessarily mean the best light is 
reaching the 
subjed.With 
parabolic 
louvers from 
GE/Lok you can L-_...._..______.i......... ___ 

control the quality of light as well as the 
quantity Deep louvering cuts the incidence 
of glare, and introduces high visual comfort 
to offices, educational facilities and general 
merchandising areas. 

Why limit your options? 
With GE/Lok good looks, comfort values 

and system efficiency come together under 
one roof.And, because it's General Eledric, 
the lighting you choose offers energy
saving advantages that add up to real 
savings.We stand behind this promise 
with 100 years of energy management 
experience. 

Lok Ceilings from General Eledric. Find 
out more about them today by calling this 
toll-free number: 800-854-0180 (in Cali
fornia, 714-8 71-9500 ). Or write, and we'll 
send detailed literature to help you put a 
totally integrated, totally efficient ceiling in 
your next interior Lok Ceiling Systems, 
General Eledric Company; Dept. A 
801 South Acacia Avenue, F\.lllerton, 
California 92634. 



News report continued from page 28 

design, construction, materials, and 
administration of the construction. 
On-site inspections and followup 
should have revealed some of the 
problems, such as fit-up difficulties 
with the space truss, which was visu
ally distorted. "This should have been 
a warning signal or red flag to indicate 
that something may have been seri
ously wrong with the space truss," the 
report said. 

"The inspection and/or quality con-

trol procedures utilized by the city, 
construction manager, general con
tractor, designers, inspection parties, 
structural steel contractor, and any 
other party with responsibility for the 
construction of the space truss and 
roof were inadequate and poorly han
dled. The absence of a full-time reg is
tered structural engineer experienced 
with the design and construction of 
long-span special structures was a 
serious mistake." 

The report included a positive rec
ommendation of the space truss as a 
reliable structural system. "Two-way 

Granite. 
The best 

in first impressions. 

Architect: Graham Anderson Probst & White, Chicago, IL 

dl Sl J[ 
::OREL PLAN v 

The first impression is the important one. Granite can make that impression 
more vivid than any other building material available . That's why Motorola, 
Incorporated selected Cold Spring's Texas Pearl for their corporate head
quarters in Schaumburg, Illinois. 

Granite affords the architect a resource from which he can create a building 
that reflects an image of quality . . . a corporate image. 
For lasting first impressions, specify Cold Spring Granite. 

For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, 
full-color catalog showing all 18 Cold Spring colors avail
able, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota call (612) 
685-3621, or write to the address below. 

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. PA-9, 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320 

Circle No. 406, on Reader Service Card 
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space trusses have been employed 
successfully on many projects. In the 
case of the Hartford coliseum, unfor
tunately, certain aspects of the design 
and construction were not im
plemented correctly ." 

The special Committee to Investi
gate the Coliseum Roof Failure, a 
Hartford Council-appointed group 
chaired by council member Barbara 
B. Kennelly, submitted its own findings 
and recommendations , which con
cluded: "To the extent the collapse 
may symbolize failures within our gov
ernmental system, we should take 
heed. " 

The special committee's report 
cited architect Vincent Kling's tes
timony as a turning point in its investi
gation. "Early in its work the committee 
questioned whether its investigation 
could succeed if third parties . . saw 
fit not to cooperate . Vincent Kling 's 
testimony before the committee on 
Feb. 27 erased that question and gave 
the hearings a momentum which 
continued through the date of Dr. 
Thornton's public testimony on March 
29. " Charles Thornton is president of 
Lev Zetlin Associates, the engineering 
firm heading the investigation. 

The special committee said it is 
satisfied that LZA answered major 
questions about the cause of the col
lapse. Among important unanswered 
questions , it added, are: Did the en
gineers Fraioli-Blum-Yesselman of 
Norfolk, Va, adequately consider re
vised estimates of the weight? Did 
Kling advise F-B-Y "in a timely fash
ion" of the additional weight of the re
vised roofing system? 

The special committee recom
mended that the city set standards for 
determining when an independent 
engineering review of a structure 
should be conducted and that the city 
should require "as built " data of the 
new coliseum 's roof (under con
struction; by architects Ellerbe of 
Bloomington, Mn). It also raised the 
issue of whether or not the city should 
institute a license for firms that con
duct on-site inspections. 

The reports of both LZA and the 
special committee are readable 
documents that should be valuable, 
from a background point of view, for 
any architect or engineer practicing 
today. They outline the events of a typ
ical major project, the problems and 
[News report continued on page 38] 
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News report continued from page 32 

issues that arise, and the mechanisms 
of dealing with them. 

Fraioli-Blum-Yesselman retained its 
own investigative engineering team 
headed by J.R. Janney and O.C. 
Guedelhoefer of Wiss, Janney, Elstner 
& Associates of Chicago. Counsel for 
F-B-Y said the firm strong ly disputes 
the report of Lev Zetlin Associates. 
"We believe that many areas of inves
tigation and much physical evidence 
have either been overlooked or too 
lightly considered by Dr. Thornton," 
said a statement on behalf of the en
gineering firm. It charged that the LZA 
final report differed substantially from 
its preliminary findings. 

"For example," the F-B-Y statement 
said, " In his preliminary report Dr. 
Thornton relied heavily upon alleged 
miscalculation of dead loads as a 
major factor in the cause of the col
lapse. In his final report , while heap
parently continues to rely upon such 
alleged miscalculations to sustain his 
ultimate finding , Dr. Thornton acknowl
edges that he would have estimated 
the weight of the total roofing system 
in the same manner as Fraioli-Blum
Yesselman, the higher weight of such 
total roofing system occurring as a re
sult of post design conditions. " 

The F-B-Y statement also cited a re
port by Charles McSheffrey, director 
of Hartford 's Department of Licenses 
and Inspections, which showed that 
frozen or clogged roof drains on the 
coliseum coupled with extraordinary 
weather conditions resulted in pond
ing, a condition that contributed to roof 
failures of a number of buildings 
throughout New England and New 
York last winter. " 'Were the drains on 

the col iseum roof c lear and operative 
on Jan. 17 and 18, the roof would sti ll 
be there,'" said the F-B-Y statement 
quoting from McSheffrey's report. 

Chicago Town 
House competition 
The Graham Foundation for Advanced 
Studies in the Fine Arts and The 
Chicago Seven group of architects re
cently cosponsored the Town House 
Architectural Competition to present 
new talent in Chicago. The response 
was extraordinary considering that the 
only prize was public exhibition of the 
winners' work and a small stipend to 
help with the cost of the required half
inch scale model. 

From 169 entries , the winners were 
Deborah Doyle, Robert Fugman, 
James Goettsch , Steven Gross, An
ders Nereim, Joseph Poli , Peter Pran, 
and Frederich Read , plus 21 honora
ble mentions. The exhibit of the work 
was held May 18- June 16 at the 
Graham Foundation , and it will be d is
played at the Walker Art Center, Min
neapolis, in December. 

"Surely the House of Architecture 
is richer for its many different man
sions-the realized and the un
realized , even unrealizable .. .," wrote 
Carter Manny in the exhibition catalog . 
Commented Stanley Tigerman, one of 
the Seven , "The work was skilled , 
seductive, and up-beat, " and the con
ceptual attitudes were, said Tigerman , 
"open, inclusive, ironic, and anyth ing 
but coy (an accusation sometimes 
leveled at recent Chicago architec
tural thought.)" 

In addition to the competition win
ners, town houses by the Chicago 
Seven also were exhibited. This was 

the highly acclaimed work shown ini
tially in December at the Walter Kelly 
Gallery. The theme essentially was the 
same, and in fact was the inspiration 
for the competition : town houses d~
signed for 20.' x 125' sites in a city 
block. Writing for The New Art Exam
iner, a Chicago-based newspaper on 
the visual arts , Christian Laine com
pared the town house exercise to the 
Surrealists ' collective essays devised 
to produce unconventional imagery. 
"The exhibition 's strength," Laine 
wrote, " lies in its inventory of new and 
lost symbols , the cataloging of those 
ideas, and the spiritual awareness de
rived from that art. " Most of the work 
was not easily recognizable as either 
architecture or interior design, he ob
served; little was said about the prac
tical or functional aspects of the 
dwellings-understandably. 

The Chicago Seven came into being 
with an exhibition in December, 1976, 
at Richard Gray Gallery (PA , April 
1977, p. 38) with architects Thomas 
Beeby, Laurence Booth, Stuart Cohen , 
James Freed , James Nagle, Stanley 
Tigerman, and Ben Weese. Helmut 
Jahn joined the group for the second 
exhibit, the Kelly Gallery show officially 
titled "The Exquisite Corpse." The 
Chicago Seven was formed not as a 
response to the New York Five or the 
L.A. 12 but to continue an ideological 
confrontation with Chicago's architec
tural establishment begun by two 
major exhibits in 1976: "100 Years of 
Chicago Architecture" and "Chicago 
Architects. " Now the Chicago Seven 
has increased to 11 with the addition 
of Gerald Horn , Kenneth Schroeder, 
and Cynthia Weese, and it was this 
assembly that served as jury for the 
Town House Competition. 
[News report continued on page 42] 

Town houses by (from left) Thomas Beeby, Laurence Booth , Stuart Cohen, James Freed , Helmut Jahn, James Nagle, Stanley Tigerman , Ben Weese . 



Architect's Choice™ . Beautiful enough to greet 
the public. Tough enough so it can. 

Meet the ideal commercial floor. Architect's Choice 
from Mannington. 

It's the commercial flooring you can recom
mend highly for contract installations for depart
ment stores, boutiques, hospitals , schools, or any
where a floor must take rough treatment. And still 
look good . 

Architect's Choice can take it. It has a hefty 25 
mils of no-wax wear layer to assure long wear under 
punishing conditions. And for fewer seams and 
quicker installations, Architect's Choice comes in 
both 6 and 12 foot widths. 

Because of its rugged specs and the no-wax 
wear layer, maintenance is easier and less expen
sive than other commercial floors. No more need for 
heavy duty scrubbing and waxing equipment. 

colorations to meet the standards of leading 
interior designers. 

Another big plus for Architect's Choice ... it 
costs little more than VA tile , yet it delivers so much 
more value. 

See us in Sweet's General Construction File or 
write to us for architectural specifications and a 
color brochure. 

Mannington Mills, Inc., Dept. 076 
P.O. Box 30, Salem, N.J. 08079 
Over 60 years of fine nooring. 

Tamarac512 

And it comes in two designs in 12 beautiful Others by Wei/co Carpet Corp., Calhoun, Ga., a wholly owned subsidiary. 

Architect's Choice exceeds minimum standards for Federa l, FHA, and HEW requirements as follows: F.S.LF.-001641, Class 1, Type lll and FHA Minimum 
Property Standards for Single Family and Multi-Family Units. Exceeds HEW requirements under the Hill-Burton Act with smoke generation of 450 or less. 
Flame Spread ASTM E-84 Tunnel Test of 75 or less , Class B rating with 0 Fuel Contribution, UL subject 992 flame propagation index 4.0 or less. 



People can't help but make noise while they 
work. Not much you can do about that. 

What you can do something about are noisy 
walls, floors, ceilings, and furniture-the hard sur
faces that reflect and broadcast every little sound 
people make. 

Design an open office acoustically, and these 
surfaces can actually be used to control noise. 

Not too noisy, not too quiet. 

The Acoustic Open Office by Owens-Corning is 
a system of components designed to reduce the 
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overall noise level and create the conditions that 
allow speech privacy. 

It's made up of five basic elements: 
An Acoustic Ceiling made of Owens-Corning 

Fiberglas* ceiling boards that works so well absorb
ing sound it's earned a Noise Isolation Class of 20. 
(The open sky has a perfect rating of 23 .) 

Sound dividers divide space and provide 
speech privacy. Each divider has a sound-absorben 
core of Fiberglas. 

Acoustic Wall Panels to soak up deflected 
sounds that hit the wall. 



Sound Masking Speakers hidden above the 
:eiling tha t emit noise to h e lp cover noise. 

And Owens-Corning's acoustical experts . They 
vork hand in hand with your designer or architect 
o our system is properly tuned to your open office. 

The result: an open office that's not too noisy, 
tot too quiet. So everyone gets the speech privacy 
:-iat h e needs. 

fear it work 

More and more major businesses are turning to 
ipen office planning for greater economy, improved 

productivity, and better communications. 
And they're turning to Owens-Corning to make 

their new open offices work. 
You're invited to come see and hear how we do 

it in our own open offices in Toledo. 
Or take an armchair tour with the free booklet, 

"Hear Yourself Think. " 
Write F . E. Meeks, Manager, Interiors Marketing 

Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 
Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659. 

OWENS CORN ING 

"TM. Reg . 0 . C.F rg)O.-C.F. Corp. 1978 FIBERGLAS 



News report continued from page 38 

Members of the Seven are not all na
tive to Chicago by birth or training, 
and some are relative newcomers. 
Their work does not have a "Chicago" 
look, and is developing along lines 
similar to the work in the East: various 
theoretical, conceptual, and symbolic 
trends comfortably grouped together 
under the term "Post-Modern." · 

Interest generated by the Chicago 
Seven has been especially keen be
cause Chicagoans have so identified 
with an architectural tradition that the 
somewhat rebellious Seven have 
stirred curiosity as to what the revolu
tion is all about. Walter Kelly reports 
that attendance at his gallery during 
the Chicago Seven show was ten 
ti.mes greater than the usual numbers. 
The Logan Square Redevelopment 
Association , a nonprofit group, came 
forward wanting to build the houses on 
the Near West Side of Chicago. The 
cost proved prohibitive, and so the 
group, with Kelly, is seeking grant 
money from two federal government 
sources to sponsor another competi
tion to design houses around $70,000. 

Neighborhoods 
in two worlds 
Brooklyn and Tehran have a lot in 
common, though it may not have been 
apparent before an exhibition this 
spring at the Tehran Museum of Con
temporary Art. Photos of neighbor
hoods in these two places, taken for 
this show and its catalog, sum up 
planning issues facing cities in both 
the developing world and the indus
trialized West. 

Organized to recall the experience 
of passing through the neighbor
hoods, the show illustrated both 
similarities and differences-for in
stance, in degrees of privacy from the 
street. Films shown in darkened al
coves gave viewers parallel scenes of 
street activity in Brooklyn and Tehran. 
For both cities, traditional residential 
and commercial areas were con
trasted with recent high-rise develop
ments. 

Also shown were examples of cur
rent projects for Iran and for Brooklyn 
that incorporate low-rise, high-density 
concepts now being rediscovered . 
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Installation of urban neighborhoods exhibit at Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art. 

Viewers were encouraged to consider 
the concept of neighborhood as it 
would apply to their own lives. 

Curator for the exhibition was ar
chitect Theodore Liebman, president 
of Housing and Urban Services Inter
national, Inc. (HAUS), New York, who 
worked closely with Kamran Diba, di
rector of the Museum, and Nasrine 
Faghih, curator of the Architecture and 
Design Division-both architects (P/A, 
Jan. 1978, p. 27) . Liebman is gratif ied 
that the Iranian press treated the event 
as more than a design show, delving 
into its implicit arguments for the vi r
tues of traditional development pat
terns. The exhibition may travel to the 
United States. [JMD] 

John Margolies 
Guggenheim fellow 
John Margolies, a New York writer/ 
photographer and commentator on 
vernacular design whose works 
have appeared in P/A, is the only 
Guggenheim fellow in the field of ar
chitecture from among 292 this year. 
Margolies received the fellowship for 
architectural criticism specializing in 
commercial architecture of the 20th 
Century. Designer Gordon Ashby 
of Inverness, Ca, was offered a 
Guggenheim, but declined it. 

Margolies first wrote for Progressive 
Architecture on the Miami hotels of 
Morris Lapidus (P/A, Sept. 1970, p . 
118), an article published in conjunc
tion with a show of Lapidus's work, or-
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Guggenheim recipient John Margolies and a 1932 
Colonial tile Gulf station in New York. 

ganized by Margolies and exhibited at 
the Architectural League of New York. 
He later wrote on the fantasy design of 
Madonna Inn, San Luis Obispo, Ca, in 
P/A's first annual issue on interior ar
chitecture (Nov. 1973, p. 124), and he 
photographed and documented re
sorts in the Catskills, NY, for a theme 
issue on hotels (P/A, Feb. 1978, p. 46). 

He holds a bachelor's degree in 
journalism from the University of 
Pennsylvania and a master's in pho
tography from the Annenberg School 
of Communications. 
[News report continued on page 46] 



New, factory-formed zinc roofing systems 

The Coleman Res idence, A rlington, Tx ; Architect : David Sprague, Da ll as; Insta llat ion: Coleman Metal Products, Arlington . 

MICROZINC 70 
reduces on-site costs in Dallas-Ft. Worth 

In the Da llas-Ft. Worth area, M icroz inc 70 is 
well-known for its beautifu l pre-weathered 
patina - the reason it was chosen for this 
stunning residentia l design. 

But M icrozinc 70 is even more attractive in 
economica l ways! 

Each Batten - seam or Standing - seam LOK 
System is delivered in pre-engineered form. 
Installation is so simp le that on - site labor 
costs are substantia ll y reduced. No cleaning, 
no specia l soldering tools, no painting needed 
-and no pr iming shou ld you want to paint. 
Once Microzinc 70 is installed it becomes sti ll 

more attractive . . . no maintenance problems; 
no leaks, no sta ining from run-off, and no 
rotted materials. Invest igate the on-site cost 
savings of Microzinc 70 pre-engineered com
ponents. For further information, write today 
or ca ll 615-639-8111. 

Greeneville, Tennessee 37743 (615) 639-8111. Beautiful inside, too' 





Today's hospitals try hard to hold the line 
on rising energy and maintenance costs 

lecause energy savings were such an important considera
on, Doylestown Hospital was designed and bu ilt to utilize 
sophisticated, centralized energy management system. It 

ontinuously monitors energy consumption in all parts of the 
•Uilding , allowing hour-by-hour, day and night control over 
le environment, thereby ensuring the comfort of both pa
ents and staff. Pella windows were used for the same rea
on. Wood construction , efficient double glass insulation and 
energy-tight" weatherstripping provide maxi mum energy 
:onservation and comfort , both summer and winte r, while 

el la' s Clad Casement has a unique 
inging system wh ich moves the 
ash to the center of the frame as 
ie w ind ow is cranked outward. 
his wide open positi on provides 
lenty of room to clean outside 
lass from inside. 

Pell a's Doubl e Glass Insulation 
System has a fu ll 13 / 16" air space 
between panes. It actually outper
form s we lded insu lating glass, yet 
costs less. Wood and vinyl separate 
the two panes of glass and func
tion as a th erm al barrier. 

meeting today's vent ilation requ irements for hospitals. 
Maintenance savings were another important considera

tion . Pella's Clad Frames and Clad Panels virtually eliminate 
the need for exterior upkeep. And washing of all exterior 
glass can be accomplished easily from inside the building, 
further reducing maintenance costs. 

The Pella package detailed below gave Doylestown's new 
hospital the features and options necessary to help hold the 
line on rising energy and maintenance costs. A Pella package 
can do the same for you on your next project. 

Pell a's tough alum inum exterior 
c ladding is c lea ned and etched, 
then coated w ith a baked-on 
acrylic polymer. It won't chip, crack 
or peel. Avai lab le in three standard 
colors. 

Pel la's Clad System includes clad 
frame s whi ch will accept singl e 
glass, insulating glass, or matching 
clad panels like the one shown in 
top photo above. Th ey offer out
standing flexibility and freedom for 
your design concepts. 

For more detailed information , use this coupon to send for your free copy of our 28-page fu ll 
color catalog on Pella Clad Windows & Sliding Glass Doors . Ca ll Sweet's BUYLINE number 
or see us in Sweet's General Building File. Or look in the Yellow Pages under "windows", for 
the phone number of you r Pella Di stributor. 

istown Hospita l 
istown, PA 
tects: 
;i, Co le, Erdman, Rizzio, 
ry and Parsky Architects 
ractor: 
and Leighton, Inc. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors , Dept. T3518, 100 Main St. , Pella , Iowa 50219 
A/so avalfable throughout Canada This coupon answered w1th1n 24 hours . 

© 1978 Rolscreen Co. 
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News report 

In perspective 

"Designs from the Movies," an ex-
hibit on view through Oct. 7 at the 
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York, 
examines the architecture and interior 
design of Hollywood movie sets on the 
premise that they taught America as 
much about design as any other 
source. The major portion of the show 
is photographic; the displays are 
dozens of movie stills juxtaposed with 
photos of actual places to show how 
one inspired the other. 

Who would expect a career single of 
the 1940s to live in a spacious apart
ment with high-design furniture, baby 
grand piano, and bar? And yet this 
image lured more than one generation 
of young sophisticates to the city
later to depart, perhaps disappointed, 
for the promise of the country home in 
suburbia. 

'These celluloid images of place-

Court says 'no' 
to MOMA's tower 
A special law which allowed the 
Museum of Modern Art , New York, to 
plan a 44- to 50-story condominium 
tower on its West 53rd Street site (P/A, 
Nov. 1977, p. 21) has been declared 
unconstitutional by the Appellate Divi
sion of the New York State Supreme 
Court. In a 3-1 vote, the court reversed 
a lower court's ruling and cited three 
counts of unconstitutionality: that the 
state legislature enacted a law apply
ing to just one municipality; that the · 
law creates conditions which benefit 
just one institution; and that it granted 
condemnation powers primarily for 
revenue-producing purposes (the 
condominiums) and not public use. 

The museum is expected to appeal 
the decision. The suit was brought by 
the Dorset Hotel, a neighbor of the 
museum. "We will overcome the dif
ficulties put in our path by the court rul
ing," said museum chairman William 
S. Paley. The tower proposal was key 
to the museum's plan of expansion 
and meeting increasing operational 
expenses. Blanchette Rockefeller, 
president of the museum, said in a 
reply to widespread criticism of the 
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Set from The Single Standard, part of 'Designs from the Movies' exhibition. 

the New York apartment, suburban 
country club, upper-class home
were so influential because they flick
ered chimerically on the border-
line between fantasy, reality, and 
cliche, and reflected the aspirations 
and accomplishments of a high
consumption, upwardly mobile cu l-

tu re," a summary of the exhibit stated . 
The show was organized by Richard 
Olive r, curator of architecture and de
sign, with the assistance of Jon Evans 
and Lindsay Stamm Shapiro. A sub
stantial amount of the exhibit is from 
the Alfred Junge Collection , University 
of Texas at Austin. 

Ghost Parking Lot: American mobilized experience symbolized by asphalt-covered cars. 

museum's tower proposal , "I hope 
we're not going to sell our birthright 
just to raise money." 

Ghost parking lot 
is new SITE project 
Turning heads in Hamden, Ct, is the 
recently opened Ghost Parking Lot at 
the Hamden Plaza Shopping Center 
on Dixwell Ave. Buried beneath the 
asphalt are 20 cars permanently oc
cupying parking spaces; their eerie 
shapes reveal windshield wipers, 
rear-view mirrors, hood ornaments, 
and grilles. The project is another by 
SITE, the New York firm which pursues 
its own unconventional aesthetic while 
winning very business-oriented 

clients, such as National Shopping 
Centers , owner of the Ghost Parking 
Lot. SITE partners in charge were 
Emilio Sousa and James Wines. 

They explain that the project con
cept is to transform two typical ingre
dients of the shopping center-auto
mobiles and asphalt-into another 
frame of reference. The process 
then presents a number of insights 
into America's fetishism of the car and 
the indeterminacy of place and object. 

The technical process required the 
cars to be reinforced and then filled 
with concrete; next they were placed 
in the excavated parking spaces. Ex
posed surfaces were sprayed with a 
sealer to create the "skin ," and finall y, 
a thin layer of asphalt was applied. 
[News report continued on page 50) 



Exclusive Rixson-Flremark 

<D Cast iron closer body 
@ Stainless steel valves 

(non-removable) 
@ Teflon, urethane and 

steel seals (5 total) 

© High efficiency torsion spring 
@ Direct loading link and 

pin assembly 
@ Heavy duty Cycolac® cement case 
(f) Full control panel 
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Why pen and ink 
on film? 

From original RAPIDRAW System drawing 

To microfilm reduction 
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To any size blowback, 
maintaining complete line definition 

) 
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The"RAPIDRAW"System 
is faster and easier. 

Ink drawings on film can . be tr an sf erred 
directly to microfilm without costly retouch
ing or redrawing. 

The quality of ink lines on film is superior. 

Ink-on-film drafting can be accomplished 
faster and easier than a comparable square 
foot of pencil drawing on paper. 

Ink lines can easily be erased from drafting 
film without leaving a "ghost" or other 
photodetectable traces of erasure. 

The Rapidograph Technical Pen is easy to 
handle, producing ink lines of predetermined, 
:::onsistent width and uniform density. 

~APIDOGRAPH 
1065 
1APIDOGRAPH 
L 3076 ... 0R 
1APIDOMETRIC 
;095 

'ELIKAN AND 
:OH-I-NOOR 
\JKS 

RAPIDRAW 
DRAFTING FILM 

KOH-I-NOOR® 
The "Breakthrough" Company 

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc., 100 North St. , 
Bloomsbury, N.J. 08804 

In Canada: Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph , Inc. 
2355 43rd A ve. , Lachine, Quebec HST 2Kl 
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• Ink-on-film drawings retain highest quality 
through successive generations of photo
graphic reproductions. 

• Ink-on-film drawings provide maximum 
dimensional stability and are virtually in
destructible. 

To know what The RAPIDRAW System of 
direct ink drafting on film can do for you, send 
the coupon below for a free copy of our new 
RAPIDRAW System manual. (Or call toll free 
800-631-7646; in New Jersey, collect 201-479-
4124; in Canada, toll free 1-800-361-0252, or 
collect 514-636-9635. 

ERASING 
SYSTEMS 

ACCESSORIES 

For immediate reply to a request for our RAPID RAW System 
manual . .. fill out, clip out and mail th i s coupon to Koh-I -Noor 
Rapidograph, Inc. , 100 North St., Bloomsbury, N.J. 08804. PA 9/78 

(Please print or type) 

Title------------------ ------

Company-----------------------

Address - ----------------------

City _______ State _ _ __ Zip _ ________ _ 



News report continued from page 46 

Student Rally 
in New York 
The program for the first Student Rally 
sponsored by Designer's Saturday 
and the Institute of Business De
signers (IBD) has been set. Dates for 
the rally, Oct . 5, 6, and 7, coincide with 
the 11th Designer's Saturday show
room open house in New York, Oct. 6 
and 7. The schedule is: 

Thursday, Oct. 5-Preview De-

Circle No. 409, on Reader Service Card 
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signer's Saturday showrooms, lunch, 
Chinatown banquet. 

Friday, Oct. 6-IBD showrooms, 
lunch . 

Saturday, Oct. 7-All-day 
seminar/workshop, including lunch, at 
the Fashion Institute of Technology. 
Morning- How to land a job : how to 
funct ion, move ahead, and stay 
ahead , with panelists Samuel Mag
doff, associate dean, Parsons School 
of Design; Woody Gibson, executive 
with Ritasue Siegel Agency; James 
Vaughn , president of Related De
signs; Carol Groh of Skidmore, Ow
ings & Merrill. Contract design and 

your options: corporate, store, restau
rant, with Anthony LaBua, facilities 
manager with International Business 
Machines; other panelists to be an
nounced . Afternoon-How to sell your 
design: to your boss and the client; the 
various approaches, with Carol Far
ren, principal, CD/3; Richard Kor
chein , senior vice president, and Del 
James Blessinger, senior designer, 
both of Saphier Lerner Schindler, En
vironetics Inc., New York. The after
noon session wil l conclude with a slide 
presentation by Suzanne Slesin, 
senior editor Esquire magazine, "The 
New York Design Experience: Where 
to Go." Students wi ll be invited to the 
Saturday evening reception at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art . 

Registrat ion is $30 ($20 before 
Sept. 15) by writing Designer's Satur
day, Inc , P.O. Box 1103, FDR Station, 
New York, NY 10022. 

Calendar 

Sept. 30-0ct. 4. American Institute of 
Planners annual conference, Hyatt 
Regency, New Orleans. 
Oct. 1. Deadline for entries in the 
American Institute of Steel Construc
tion 1978 Architectural Awards of Ex
cellence. For information write to the 
Institute at 1221 Avenue of the Amer
icas, New York, NY 10020. 
Oct. 5- 7. Designers' Saturday, New 
York, including special day, Oct. 5, for 
students (see pp . 16D1-16D24). 
Oct. 5-10. International Brick Masonry 
Conference, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Washington, DC. 
Oct. 16. Deadline for entries in 
Downtown Research & Development 
Center Awards Competition. For in
formation write to the Center, 270 
Madison Ave , New York, NY 10016. 
Oct. 16-18. Bui lding & Construction 
Exposition & Conference, McCormick 
Place, Chicago. 
Oct. 18-20. National Conference on 
Energy and The Future of America 's 
Communities, Tulsa, Ok. 
Oct. 22- 25. Council of Educational 
Facility Planners annual conference, 
Holiday Mart Plaza and Merchandise 
Mart, Chicago. 
Oct. 23--25. National Fire Prevention 
and Control Administration annual 
conference, Olympic Hotel, Seattle. 
Nov. 15-17. Producers' Council an
nual meeting, St . Petersburg , Fl. 
[News report continued on page 54) 



• "I follow specifications for roof insulation 
precisely ... with one exception. I'm wary of putting 
today's built-up roof materials directly over 'super 

insulations'. They've given me problems. That's 
why I suggest using Permalite Pk Plus. It's a 

urethane sandwich with top and bottom layers 
of perlite that provides the most trouble-free way 

I know of using highly efficient urethane. The 
perlite top layer provides a modest heat-sink 

in summer to help prevent excessive temperature 
build-up ... protects the BUR from loss of oils and 

elasticity. It provides a time-proven base for the 
BUR. The two perlite layers help keep the urethane 

warp-free and stress-free. Experience has taught me 
that the best platform for a built-up roof is perlite because 

it's dimensionally stable ... fire rated ... and proven in 
thousands of installations. For security on the roof, my 

choice is Permalite Pk Plus Roof Insulation." 

Mr. Koder is President, Robert L, 
Koder Co., Des Moines, Iowa; 

former President, Midwest 
Roofing Contractors Assn. and a 

Board Member, National 
Roofing Contractors Assn. 

Permalite® Pk® Plus is FM-approved for Class I Insulated Steel Deck 
Construction and for Windstorm Resistance Classifications 1-60 and 1-90. 

• Permalite Pk Plus is a true sandwich. 
Top and bottom perlite layers protect 
urethane core from hot asphalt, 
built-up heat and linear changes. 
Integral Sealskin surface resists 
Jitumen soak-up and provides superior 
bond of roofing felts to insulation. Write 
today for sample and technical data. 

A subsidiary of General Refractories Company. 

GREFCO, Inc./ Building Products Division 
General Office: 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010 

National Sales Office: 2905 Butterfield Road, 
Oak Brook, 1160521-(312) 654-4500. 



lntroducin 
APA Sturd-1-F oor~ 

Single-layer flooring with a new grade-trademark that 
doesn't take a Sherlock Holmes to figure out. 

STURD-1-FLOOR ® 

24oc 
T&G 
23/32 INCH 
INTERIOR 
--000-

EXTERIOR GLUE 

Did you know that APA's new Sturd-1- Floor®sys
tem is a snap to specify because span ratings, thickness 
and so on are stamped right on every panel? --

That it's easy to install, saves money and 
meets codes? 

That Sturd-1-Floor panels are eng ineered 
and manufactured to meet rigorous and exacting 
single-floor performance criteria? 

And that the APA grade-trademark 
means quality as well as economy? 

Did you know all that? 

·---------- - - .. --- --------- . J.".- --------·-·· 
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For details send in the coupon, or write American Plywood Association, 
P.O. Box 2277, Dept. PA-098, Tacoma, WA 98401. 

IAmeri~~~oo~--~~~----------1 

I Association, Dept. PA-098 Firm I 
I P.O. Box2277 I 
I Tacoma, WA 98401 Address I 
I o Please send me more infer· City State - Zip__ I 
I mation on APA Sturd-1-Floor.® Phone I 

D I'd like an APA field man·s Pl d I assistance. ywoo cuts costs. Not quality. I 
I I 
I AMERICAN PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION I 
L----------------------~ 
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PLAN 

EARLY SCHEME: MODERN STYLE 

LATER SCHEME: SPANISH COLONIAL 

FINAL SCHEME: ITALIAN CINQUECENTO 

~\\ 

~. 
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1 Stanford Court Hotel- Esherick Homsey 
Dodge & Davis, San Francisco, are undertaking 
the expansion and renovation of the Stanford 
Court Hotel restaurant and lounge. New con
struction will step down the hi ll parallel to a re
taining wall standing since 1876, when Sen. Le
land Stanford built his mansion on the corner 
site. The addition will have a copper roof with 
decorative metalwork; the floors in the dining 
area will be brick, and wood flooring will be 
used in the lounge . A wine cellar will have tex
tured plaster walls with redwood lattice panels. 
Cost of the project is estimated at $1 million . 

2 Transportation building- Special legis la
tion was enacted to allow commerc ial use of the 
new Massachusetts State Transportation Bu ild
ing that will enter construction next year in Bos
ton 's aging theater district. Architects Goody, 
Clancy & Associates, Boston, assisted in shap
ing the site to preserve older structures in the 
neighborhood and to relate the new bui lding 
designed to house 2000 employees- to exist
ing buildings. An eight-story atrium will be the 
focus of activity ; a dead-end street will be ex
tended through the new building to link the thea
ter district with Boston Common . Arcade shops 
and restaurants will be open in the even ing as 
well as daytime. 

3 New York Hyatt Hotel- With a special "vo
cabulary of materials, " Dale Keller & As
soc iates, New York, a London-based interior 
design firm, is creating an atmosphere of "Man
hattan today" for the New York Hyatt Hotel (P/ A, 
March 1978, p. 50). The 1400-room hotel is 
under construction in the shell of the old Com
modore; architectural work is by Gruzen & 
Partners with Der Scutt, consulting arch itect. 
Kel ler's major publ ic spaces are the lobby, 
characterized by a double colonnade with a 
red-lacquer look, red granite circulation areas , 
and red carpeting in seating areas. Guest 
rooms will be sophisticated in style, with pattern 
and texture in the furn ishings in contrast to plain 
walls. Comp let ion is scheduled for 1980. 

4 Fashion Center-La Cienega Center in mid
town Los Angeles is a $50 million high fashion 
complex near the Pacif ic Design Center (P/A, 
Oct. 1976, p. 78), a locale fast becoming a " life 
style" district. La Cienega is by Welton Becket 
Assoc iates Architects of Los Angeles . The build
ing wi ll contain two department stores , retail 
shopping , an interior mall , and integral parking . 
Target completion is set for the 1980s. 

5 Santa Barbara Museum of Art- The 
museum wanted a 100 percent expansion on a 
site less than half the existing museum width. 
The first solutions presented by Kamnitzer, 
Marks, Lappin & Vreeland , were International 
Style and were rejected as unsuitable for the 
Spanish architecture of the town . However, the 
basic plan remained the same throughout four 
revisions. All staff offices , new entrances, and 
the lobby are to be contained in the new four
story "element " between the museum and the 
addition. Towers at either end will contain verti
cal circu lation, duct risers, and plumbing. The 
exterior now reflects the Italian 16th-Century 
style of the existing museum, designed by 
David Adler. Construction of the $7 mil lion proj
ect is expected to begin next year. 



PPG glass perfonnance 
helped to design Winston·Salem's 

newest landmark. 



It reflects 82 percent of the solar 
heat gain and sunlight that reach 
it. It wears 170,00 square feet 
PPG Solarban® 550-8 Twindow(!I 
reflective insu.lating glass. 

And it is an architectural triu 
The stunning new world head 

quarters for R. J . Reynolds lndu 
tries, Inc., in Winston-Salem refl 
the beautiful North Carolina Ian 
scape and clouds. It contains m 



0 acres of office space and 
s with vitality and comfort. 
far more important: Its energy 
s may reach 27 .2 billion Btu's 
, according to RJR, depend
the weather. In a moderate 

e like Winston-Salem's, that's 
h to heat and cool more than 
homes for an entire year. 

ey ingredient for the designers 
e performance characteristics 

of the neutral silver PPG glass. It 
enabled the architects to make sUch 
a breathtaking design statement 
possible. 

It could pay Jg,u to consider PPG 
Solarban Twin w reflective in
sulating glass for your next building 
To find out more about it. see 
Sweet's 8.26Pp. Or write~ to 
PPG Industries. Inc., One Gat~ 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 
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Building products 

CORIAN®makes Y.OUr most 
imaginative ideas sudaenly practical. 
With opalescent beauty. Easy care. Wood-like workability. 

CORIAN® building products are your ideal 
choice for interior horizontal and vertical surf acing 
applications where you need a combination of beauty, 
durability and easy care. 

Add to this a workability that approaches that of 
a fine hardwood, and you can quickly see that many 
of the imaginative customizing ideas you may have 
considered and abandoned are now beautifully practi
cal with CORIAN. 

All this is possible because CORIAN, unlike 
laminated or coated synthetic products, is solid, with 
color and pattern all the way through. 

The result is a deep, opalescent quality ... a 
smooth, pleasing touch . . . exceptional stain and impact 
resistance ... plus simplified care and repair. 

Quite simply, CORIAN brings you "practical 
elegance" .. . practicality with a flair. And isn't that really 
at the heart of every design problem? 
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CORIAN * is avai lable in sheet 
stock for kitchen and bath 
countertops, wall wainscoting, 
bathtub and shower sur
rounds and custom surfaces. 
One-piece molded tops and 
bowls of CO RIAN for kitchen, 
bath or bar also available. 
For more information, write: 
Du Pont, Room 36177, 
Wilmington, DE 19898-: 

.,CORIAN is DuPont's registered trademark 
for its methacrylate building materials. 

~ 
REG US. PATS.TM Off 



JNC£NTR/CITY-

INTRODUCING 
A WHOLE NEW WAY 
TO DRAW CIRCLES. 

HIDDEN LINES 

PERFECT ARCS 
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~ntic & Pacific Industries , Inc. I 
118662 MacArthur Blvd ., Suite 360 I 

Irvine, CA 92715 SCALE: f4 =/ 1-0 11 

Jow you can create perfect cir
; easier and in less time than it 
~s to draw a measured straight 
. Without computing the radius. 
iout the effort and delay of 
circles. 

ircleometer™ is a digital drafting 
rument that combines the pre-
Jn of a compass with the conveni
e of a circle template. It's a totally 
1 design concept that lets you 
N as many as 201 consecutive 
centric circles .012" apart. All 
Jrate to ± .005'.' With no center-
1t distortion. And it's very easy 
se. 
iere's how it works. Simply locate 
Circleometer at the intersection 
:::>ur centerlines and press the cen-
1in into the paper. Place any draft
pencil or up to a No. 2.5 technical 
into the proper size circle loca-

Telephone: 714/752-2777 

tion. Then rotate the Circleometer. I I 
Instantly you have the exact circle 1 want to know more about 
you want. The very first time. And Circleometer.'" Please send 
you can do shading, draw hidden I information on these models. I 
lines and perfect arcs with better D 
quality than ever before. Just as eas- I Fractional I 
ily as you can draw a perfect circle. D 

Circleometer is available in four Decimal 

incremental models. Fractional. Dec- I D 114" scale I 
imal. 1/4"Scale. And Metric. So no 
matter what size circle you need, I D Metric PA I 
Circleometer can draw it. Accurately. 

Send the attached coupon today 
to Atlantic & Pacific Industries, Inc., I NAME I 
18662 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 360, 
Irvine, CA 92715, Tel: 714/752-2777. 

1 
coMPANY I 

We'll tell you everything you need ADDRESS _________ _ 

to know about a whole new way to 
draw perfect circles every time. I c iTY I 
Cll~S~!9l!ng~!~A~ "AT~ - ~ - -111 





Only Levolor Genus Blinds have the 
:lramatic brilliance of real chromium. 

We've been saying for years 
that our blinds outshine anything 
in the industry. With Genus 
Kroma, we've outdone ourselves. 

Here is a mirror finish with a 
remarkable depth of brilliance. 
There isn't an interior it wouldn't 
enhance. 

And if you feel the outside 
of your building should be more 
neutral, you can choose one of a 
number of decorator colors. 

To achieve the elegant look 
of Genus Kroma took a brilliant 
stroke of technology a complex 
process that actually fuses 
chromium to the base. It looks 
~ec~omebocaITTert~chrome. 

We didn't stop with Kroma 
finish, either. There are Genus 
warm wood finishes. And a 
variety of Genus plaid color 
combinations. 

But the beauty of Levolor 
Blinds is more than surface deep. 
Mechanically, they're as foolproof 
as modern engineering can 
make them. 

All moving parts in the head 
are simple yet ingenious pre
cisely designed and assembled 
to stand up to the roughest 
usage. And they are guaranteed 
for the life of the blind. 

The fact is, Levolor set the 
standard for the entire blind 
industry Almost every other 
manufacturer uses devices and 
techniques originated by us. 

What's more, the Genus is 
only one member of a full line of 
Levolor Blinds. You can also 

choose from 
The Levolor Riviera Blind, 

in over 150 designer colors The 
LevolorWoven Aluminum 
Shades. The unique Galaxy 
Sun Controller that installs on 
horizontal surfaces. 

No one else offers so many 
solutions to your perimeter and 
fenestration problems. And 
certainly no one else gives you 
the range of color and the depth 
of quality that we do Levolor. 

Please write for additional 
information. 

Now available for your 
library the new Levolor Color 
Guide. This handsomely slip
cased bmder has a page for every 
Levolor color, perforation
marked for clipping sample 
chips We update it at no charge 

For your Color Gwde send 
check or money order for $10 to 
Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., Customer 
Service, AS-837, 720 Monroe St., 
Hoboken, N J 07030 

Levolors Genus Blinds 
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Zero doesn't leave "good enough" alone. 

Series 3000 

Progressive Architecture 9:78 

That's how we came up with the 
Compress-0-Matic™, a revolutionary 
development in acoustical seals for 
wood and metal doors. 

HINGE SIDE 

CLOSED 

LOCK AND HEAD 

V.." 

CLOSED ~---·i,-----~ 

Two years of testing and development 
. . . That's how long it took us to pro
duce the new Compress-0-Matic, the 
most effective seal you can get where 
high decibel ratings are required! 
Here's what makes the Compress-0-
Matic so unique: 

Other seals merely make contact. 
The Compress-0-Matic, as the name 
implies, squeezes so tightly between 
doors and stops that it even compen
sates for warped or unevenly hung 
doors. Positively seals spaces from 
1/a" to 1f4" . 

You'll find the Compress-0-Matic
along with a host of other one-of-a
kind soundproofing, lightproofing and 

weatherstripping innovations - in 
Zero's 1978 catalog. Send for it and 
see all the "good enough" designs 
we've made better. 

r----------------------, 
Zero Weatherstripping Co., Inc. 
415 Concord Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10455 

GENTLEMEN: Please send me your 1978 
catalog. 

Name Position 

Company 

Address 

City State/Zip 

L----------------------~ 

I! 
1924·1978 ... 54 years of opening the door to progress . 

Zero Weather Stripping Co., Inc. 
415 Concord Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 10455 I (212) LUdlow 5-3230 
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Rambusch creates 
dodecahedral 
chandeliers 

to illuminate an 
unique environment. 

The State of West Virginia Science and 
Culture Center at Charleston. 

A st ructure that encompasses and 
enhances the relationship of people to 

to their artistic, cultural and 
historical heritage. 

The sole ornaments in this Center's 
monumental Great Hall ( 100'x50'x40'), 

are Rambusch's two 10' diameter 
dodecahedral chandeliers, executed in 

bronze and crystal. 

They represent just one facet of the 
polyhedral capability of the Rambusch 

art, craft and lighting studios ... and 
the dedication of three generations 

to excellence. 

Architect : C.E . Silling & Associates. Charleston, W.Va. 
Consultant: Ireland Associates, Inc. , Columbus, Ohio. 

Photograph : Shin Koyama. 

40West 13th St reet, New York, N.Y . 10011(212)675-0400 
stained glass/metal/wood/Ii hting/painting/refinishing • consultation/planning/design/fabrication/installation 
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~r sale looting and good 10011s in high trallic interiors . • • 
is unique new rubber floor tile is designed especially for interior floors where safe footing is required ~11111•ro11111.0llO''l'llHllllll-:j 
handsome, easy to maintain appearance is desired. 1" diameter raised studs molded onto a special - -

1pound of tough, extra resilient rubber provides greater traction by allowing dirt and spilled liquids to ~ Lowl'l'Omt!.025"r1111G111111n11 
n off the walking surface. Extra resilience contributes substantially to safe footing. _ . 
dial rubber tile is recommended especially for high traffic areas such as air terminals, shopping cen-

Radial Rubber Stair Treads 
have exclusive metal reinforced 

nose. Available in round and 
square nose. 

ters, ramps, elevator lobbies and stair landings. It is made in two profile designs and in 
overall thicknesses of 1/8" and 3/16" with smooth back, and .210" and .235" with 
Acoustibak™. 
Flexco also makes matching radial rubber stair treads as well as a complete line of 

rubber and vinyl treads, risers and stringers, rubber tile, conductive vinyl tile, cove 
base and vinyl carpet accessories. 
For samples and complete technical information write or call (toll free) 1-800-633-3151. 
For areas which require Class A fire rating, Flexco can supply on special order Radial 

Tile, Stair Treads, and accessories which meet ASTM-E84-77A flame spread rating of 
25 or less and smoke density of 75 or less. 

£X([ T~ivision of TEXTILE RUBBER COMPANY. INC .. Tuscumbia. Alabama 35674 • f205l 383-7474 
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Today's designers hove shown on increased interest in ceilings and, 
os a result, they hove become more dramatic and sophisticated. In the 
past, this often meant special-made components, with difficult installa
tion. Now, Chicago Metallic, the leader in suspended ceiling systems, hos 
changed all that. 

The 5' increment hos become an important building and renova
tion module today. With this practical concept in mind, we developed a 
whole new generation of modular ceiling systems based on on expanda
ble 5'x5' module. For the first time, standard, easily assembled compo
nents have been designed to allow o flexibility of imagination, impact and 
installation not experienced before. 

The new STYLINE 1900 Systems offer dramatic, yet elegant ceil
ings, with almost unlimited possible configurations. There is the basic 
Modular System using 5'x5 ' modules throughout. The Island System ol-

lows 5'x5' and larger islands, with a tremendous variety of unique and 
custom-looking layouts. Regular exposed or concealed ceiling system 
patterns can be enhanced by the linear affect of the Accent System. It is 
even possible to combine one or more of these three systems to create 
many other new designs. 

The white channel components have a slender blacktone recess 
that carries through the intersections and corners, with a complementary 
wall molding. There are several coffered or flat light fixture designs, 
numerous ways to provide air supply and return, combinations of lay-in 
panels or concealed tile, noating effects, and more possibilities than we 
could ever show you here. So, why not write for our complete catalog and 
working drawings. 

The STYLI NE 1900 Systems are a whole new innovation in creative 
ceilings. At Chicago Metallic, we have what you want. 

CHICAGO METALLIC CORPORATION 
4849 S. Austin Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638 • 312-458-5460 6750 Santa Barbara Court, Baltimore, Maryland 21227 • 301-796-8220 

5501 Downey, Vernon, California 90058 • 213-589-5771 



Build a 
reputation. 

s· 
with Me 

... the SR 
frame that t< 

the concept o 
terior design to 

heights. Forexamp 
Le Chateau de l'Aero 

in Montreal, Mero achiE 
the architect's seemingly 

possible vision of a "floa 
roof." For more information ca 

write Unistrut Corp., Wayne, 
48184. (313) 721-4040, other states 

free (800) 521-7730. We'll help you de 
and create something people will look 

UNISTRUT ~ye;t~ms 
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Introduction 

Interior design: 
What is it? Who does it? 

The reintegration of architecture and interior design 
requires a definition of the current state of the art. 
A look at the pieces of the puzzle reveals a pattern 
that is, paradoxically, as unified as it is diverse. 

The significant growth of the interior design profession
and the increasing presence of the architect within it-has 
changed the nature of interior design practice considera
bly during the past few years. In P/A's first issue devoted 
entirely to interior design (P/A, Oct . 1962), the first ques
tion asked of a distinguished panel of architects and de
signers was , " Is there a professional activity, quite sepa
rate from other aspects of architecture, that should be 
recognized and distinguished as ' interior design '?" A 
loaded question, perhaps, but one in which the key word 
"separate" was seized upon by most of the 15 respond
ents. Interestingly , it was the architects in that group who 
spoke most vocally against the notion of a separable dis
cipline , invoking the historical precedent of such ar
chitects as Frank Lloyd Wright , whose commitment to total 
design quite naturally embraced interior design as well. 
But interior design had indeed become "separate ," as re
luctant as architects were to admit it, as loath as they were 
to recognize the default of one of their most important 
areas of responsibility . Traditionally , there had not been 
such a distinction. Architects had always designed both 
the insides and the outsides of buildings. But the 20th 
Century, with its widespread cultural fragmentation , saw 
the gradual separation of those duties. So prevalent had 
the division become, that those architects who continued 
to design interiors became the exception and no\ the rule, 
more related to the 19th-Century pioneers of modern de
sign than to 20th-Century realities . In time, the chain was 
broken , and the older attitudes toward interior design be
came mere antecedents , not part of a continuing cultural 
development. 

The rise of the "interior decorator" in the years following 
World War I was in large part a response to this break
down, and the image of that new occupation was, from 
the start. viewed with scorn by architects. And not only 
architects. The common impression was summed up suc
cinctly by Ernest Hemingway in 1932 in Death in the After-

noon: "Prose is architecture," the exponent of spare, 
uncluttered writing wrote, "not, " he added with a hint of de
rision, " interior decoration. " The rift persisted through the 
Depression and war years , when the design profession 
was by no means vigorous enough to effect such a major 
change in the status quo. The unprecedented postwar 
construction boom (which lasted through the 1960s) 
confirmed the split between what had , by then , become 
two separate disciplines. It was only the dire economic 
setbacks faced by the architectural profession during the 
first half of the current decade (the most severe since the 
Great Depression itself) that brought about a change in at
titude among architects toward interior design. 

Like many other changes brought about by economics 
(a good case can be made for the primacy of an economic 
interpretation of history) , this reawakened interest in inte
rior design was more quickly and completely accepted 
than it would have been on its purely philosophical merits . 
Accordingly, P/A in this issue examines the current state of 
interior design by looking at eight firms: from the one
person office to the large corporate firm , from offices re
cently opened to those established for decades, from 
firms in which interior design is the only business to those 
in which it is only one aspect of total design. 

What interior design is , we hope, will be defined by the 
unifying characteristics that bind together the diverse 
group of practitioners we have assembled here. Chief 
among those characteristics , we feel, is the commitment to 
logical , coherent design, respectful of program, context, 
and users-qualities that must prevail regardless of the 
nomenclature or job description of the person who ad
dresses those concerns. Who does interior design will 
thus be answered , we feel, as a function of what interior 
design is. 

We begin this inquiry, in the next four pages , with a 
roundtable discussion not unlike that first panel discus
sion 16 years ago. This panel seeks to define the current 
state of affairs in interior design, and we hope it will create 
the context wherein the individual profiles will be seen as 
components of a larger picture. For the breadth of view
point that we wish to promote is essential, we feel, to the 
reestablishment of a unity that is not just a historic tradi
tion , but a cultural imperative as well. [Martin Filler] 



P/A Roundtable 

Interior design: 
Patterns of change 

The current state of interior design, and its future, 
are discussed by a panel of seven interiors experts, 
representing a cross section of the design community. 
From a diversity of viewpoints comes one message: 
Interior design has come of age as a profession, and 
architects' recognition of that fact must now follow. 

DeHaan: I don 't believe the interior design profession has 
changed as much as the client 's perception of interior de
sign has changed . I think what has happened in , and to, 
interior design is a reflection of what has happened in our 
society. Tom Wolfe has called this "The Me Too Era," with 
its absorption with oneself, the popular inner direction of 
our society. I think that's what's causing this awareness. It 
has reflected the spread from an elite, from the intellec
tual 's clamoring about "total environment ," and has 
expanded the public 's awareness to embrace the whole 
office , the whole home, and eventually the structure and its 
setting and surroundings. 
Daroff: One of the most important things that we've found 
is that clients are becoming more and more aware, and 
that the demands put on the interior designer are growing 
constantly . 
Pulgram: There is the realization now by the user, the 
consumer, the executives, that there is a relationship be
tween productivity and space. Functionality is twofold, 
physical and psychological. All that brings interior design, 
interior planning, interior architecture up to a level that it 

The panel 
Pamela Babey, head of interior design, Kaplan/Mc l aughlin Architects/ 
Planners, San Franc isco; Karen Daroff, President, Daroff Design, Inc. , 
Philadelph ia and New York; Norman DeHaan, AIA, FASID , President, 
Norman DeHaan Associates, Inc., Chicago; Pat Hoffman, Vice Pres i
dent, Internat ional Contract Furnishings, Inc. (ICF) , New York; Robert J. 
LeFort, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, lnterspace Incorporated, 
Ph iladelphia; William L. Pulgram, AIA, ASID, President , Associated 
Space Design, Inc., Atlanta; Kenneth Walker, AIA, President, Walker/ 
Group, Inc., New York. 
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Kulak, Rock & Huie law offices, Omaha. Renovation and interior design: KE 
Mclaughlin Architects/Planners, Pamela Babey, head of interior design . 

"We shouldn't be able to divorce the architecture 
from the interiors. It's like a song-you can't 
separate the words from the music." 
Pamela Babey 

has never enjoyed before. 
Walker: I think that interior design is about 10 years be
hind architecture, and about 20 years behind painting and 
sculpture. I think the state of interior design is reasonably 
dreadful and getting better. 

The architect vs the interior designer 
Daroff: Both the architect and the contract interior de
signer have made a commitment to provide a quality pro
fessional product. I know that the interior designer recog
nizes the role of the architect , and I think it 's time the 
architect recognizes the role of the contract interior 
designer. 
DeHaan: I think the architect has always been involved in 
interior design, but in the past era of knock- 'em-down
and-build-anew, all the press (and therefore public 
awareness) went to "Bulldoze for a Bigger and Better 
Boom." It is certainly true that many architects are now 
looking at interior design as a source of revenue. But I 
think that is all to the good . I think that any change in the 
role of the architect in what's happening inside the struc
ture can benefit not only the profession, but society as a 
whole. 
Hoffman: Thank God for the recession. I think this is one 
of the main things responsible for having architects stop 
looking at interior design as something someone else 
should do, and begin to become more interested in it 
again themselves . 
Walker: I th ink the firms that are doing good , innovative 
architecture are, without consciously knowing it, doing 
damned good interior design . Look at Gwathmey Siegel , 
or Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer. They've been doing incredible 
interiors for the past five years, and that's given them an 
architectural reputation. 
LeFort: I am neither an architect nor a designer. I have 
approached interior design as a business whose product 
is design. I had felt for many years that there was a great 
void here, and that there was great opportunity. I grew up 
with the understanding that the profession belonged to the 



Dining area, corporate suite , Waldorf-Astoria Hotel , New York; interior 
design : Daroff Design , Inc., Karen Daroff, president. 

'There is still a feeling that you haven't fulfilled 
your obligation in life after architecture school if 
you work with an interior design firm." 
Karen Daroff 

architect , and that you couldn't start a design firm be
cause the architect controlled all the business. I feel that 
the design profession has arrived, and has filled a void left 
there by the architect. We have achieved some success, 
and I would like to tell you it was because of our abilities. 
But it was an omission of the architectural profession that 
gave us our start. The architect could have put his foot 
down and stamped us and never let us rise. We didn't rise 
in defiance or opposition to the architect. We rose in de
fense of our need to serve our clients. 
Pulgram: One of the reasons why architects have looked 
down on interior designers is because they were dec
orators. They were not trained toward the conceptual ele
ments of a building, of creating three-dimensional space. 
They came in and decorated a room versus creating a 
space. The more we go into systems building, the more we 
go into a systems interior, and you can no longer separate 
the interior aspect from the architectural . 

Is it architecture, or is it interior design? 
Hoffman: If you look at the great modern masters, it's hard 
to tell where a building's interior begins and where its ex
terior ends. They are all one. If you 've been to Houston , 
you know that sometimes you never see the exterior of a 
building. You drive right into the parking garage. You go 
from an air-conditioned , sealed car, to an air-conditioned , 
sealed parking garage, into an air-conditioned lobby, and 
you spend all your time inside. So how can the architect 
turn over the part of the building where people really 
spend all their time to someone else? What this profession 
needs, in my humble opinion, is a closer relationship be
tween the two. 
Daroff: Our design team is made up of architects and inte
rior designers, and I find it very hard to separate them. We 
respond very closely to the architecture of our projects , 
and in fact we are very integrally involved with interior ar
chitecture. Many architectural firms have found the need 
to offer interior design services to their clients, while the in
terior design firm is now working more and more with ar-

Reception area , Romanek Golub & Co., Chicago. Renovation and interior 
design: Norman DeHaan Assocs., Norman DeHaan, AIA, FASID, president. 

"I can imagine some horrendous future with high-rise 
architects and contract designers in one firm, 
and residential designers and architects in another." 
Norman DeHaan 

chitectural elements. If interior designers are to do our job 
properly , we can 't divorce ourselves from that aspect. But 
the interior design firm is not licensed to practice architec
ture , yet we find ourselves bordering on architecture all the 
time. The problem is, where does interior design end and 
where does architecture begin? The shame is that we 
have to define that , because in fact they really should not 
have to be separated. 

In our case , we are an interior design firm that is now 
forming an architectural subsidiary. We have been forced 
into this position, but it is something that we feel we have 
no other choice but to do. Many interior design firms that 
are autonomous are 0utgrowths of other architectural 
firms. That is exactly what is happening to us, only the 
other way around . 
Babey: We shouldn't be able to divorce architecture from 
interiors. It's like a song . You can 't separate the words 
from the music, you can 't separate Gilbert and Sullivan. 
DeHaan: In Europe they have interior architects , building 
architects, interior designers, and it's all split up and it's a 
mess. You 've got 9000 different examinations and regis
trations . ASID has traditionally said the term "architect" or 
"architecture" falls under the credits of the AIA If you use 
the term "architect ," the implication is that you are a 
licensed architect. It doesn 't matter if you say " interior ar
chitect ," or "exterior architect. " It's confusing enough for 
the public to even recognize interior designers and ar
chitects . They haven't gotten used to the change from the 
term "decorator" yet. Implicit in that is the hope that the 
AIA and the architects will recognize the term " interior de
signer. " I personally wish they would invent a new word 
like " realtor ," something we could patent or trademark. 

The credibility gap 
LeFort: We are finall y achieving a degree of credibility 
and acceptance by the architect. We are no longer the 
broad-brimmed-hat decorator with a throwing-the-fabric
over-the-back-of-the-chair image. I think it was a cop-out 
for the architect to put us down because he didn 't under-



Internationa l Contrac t Furn ishings, Inc . (ICF) showroom , The Merchan
dise Mart , Chicago . Interior design: Pat Hoffman , vice president , ICF. 

"If we can ask architects to do anything for us, it 
is to start team work early and consider it a team, 
rather than a fight." 
Pat Hoffman 

stand us. Therefore that was his way of assuming it was a 
nonprofessional profession. 
Walker: What has always bothered me about interior de
sign is that it's been such an easy entry business. Any
body could be an interior designer. There's a credibility 
gap in interior design- a gap that is unbelievable. Most 
clients won't second-guess you on architecture to the ex
tent that they will second-guess you on interiors. 
Hoffman: When architects do interiors, they frequently 
have no concern for detail. They cou ld spend a week wor
rying about a balustrade if it were outdoors, but the minute 
they get indoors there is very little concern about detail. 
When they select fabrics , architects- except for a few 
very talented ones- just want to know what color it is and if 
it wears well . There is not much concern about the texture 
of it, the feel of it. 
Daroff: We lose people in our firm because they're given 
an opportunity with an arch itectural firm . The interior de
sign profession has not been ab le to achieve the proper 
image. There is sti ll that sensitivity about working with an 
interior design firm, a feeling that you haven 't fulfilled your 
obligation in life after going to architecture school if you 
work with an interior design firm. 
Babey: Even in very large firms I think there is a real feel
ing that the interior designers are over here and the ar
chitects are over there , that we've got a line between us 
and the interior designers are second-class citizens . I 
know that having an architecture degree has been a little 
bit of an advantage. Just by saying you have it , peop le 
suddenly think, "Oh well, maybe she's all right then. " 
Walker: I find that because we're an architectural firm , 
even though we do little pure archi tecture, it is infinitely 
easier to market ourselves. The cred ibi lity factor on that 
approach is fairly high. Whereas it 's much harder to mar
ket yourse lf as an interior designer, even if you are the first 
one through the door. 

The licensing controversy 
LeFort: I think licensing is important. We have strived our 
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Federal Reserve Bank, Phi ladelph ia. Architects: Ewing Cole Erdman Riz
zio Cherry Parsky. In terior design : lnterspace Inc , R. Lefort, president. 

"It was an omission of the architectural profession 
that gave us our start. The architect could have put 
his foot down and never let us rise." 
Robert LeFort 

entire existence to establish credibi lity, and to some de
gree licensing may move us up so we can say to a client , 
"We are accredited ." 
DeHaan: If you look at the licensing controversy in New 
York and Connecticut, they 're bring ing about licensing for 
interior designers not because interior designers felt they 
needed licensing. It was a question of respectabi li ty . They 
really went about asking for li censing because laws had 
been passed that discriminated against interior designers, 
but not agai nst the architect. What's come out of all this is 
not so much the arch itect's being opposed to licensing in 
principle , but it hurts their respectability, too. They are 
sudden ly waking up to the fact of what happens if state 
law now al lows an interior designer to team up with an en
gineering firm: you no longer need architects. Thi s repre
sents a real economic fear on the part of architects. 
There 's a real concern on the arch itects ' part that laws will 
be written in such a way that all the things that they've 
been using as guidelines and practice will be subverted 
and picked up by somebody else. 
Walker: There should be some qualitative method for 
being called a professional in whatever you do, some qual
itative standard you have to pass. Whether one gets 
licensed as an interior designer or not , one is going to 
have to become more professional to deal with the kind of 
bureaucratic rigamarole that's going to creep more and 
more into interior design work. 

Educating the interior designer 
Pulgram: I am willing to go on record that there has to be 
a very serious and thorough overhaul of education in this 
total design field . In architecture I think we're in pretty 
good shape , but in interior design I think we're pretty bad. 
DeHaan: I don 't think so. Let's face it: interior design is ex
tremely profitable , and every school in the country is open
ing an interior design department. Interior design schools 
are changing very rapidly. California just voted last year 
that al l interior design schoo ls are going to be accred ited. 
Daroff: When I graduated in interior design I sti ll had a lot 



Corporate headquarters , Island Creek Coal Co , Lexington, Ky . Interior 
design: Assoc iated Space Design, Inc ., Wi lliam L. Pu lgram, presi dent. 

al am willing to go on record that there has to be a 
very serious and thorough overhaul of education in 
this total design field." 
William Pu/gram 

of learning to do. Final ly we've gotten interior design 
schools to teach how to write a spec ification. What do the 
schools teach about writing a business letter, or a con
tract? That is all changing-slowly. 
Babey: Do you real ly learn spec writing in school? I did 
working drawings in school. Once you 're out of school, 
you discover that the working drawing class you took 
real ly wasn't real. There is no substitute tor being in the 
field , tor experienc ing what it rea lly is like, tor experiencing 
the compromises you have to make to the architect, to the 
c lient. It doesn't happen in school. You have to get out and 
tra in, and learn, and get that background in rea l lite that's 
the most important part of your education. 
Pulgram: Maybe there shou ld be an arch itectural degree 
special izing in interiors . That is what our committee on the 
AIA is recommending. The educational part of the interior 
designer shou ld be parall el with that of the architect, and 
at a certain time being given specialization not prec luding 
that person 's eventual ly becoming a registered architect. 

Conclusions and forecasts 
Hoffman: It architects recognize that technology is mak
ing the sing le grand master obsolete, and it architects are 
going to accept large jobs, they have litt le choice but to 
recogn ize that they need some sort of consu ltants or 
teammates. I think the main thing we've learned is that 
these teams have to work together from the start. It we can 
ask these arch itectural readers to do anything tor us, tor 
themselves, tor their clients, tor everybody, it is to start 
team work early and consider it a team, rather than a fight. 
DeHaan: The real concern is not so much about architects 
and interior designers working together as a team, but 
whether the architect who wants to go into interior design 
truly understands the professional commitment to space, 
personnel , materials, and long-term cash investment that 
is involved. 
Babey: The architect must realize the need tor a spe
c ialist, and that is what the interior designer has toot-
ter. The arch itect has always called upon the support and 

Junior department , Burdine's department store , Sarasota, Fl. Interior 
des ign : Walker/Group, Inc ., Kenneth Walker, president. 

"There's a credibility gap that's unbelievable. 
Most clients won't second-guess you on architecture 
to the extent they will on interiors." 
Kenneth Walker 

resources of structural engineers, mechanical engineers, 
lighting consultants, and they call on them very early in the 
process. Many times they don't do that with the interior de
signer, and I think that's the prime improvement that cou ld 
be made to architectu re and interior design services. 
Pulgram: I also th ink the furniture manufacturer needs to 
enter the picture very early in the game and be a part of 
the overal l conceptual team. I am talking about total inte
rior systems, not just office systems. As we approach more 
and more systems bui lding, we need more and more sys
tems interiors. 
DeHaan: My tear of the future is that th is essential stress 
on the technical aspects of the interior design profession 
cou ld result in a rift not just among interior designers
between residential designers and contract designers
but perhaps also a ri ft between the high-rise architect and 
the single-fami ly-dwell ing architect. I can imag ine some 
horrendous future with high-rise architects and contract 
designers in one firm, and res idential designers and res i
dential architects in another. 
LeFort: I think in spec bu ilding we've taken over. It wil l be 
awfully hard tor the architect to get spec build ing back. 
Walker: In the future there wi ll be more firms in which the 
discip lines are rea ll y, tru ly integrated, not just li p service. 
Projects wi ll be more successful when architects get to the 
clients at that initial prog ramming stage where they can 
develop a program tor space, not tit space into a preexist
ing shell. Graphics and industrial design wi ll become part 
of the disciplines you will need to know to do successful in
teriors. The days of the Renaissance Man are over, but the 
days of the Renaissance Firm are not over. In the future, 
you are going to see a da Vinci drawing , but instead of it 
having one guy in the circle, it is going to have 17 guys in 
the circ le. 
Pulgram: Interior design , or interior arch itecture, or what
ever you want to call it , has finally come of age. I see the 
relationship of interiors and exteriors growing much closer 
in the fu ture, becom ing more and more of a total ent ity, 
striving toward tota l design, toward total architecture. o 
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Frank 0. Gehry has been enjoying a lot of 
publicity lately. Some of it has to do with 
the size and range of recent commissions 
like the renovation of the Hollywood Bowl 
(P/A, Nov. 1975, p . 58) , or the design of 
Rouse Headquarters in Columbia, Md 
(P/A, Feb. 1976, p . 58). But it wou ld prob
ably be c loser to the point to say that 
Gehry's exp lorations in architecture as art, 
evident for example in his trapezoidal 
house for artist Ron Davis (P/A, Dec. 1974, 
p . 40) and other work, account for most of 
the attention. In the day of constant debate 
about modernism's deficiencies, this latter 

. affini ty to minimal scu lpture made of indus
trial parts quickly captures professional 
fancy. It retains certain accepted princi
ples while advancing transformations in 
the aesthetic. Despite Gehry's East Coast 
backing (i.e., clients), the Toronto-born ar
chitect has been based in LA since he 
came there in 1947 at age seventeen. He 
first studied art at USC, but then switched 
to architecture. Attracted to the Californ ia 
modernist trad ition of post-and-beam ar
chitecture with Japanese overtones during 
his school years, Gehry was most 
influenced by the work of Raphael Soriano, 
Harwell Harris , and Gregory Ain. 

In 1952, he joined Victor Gruen's office, 
interrupting that to study city p lanning one 
year at Harvard University. As Gehry has 
noted in a recent issue of L.A. Architect, 
during this period at Gruen , he came into 
contact with more LA artists who proved 
influential to his increasing fascination with 
the perceptual aspects of form and with 
the minimalist aesthetic. 

In 1962, after a stint in Paris, Gehry 
opened his own office. The practice has 
grown over the years, although the af
finities with the artists and art have re
mained strong. Work comes in at a good 
flow, and young architects like Frederick 
Fisher (P/A Design Award, Jan. 1977, p. 
56) gravitate to the firm. Some, like Greg 
Walsh, former classmate of Gehry's at 
USC, have been mainstays . In the aggre
gate, the office continues to strike a rather 
interesting balance between straightfor
ward and experimental work, between 
large-scale and small-scale commissions. 
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Frank 0. Gehry & Associates, Inc. 

Where categories collide 

Interiors work becomes the testing 
ground for architectural experiments 
applied later on a grander scale. 

Understanding of Frank Gehry 's work is 
sometimes difficult for the most adventure
some client, the most seasoned patron of 
the art of architecture. He acknowledges 
the fact in reference to some of his domes
tic architecture, adding "the more I am 
finding one thing , the less it seems people 
want it." 

While the statement may sou nd a bi t in
genuous, Gehry in this case refers to his 
work as falling into two general categories: 
the experimental designs most concerned 
with pushing the art of architecture to its 
limit , even to its breaking point; versus the 
straightforward work where designs are 
simpler, more ordered, more common to a 
general perception of architecture. 

Several examples of these two po les of 
expression and activity can be seen on the 
page opposite. A look at the model Gehry 
first c reated for the Fami lian residenc e in
stantly lets you know which category it fa ll s 
into. Rather like a stage set for an avant
garde play with its stud-wall-as-sculpture 
erupting cataclysmical ly from the box, one 
understands why clients might hesitate. As 
Gehry puts it , " I've jumped off the cliff , but 
am hold ing on by one finger. " 

The house (not shown) that Gehry is re
modeling for himself in LA is almost as ou
tre. A 1920s painted cedar shingle-sided 
house of the Norman Rockwell vernacular 
is being overlaid w ith a corrugated metal 
screen wall interrupted by protuberances 
of the stud-wall-as-scu lpture variety. Nor
man Rockwell meets Richard Serra. The 
neighbors are threatening a lawsuit. A 
townhouse for an art collector in New York 
(opposite) would appear less difficu lt to 
live with , although this extensive a renova
tion is not being undertaken. 

Gehry seems resigned to the fact that 
his extreme experiments with formal and 
conceptually oriented areas of architec
ture may not meet with extreme en
thusiasm by potential users . This is ru le 
breaking and going beyond the limits of 

what architecture is about: rather than re
fining its code or combining new and old 
e lements in poetically allusive ways, he 
appears to be destroyi ng codes through 
smashups or coll isions. He even leaves 
ends dangling. He leaves the observer 
(this one at any rate) with a desire to 
applaud the bravado of the experiments 
but sti ll unconvinced that architecture
not art, not stage-set design-is being ad
vanced here. 

Gehry's greater body of "straight" work, 
such as the Santa Monica Place project, 
on the other hand , appears instantly more 
palatable. An existing shopping cente r w il l 
be expanded, with a garage added but 
masked by a white-dipped chain-link 
fence over which vines are to crawl. 
Paradoxically this design, which w ill make 
use of graphics a la old Santa Monica Pier, 
effectively employs the stage-set-like 
"scrim" of fencing as an ordering device. 

But th is and other kinds of similar com
missions do not make Gehry's pulse 
quicken. He likes to have them, of course, 
but feels a bit held in check. 

Law offices 
Interior design commissions present the 
sort of possibility for architectural probing 
that can be realized (and appeal to Gehry 
as well as a larger audience). They may be 
more limited in scale, but nevertheless 
provide a place where ideas can be tested 
to a considerable degree. As Gehry puts it, 
"I'll design the john , if I can do it my way." 

With the offices for lawyers Berger, 
Berger, Kahn, Shafton & Moss in LA , 
Gehry got to design 15,600 sq ft in a new 
specu lative building almost his own way. 
The space on one floor involved the design 
for three office suites , two conference 
rooms, lounges, library, and reception 
rooms , some of which space is sublet. 

Gehry decided against dropping the 
cei ling , leaving the 12-ft floor-to-floor 
height. The paraphernalia that runs be
neath the underside of the concrete slab is 
treated as sculpture. Besides the ducts, 
pipes , and wiring, light troughs are sus
pended from the ceiling, where fluorescent 
strips diffuse light upward. 



Model for Santa Monica Place, where white chain-link fencing will mask garage parking. 

Model , Familian house. 

Model for New York townhouse renovation (above);. law office furniture (below and next page) . 

Laminated corrugated furniture , 1970. 



Frank 0. Gehry & Associates, Inc. 

A continuation of his earlier experiments 
wi th indirect lighting, light here bounces 
against the ceiling according to whatever 
configuration the ceiling plane has taken 
above. But the ambient quality permeates 
the landscape below, where partitions are 
painted 22 light pastel shades, and take 
on different hues depending on the play of 
natural and artificial light. There is a good 
deal of natural light , since the work spaces 
are arranged with that in mind. 

The partners' suites have been treated 
as sculptural units- one semicircular, one 
with a canted skylight, one with red cedar 
walls. The offices present a legibility that 
nicely enough does not announce status. 
Originally, however, Gehry sought to 
sheath one office in corrugated tin, another 
in logs, an artistic gesture the lawyers felt 
would test too much their clients' (insur
ance companies) sang-froid. 

The geometric incisions , the stepped 
profiles in partitions, the puncturing of 
planes to make allusion, for example, to a 
courthouse's columns and pediment, illus
trate that the opportunity has been seized 
for a formal and evocative play. Gehry also 
designed a good deal of the furniture, 
though Victorian antiques could be com
fortably inserted into the setting. 

Hints of German Expressionism a la film 
set for The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari pop up, 
but without somber exaggeration . Acci
dent and surprise occur, but no loss of 
orientation. There is wit, particularly in the 
clunky charm of the Gehry-designed re
ception room chairs (seep. 75). But the of
fices do come across as serious-serious 
enough for the firm 's staid no-f ilm-star 
clientele. There is even restraint in the way 
the ducts ram through the partitions-a 
loose kind of restraint to be sure, but not a 
sloppy bashing of elements. Details for 
gypsum-board walls and soffits are always 
precise and clean. 

Thus, the offices appear to be extremely 
successful on all levels-a workable but 
provocative setting for its users, a testing 
ground for the architect. This is the way in
terior design can be imaginatively ex
ploited. [Suzanne Stephens] 

Data 
Project: law offices, Los Angeles, Ca. 
Architect: Frank 0. Gehry & Associates, Inc. 
Frank Gehry, Greg Walsh, Ken Francis, John 
Clagett, Frederick Fisher, project team. 
Client: Berger. Berger, Kahn , Shafton & Moss. 
Program: 15,600 sq ft in a spec building with 
conference room, deposition room, lib rary, re
ception, offices for partners. 
Major materials: gypsum board on metal stud 
wal ls; beige carpeting on concrete floors ; 
pain ted concrete ceilings; indirect fluorescent 
lighting mounted in suspended gypsum-board 
trough s. (See Bu ilding materials, p. 179.) 
Consultants: Athans Enterprises, lighting; 
Dickerson & Associates , HVAC. 
Cost: $426,500; $27.34 per sq ft. 
Photography: Tim Street Porter. 
Axononometric: John Clagett. 
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Gehry designed offices of the partners t 
distinctive, like the one (above) sheathe 
in redwood. Office for depositions has 
Gehry-designed trapezoidal table, large 
scale cardboard chairs. 



Lighting troughs (above) cast ambient glow; 
oval table was designed by Gehry for one 
partner's office (be low); entrance of co lumns 
and cut-out pediment to depos it ion offices . 
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Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga believe 
that small is beautiful, and intentionally 
have kept thei rs a two-man office. "You 
either want to be a businessman and let 
your company grow to corporate size," 
says Francesco Piccaluga, "or you go to 
the opposite extreme. It is our decision to 
remain small and to continue to produce 
quality design. We have observed the ex
panding and shrinking of many firms, the 
desperate hurry for more and more work. 
But we need ve ry little to survive. In fact, 
we have become a little bit choosy. It 's not 
just a business." 

Born in Genoa in the 1930s, Francesco 
Piccaluga and his 'younger brother Aldo 
studied architecture and design at the 
University of Rome . They began work in 
Bei rut, where their father, a dip lomat, was 
assigned to the Ita lian Embassy. In Leba
non, the Piccaluga brothers designed a 
number of banks for a wide variety of inter
national clients, among them Barclay's 
Bank of London, the Moscow Narodny 
Bank, and Credit Lyonnais Franc aise. Sev
eral residences and a farming commu
nity there were also designed by the pair. 

The Piccalugas have shown an astute 
knack for avoiding the political turmoil that 
has subsequently engulfed the places 
where they have (or might have) practiced 
their profession. Sensing a change in at
titude toward foreigners in Lebanon after 
the war wi th Israel in 1967, the brothers 
decided to emigrate to a country with a 
more stab le pol itical climate. They rejected 
a return to Italy, felt the U.S. too ridden 
with social unrest. and eventually chose 
English-speaking Canada, avoid ing (again 
wisely) separatist Quebec. 

In their 10 years in Toronto, the Pic
calugas have developed a practi ce rang
ing from pure architecture to furn iture de
sign, from lighting design to interiors. Thei r 
most visible works in Canada to date are 
the restaurants in the CN Tower in Toronto, 
including the revolving restaurant atop the 
1830-ft. landmark. Twenty years after be
ginning their careers, the Piccalugas work 
without poli tical or corporate distractions. 
For them, there is only design: " It is too in
volvi ng a profession to do anything else." 
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Francesco + Aldo Piccaluga, Inc. 

Keeping it personal 

Two recent projects by a two-man office 
show the benefits that the close control 
of the interior design process can bring. 

"Mu/tum in parvo, " the ancient Romans 
said: "Much in a little. " Thus might well be 
described two new interiors designed by a 
Toronto firm that has a special talent for 
turning chall enges of program and budget 
into some most imaginative designs . 
Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga have at the 
base of their design philosophy the belief 
that the best results come from a de
signer's direct and continuing involvement 
at al l steps in the design process, from 
conception to completion. The division of 
labor in large firms disturbs these de
signers no less than the artificial split be
tween architecture and design that they 
have sensed in North America. 

In two recent projects, the Pi ccalugas 
have demonstrated their personal ap
proach to interior design with notable suc
cess. And although one of the jobs cost 
over 16 times more than the other, both 
projects make economi cal use of their re
spective spaces, and show that whatever 
the price tag, quality interior design is 
more a function of talent than it is of 
money. 

Playing all their angles 
Lawrence Wolf approached the Pic
calugas for the design of new offices for 
his advertising agency with that now
famili ar refrain , "We-have-no-money, we
have-no-space, make-someth ing
wonderful-for-us." What the client did have 
was 1000 feet of exceedingly mediocre 
rental office space in a downtown Buffalo 
high-rise. He also had the desire (do they 
mimeograph these scenarios?) for a great 
deal of privacy , but also spaciousness , 
wi thin the newly designed agency. Un
daunted by these contradictions (made all 
the more contradictory by the raw space 
itse lf), the Piccalugas set forth to prov ide 
just that And more su rpri singly, they did. 

The designers began dealing with their 
task diagrammatically, but achieved re
su lts far more sati sfactory than most ar-

chitecture that adheres to st rict dia
grammatic so lutions. Given the inf lexib le, 
one-story space, there was really not too 
much that could be done with it in any 
other way, so for once the diagram be
came the most valid means to design 
resolution. The Piccalugas began by in
serti ng a circle into the rigidly orthogonal 
rental space, prov iding the one immutably 
private area required-a conference 
room-whi le simultaneously breaking the 
recti linear grid imposed by the bu il ding. 

Further freedom came with the introduc
tion of the 45-deg ree angle to the plan, 
which opened up new illusionistic hori
zons. The expression of that diagonal 
against the long wi ndow wall of the exist
ing area greatly increased the perception 
of depth within the space. It also allowed 
partitions and walls to break up the space 
without consuming it. The use of a neutral 
co lor scheme (orange cushions of a bui lt
in banquette prov ide one of the few 
tou ches of bright co lor) further expands 
ou r visual sense of the interiors. Fu rn ish
ings were all designed by the Picca lugas, 
includ ing tubular metal desk chairs which 
glide, arms and all , under desk tops-a 
simple but unusual capabil ity when com
pared to much commercially produced of
fice furniture. 

The Pi ccalugas' solutions for another 
c lient turn out to be equally fitting to pro
fession and program, in their own way, as 
do their simple, but remarkably effective, 
settings fo r the Lawrence Wolf Advertising 
Agency. 

Eaton Centre in Toronto was promised 
by its developers to be North America's 
answer to Mi lan's Galleria . Thi ngs never 
quite turned out that way, and it does not 
begin to approach the discreet charm of 
its wou ld-be European prototype. Easily 
the best th ing within Eaton Centre is 
Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga's OeBerar
dinis Hair Salon , a sleek and chic expres
sion of hi gh Italian interior design that re
call s the head ier moments of the decade 
before this in Milan. Though thi s cool , mar
bled crescent of a space set its owners 
back some $400,000 (that's an awful lot of 
blow-dries by anybody's calcu lations) , it 



Piccaluga designs (from left): molded fiberglass and leather chairs, distributed in U.S. by lntrex; "Telescopus" lamp; modular metal table and stools . 

/ 

Neutral colors also give feeling of space. 

Data 
Project: Lawrence Wolf Advertising Agency, 
Buffa lo, NY. 
Interior design: Francesco +Aldo Piccaluga, 
Inc. 
Program: Design of 1000 sq ft of renta l office 
space to provide maximum separation of of
fices, conference room, and reception area for 
small advertising agency. 
Major materials: Painted gypsum board walls 
and ceilings, carpeted floors (see Bu ilding 
materials, p. 179). 
Cost: $24,000; $24 per sq ft. 
Photography: Francesco Piccaluga 

Strong emphasis of diagonals at Wolf Agency makes the small office seem larger than it is . 
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still turns out to be an intelligent and even 
thrifty use of Eaton Centre's high priced 
rental space. 

Playing with all their marbles 
Since footage opening directly onto the 
mall itself commanded very high rentals, 
the designers decided to use as little of 
that as possible, and instead exploited the 
considerably less expensive space (virtu
ally dismissed as unusable) that was left 
around the periphery of one of the Centre's 
spiral parking ramps. The hair salon's 
unique shape emerged from that sow's ear 
of an existing form, and the Piccalugas 
have achieved a design there that would 
never suggest the economy (nor the im
agination) involved in that siting decision. 

., 

oe B8RARDINS HA.IR SALON 

~ ... ~ .... . . ..,..,,~ .... --.. 
~~~~ ... ------En trance to DeBerardinis Hair Salon in Eaton Centre , Toronto (above) and salon logo (above left). 

The simple fac;:ade of the salon is in 
marked contrast to the loud and garish 
shop fronts of its immediate neighbors. 
Behind a glass portal, a flight of mottled m : 
white marble steps, each riser illuminated, ~ 
ascends to the main floor of the salon, 
seeming more the proverbial stairway to 
paradise than a mere walk-up to the 
crimpers. From the reception desk at the 
top of the stairs, the customer is led to one 
of 28 identical, prefabricated, white Work stations at salon (above and below) are prefabricated units of molded polyurethane. 

molded-polyurethane work stations that 
are set , like beads in a necklace, around 
the perimeter of the salon. The curvilinear 
motif is underscored by the flooring of the 
corridor that winds its way around the 
space. Three equal bands of marble in 
dark gray, light gray, and the same gray
veined white marble of the stairway dem
onstrate how handsome that stone (which 
can so easily look like plastic) can appear 
when it is designed with care and installed 
with skill. 

Detailing throughout- from hairdrying 
lamps to ventilation grilles- is custom de
sign by the Piccalugas, and the attention 
shows. The sense of craftsmanship at the 
DeBerardinis Salon is as apparent as it 
should be: evident to those who seek it , 
unobtrusive to those who don't. As for the 
client, nothing has succeeded like suc
cess he has asked the Piccalugas to de
sign another salon in another mall near To
ronto, mo/to presto. [Martin Filler] 
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Reception desk at salon (left). Curving cor
ridor (below and bottom) is floored with 
bands of gradated marble: dark gray, light 
gray, and mottled white, as are steps (above). 

Curved configuration of salon allows a feeling of privacy, yet can also create a desirable impress ion of activity, even on slow days. 

Data 
Project: DeBerardinis Unisex Hair Salon, Eato~ 
Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
Interior design: Francesco + Aldo Piccaluga, 
Inc . 
Program: Design of a hair salon with daily 
capacity of 400 customers, making use of inex
pensive and otherwise unusable rental space in 
a large urban shopping mall. 
Major materials: Plastic-laminate polyure
thane-fin ish walls, marble and mosaic tile floors, 
gypsum plaster and painted ceilings (see Build
ing materials, p. 179.) 
Consultants: Ellard-Willson Ltd ., mechanical 
and electr ical. Silvio Russo, corporate image 
and logo design. 
Cost: $400,000: $120 per sq ft. 
Photography: Francesco Piccaluga. 



Ward Bennett did not go to the Bauhaus. 
Nor to Cranbrook nor the Hochschule at 
Ulm. In fact he did not go to any design 
school. But he did become a designer who 
crosses all disciplines in his oeuvre, with 
the same kind of commitment to principles 
of design as if he had been so trained . Son 
of an actor-vaudevillian-bookie and a tight
rope walker, Bennett departed their com
pany at age 14 in 1931 to take up deliver
ing fabrics in the garment center. Twelve 
lessons in fashion illustration launched him 
into his first career. By age 16, Bennett 
was on board the Normandie to capture 
with pen and pencil the latest in the Pari
sian collections for a New York clothing 
manufacturer. At 20 he was in Florence to 
study life-class drawing, selling original 
fashion designs to American buyers in 
Paris to support his art. 

When the war broke out, Bennett worked 
on window display for Hattie Carnegie's 
fashionable emporium in New York. His 
(often disembodied) mannequins oc
cupied surreal settings. He won an award, 
and made Time with his War Bond win
dows portraying wounded veterans wait
ing for artificial limbs. Lady shoppers were 
fainting on the sidewalk. 

In the meantime, Bennett studied paint
ing with Hans Hoffman by night. Because 
of a previous brief stint in the Army, he was 
able to go back to Paris on the G.I. Bill after 
the war to study sculpture from Zadkine. 
He came away more influenced by his 
contact with Brancusi and Le Corbusier. 

In the early 1950s, he was back in NflW 
York exhibiting sculpture and jewelry . 
Here, too, interior design and remodeling 
commissions began sneaking in-at first 
for friends and families, and eventually for 
corporate clients. In the mid 1950s, the 
furniture Bennett designed for an interiors 
job with Armand Bartos for Crown Zeller
bach's midtown offices led to yet another 
endeavor: soon Lehigh Furniture was pro
ducing Bennett's designs. 

Now he sells about 100 designs through 
Brickel Associates; now he designs whole 
houses and renovates palazzi, in addition 
to designing pottery, flatware, and fabrics. 
It just goes on. He is only 60. 
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Ward Bennett 

Keeping it clean 

From furs to furniture, window display 
to architecture, designer Ward Bennett 
has consistently shown that similar 
design principles operate throughout. 

All his interior design life Bennett has car
ried on a small but influential crusade 
against the valance and fringed lamp
shade set who drive him up a flocked 
wall. Instead he has adhered to the 
ruggedly basic principles that only he and 
a handful of designers , the Museum of 
Modern Art , and the architectural profes
sion espoused with any earnestness since 
the early 1950s-function, timelessness, 
simplicity. 

Bennett defends these principles with 
an iconoclasti c fervor from challenges by 
today's inc lusivist, pluralistically minded 
younger architects. Yet like the architec
tural postmodern camp, he does fault 
modernism for being too cold, too uncom
fortable, too uncompromising. So while he 
won't give up some of modernism's basic 
tenets like exposing the frame of the chair, 
he does put cushions on that chair. He in
clines the chair back to fit the body, in
stead of making it conform more to 
geometric aesthetics. 

Ten years ago Bennett was often con
sidered not pure enough for the Miesian 
traditionalists, not avant-garde and innova
tive enough for the spirited revolutionaries. 
Today, his furniture is enjoying a S1Jrge in 
popularity among modernist architects 
tired of stri ctly modern , and even among 
some of the more historically allusive ar
chitects who find the Bennett low-key 
adaptation of the Regency or Deco pieces 
appealing. The ash-framed Alexandria 
chair (opposite) introduced this year was 
inspired by the "gorge" cornice seen at 
the Temple of Horus in Edfu , Egypt. The 
same " adaptive" modernism seen in his 
furniture design threads through all of 
Ward Bennett's work, from the glassware 
for Tiffany's to his residential architectu re. 

In fact Bennett makes quite a point 
about the commitment to total design , as 
he invokes the names of Robert and 
James Adam, William Morris, and Frank 

Lloyd Wright. Architects "simply go and 
pull pieces of furniture out of a warehouse" 
rather than approaching each commission 
as a unique totality. 

It may sound odd, even perverse, for a 
designer who makes a killing selling his 
furniture to architects, designers, and 
decorators to suggest they do it them
selves, but Bennett does qualify the stance 
according to the interior type. Hi s furniture 
line is executed for contract work-a situa
tion where desks and chairs are definitely 
necessary. " In residential interiors you 
really need only a dining chair- everything 
else should be built in, " he maintains. Also, 
he concedes, his designs for the contract 
market have to be more conservative and 
safer than the .kind of thing he can do for a 
private clientele . "There are things I design 
for myself that I know wouldn 't sell through 
the showroom," he adds. "My years in 
fashion did give me a sense of what sells, 
and of what the market will buy." 

The design of apartments which led to 
extensive remodeling commissions, which 
led even to the design of whole houses, 
thus gave Bennett a latitude he wants for 
testing out ideas. 

Inside architecture 
The redwood house stained charcoal 
brown in East Hampton that Bennett de
signed for himself he describes as a sim
ple one-room shack. Actually it is a two
room shack since a bedroom/office floor is 
tucked underneath the living/dining room 
entered at grade. As shacks go , the 
3200-sq-ft house is fa irly special. It con
tinues the California/Japanese tradition of 
beautiful detailing and craftsmanship, ap
propriate siting in the landscape, and a 
certain timelessness. Unusual things do 
happen- one enters the house through a 
smal l kitchen in one corner, for example. 
Exterior barn-door-type walls swing in on 
tracks to partition space and open the inte
rior to view. 

Inside the house, the designer sur
rounds himself with his trademark design 
elements: the beige sisal rugs , the natural 
blond wood furniture (not that much is bu il t 
in here), the slate floors , industrial shelv-



Stainless steel flatware tor Supreme Cutlery; g lass tor Tiffany. 

Bennett-designed fabrics. 

Alexand ria chair with white ash frame . Bennett-designed beach home (above) ; living room (below) topped by 20' x 20' skylight. 



Ward Bennett 

ing , a few well chosen ob jets d'art , an ex
tensive co llection of Nuddistbuddist 
books. 

PDC showroom 
When designing for commercial clients, 
his palette turns to slicker materials. With 
the showroom for Brickel/Bennett at the 
Pacific Design Center in Los Angeles, one 
sees both strains come together. Fortu
nately slick materials mesh nicely with 
natural, though the space gets close to 
Madison Avenue chic. From the 45-ft ex
panse of stainless-steel paneled walls ten 
feet high , punctured by 46-in.-diameter 
portholes, to the elongated oval light 
trough above the elongated oval display 
platform anchored by circu lar columns, to 
the stainless stee l rear door with its elon
gated oval window , to the elongated oval 
steel electric sockets . one notices certain 
materials and motifs heavily at work. Ben
nett has limited the colo rs to green up
holstery and plants , beige sisal floo r, and 
blond wood furn iture, black rubber top for 
the display platform, black rubber gaskets 
to edge the rug and the porthole glazing. 

It must be said , nevertheless , that most 
of the showrooms at the Pacific Design 
Center happen to be very blah or 
crowded, junky affairs where few design 
themes are initiated , much less carried 
out. The Brickel/Bennett showroom, a 
small space of 2400 sq ft , thus comes as a 
welcome and well-designed relief. The 
sensuous rigor focu ses the attention on 
furniture. Although Brickel carries almost 
1 00 different Ward Bennett designs includ
ing his own line of fabrics, Bennett chose 
to display only top selling items. (The 
showroom benefits, of course, from sel ling 
only Ward Bennett furniture, since other 
showrooms must cram the full range of 
their designers ' work into small spaces.) 

What Bennett does bring to design then 
is that belief in consistency, control, 
simplicity of line and color, with a commit
ment to "quality. " One does not see this 
kind of austerity and sense of conviction 
enough in the interiors world . The value of 
such principles could be easily ignored at 
the moment when architects are reacti ng 
against previous purist ic stances. 
[Suzanne Stephens] 

Data 
Project: Brickel Assoc iates lnc ./Ward Bennett 
Designs, Pacif ic Design Center, Los Angeles . 
Designer: Ward Bennett in association with 
Timothy Walker & Associates. 
Program: provide display space 2400 sq ft for 
limited selection of contract furniture and tex
tiles designed by Ward Bennett, so that furniture 
can be seen and moved around easily. 
Major materials: stainless steel , sisal rug , white 
painted gypsum board (see Building materials 
p. 179). 
Contractor: H. C. Beck. 
Cost: $64,000 total ; $26.50 per sq ft. 
Photography: Michael Patemen pp. 82- 83 
George Meinzinger pp. 84-85 
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Bennett-designed c;Jetails for ducts (above) , · 
stain less steel outlets (left) , and door to offices 
(be low) in Pacific Design showroom, with floor 

-·; '-plan (above). 
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Stainless steel panels cover 45-ft showroom exterior (above left); inside elongated oval motif derived from Capsule line of furniture. 



TAC Interiors (clockwise from bottom left, 
above: Director Klaus Muller, Bob 
Wolfsfelt, Chuck Gibson, Harish Patel, 
Saralee Erwin, Pamela Hulstead, Jim Jeas, 
Ann Elwel l) was not established as a sepa
rate branch of The Architects Collaborative 
until 21 years after Walter Gropius and 
eight other architects founded the parent 
company in 1946. It was in 1967 that the 
company, which today has 210 employees 
working on projects in the US , Europe, 
and the Middle East, was awarded its first 
large commiss ion-the design of the 
Shawmut Bank of Boston and the interior 
planning and design of 580,000 sq ft of 
space within the 40-story building. Since 
then, the department has completed many 
large-scale projects , which makes one 
wonder how a staff of on ly eight can keep 
up with the amount of work. But here, the 
advantages of being able to draw upon the 
resources of a larger organization are 
seen. 

Collaboration and computerization 
Department director Klaus Muller explains 
that TAC Interiors works in the same way 
as the rest of the company, throug h the 
collaborative method of teamwork that 
TAC originally introduced to the field of ar
chitecture. "If we need a draftsman or 
other professional," he notes, "we borrow 
from the company for the time we need the 
person." That way the department can 
stay small and, one suspects, maintain 
tighter control over what it does. But there 
is another advantage at TAC Interiors, and 
that is in being able to use the company's 
computer-based system for building de
sign, cal led the Facilities Information Sys
tem. Interiors/FIS , which is used from the 
time of initial space programming, can 
take over a great deal of the red tape for 
the department to free the staff for more 
meaningful work. In addition to recording 
such descriptive information as dimen
sions, costs, and availability of items of 
furn ishings and equipment assigned to 
each space in a building , the computer 
also makes shipping labels for final deliv
ery. And sometimes it has even been used 
tor design . 
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TAC Interiors 

Bold discretions 

If one thing characterizes the work of 
TAC Interiors, it is clean space with 
dramatic but subtle use of bold colors. 

Although TAC has been established in the 
Boston area tor 32 years, it could by no 
means be considered a regional firm. 
Partly because of its location , however, 
and the fact that many of its staff members 
have maintained faculty positions at Har
vard and MIT, the office has completed a 
large body of work at those two institutions. 

One of the earliest commissions at Har
vard was the Harvard Graduate Center of 
1949. Although this work was accom
plished long before TAC had established 
a separate interiors department, it shows, 
even with its striking Miro mural (below), a 
certain ordered cleanliness that continues 
to be seen in the firm 's interior work today. 
The same trend, tor instance, can be seen 
in the new Harvard University Athletic Fa-

cilities' Blodgett Pool (facing page), where 
color has been used with discretion to un
derscore spatial elements for decorative 
effect or to render space more legible. 
Here, even the specially designed 
vandal-proof metalphoto signs are ex
tremely subtle-never intruding on the 
space but leaving no question as to their 
clear directives. 

In the Josiah Quincy Community School 
in Boston's South Cove (P/A, Dec. 1977, p. 
34), colorful banners have been used as 
an effective but inexpensive way to enliven 
a busy interior street in the exposed con
crete structure (facing page, top left) . 

Even though TAC has accomplished a 
large body of work in the Boston region , it 
has long operated on both the national and 
international levels. 

One of the largest commissions to date 
has been a vacation complex of three 
separate hotels for the Yugoslavian gov
ernment on the Adriatic coast. TAC lnte-

The Harvard University Graduate Center of 1949 is an early example of TAC's interior work. 



Banners at Qu incy school in Boston (above) ; 
and (below) TAC 's 30-year celebration poster. 
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Dining room at Hotel Bernadin in Pi ran, Yugoslavia, shows TAC 's subtle but bold use of color. 



TAC Interiors 

For the Charlestown Bank on a busy corner in 
downtown Boston, TAC 's interiors department 
has maintained the indoor/outdoor effect of the 
glazed entry p lane by bringing the exterior 
plaza pavers in to the banking lobby and by 
facing the inte rior walls with granite panels 
simi lar to those used on the outside . 

riors designed al l of the interiors for the 
2500-bed Hotel Bernadin Resort in Pi ran, 
which included 12 re staurants and a 
nightclub in addition to the guest rooms 
and public spaces. In one of the restau
rants (previous page, top right), color is 
again used strongly, but with discretion , to 
define functional areas with in the large 
open-plan dining hal l. 

Charlestown Savings Bank 
On a congested corner in downtown Bos
ton , the new main office for Charlestown 
Savings Bank has been cut back to give 
pedestrians more room to pass . Behind a 
shaded plaza, the TAC architects have de
tailed the recessed main entry fac;;ade 
somewhat as a greenhouse, with a slanted 
glass roof that extends into the main bank
ing floor. In a gesture to maintain this ef
fect , the interior designers have brought 
the exterior pavers into the most heavily 
trafficked portions of the ground floor, and 
have also used large indoor plants to rein
force the image. Elsewhere, though, the in
terior is as sophisticated and as high-style 
urban as one is li ke ly to fi nd anywhere. 

The bank, which is not one of Boston 's 
oldest, nevertheless wanted a new 
image- something that would say, pre
cisely, that it was not one of the old institu
tions. Inside the 10-story steel-frame glass 
tower set between two granite-faced serv
ice cores, TAC Inte riors again shows its 
bold but contro lled use of color . To main
tain the indoor/outdoor image, the exterior 
granite facing material has been extended 
around the interior perimeter wal ls and 
columns of the two-story-hi gh banking 
lobby. Thi s establishes a neutral back
ground wh ich is continued by the 
white mezzanine, escalator, and cei ling, 
the dark wood desks and light g ray chairs . 
Into the space, the single colored element 
of "electric" dark blue carpeting has been 
used in the officers' and lounge areas. The 
effect of this simple but bold gesture is to 
charge the space with a dynamic vitality 
that somehow manages to be somewhat 
ref ined but quite vigorous at the same 
time. On the mezzanine, light-colored car
peting is used , in contrast with dark fur-
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ni shi ngs, for its light-ref lecting qualities in 
the recessed , low-ceilinged space. 
Throughout the lobby an appropriate bank
ing image is maintained , but it is one that is 
not intimidated by preconceived or con
servative notions of what a bank should 
be. [David Morton] 

Data 
Project: Charlestown Savings Bank, Boston , 
Ma. 
Architects: The Architects Collaborative ; John 
C. Harkness, principal; Joe Hoskins, senior as
sociate ; Richard Puffer , associate. 
Interior design: TAC Interiors; Ann Elwe ll , Ran
die Davis . 
Program: 73,000-sq-ft headquarters for sav
ings bank. 
Major materials: granite wall facing, brick pav
ers, ca rpet tiles, ca rpet (see Building materials , 
p. 179) . 
Client: Charlestown Savings Bank. 
Costs: $9.3 mil lion, total fo r building. 
Photography: Nick Wheeler. 
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Daroff Design, Inc. has enjoyed a 
meteoric rise in the interior design world 
that is al l the more astonishing when one 
cons iders when it happened. Daroff De
sign was founded in 1973, the year that 
was perhaps the nadir of the recession 
that had such a devastating effect on the 
architectural profession in America. But in 
the five years since, the firm has become 
one of the largest interior design groups in 
this count ry. Daroff Design was ranked 
36th among "75 Interior Design Giants" by 
Interior Design magazine (Jan. 1978), 
though the firm 's founder and president, 
Karen Daroff , disputes that position, c laim
ing that her company's bill ings last year 
(and not mere volume of profit) wou ld ac
tually put it in about fifth or sixth place. 

How did it all happen? Not surprisingly, 
times of change and turmoil for some 
people are usually times of opportunity 
and prof it for others. With a shrewd sense 
of the sh ifting patterns of interior design 
practice, Karen Daroff quickly estab li shed 
her firm as a provider of the comprehen
si ve interiors services that architectural 
firms were then rare ly equipped to handle. 
Having graduated from Philadelphia's 
Moore College of Art, she found herself 
unprepared for the increasing ly important 
business aspects of interior design prac
tice. She supplemented her design educa
tion with business and management 
courses, and after a four-year apprentice
ship with the Vincent Kling Partnership, 
she opened her own office. 

Since that time, her firm (now emp loying 
over 50 in two offices, in Philadelphia and 
New York, with a third to open soon in At
lantic City) has acquired an extensive li st 
of clients, including the Girard Bank 
(Daroff Design has done 33 of their branch 
offices in and around Philadelphia) , and 
the Prudential Insurance Co. Its commis
sions have included health-care facilities, 
professional offices, theaters , restaurants 
and clubs, stores, showrooms , and a 
synagogue. "Our clients are interested in 
functional interiors that wi ll solve their 
problems, " says the president. At age 30 
she is not despairing of new worlds to 
conquer. Karen Daroff is one tough cookie. 
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Something for everyone 

A big, young design firm wants to reach 
the entire interiors market, and thus it 
produces work in a wide range of styles. 

Traditional ly there has been a sharp dis
tinction between interiors designed by 
architects and those done by interior de
signers, to the extent that a relatively un
adorned interior by a designer would be 
deemed "arch itectural," while architects 
were chary of producing interiors that 
would seem too "decorative." Those 
boundaries have blu rred somewhat of late , 
with a feeling of much greater freedom on 
both sides of the interi or design fence. · 

One firm that supports that pluralist 
viewpoint is Daroff Design , Inc. The rapid 
growth of that five-year-old offi ce has been 
due in large measure to its will ingness to 
give its cl ients what they want-ever at
tracting new ones as a re sult of that al l
embracing approach. Thei rs is not the phi
losophy of inclusivism as espoused by 
archi tectu ral theorists. Rather it is· the 
canny realization that major commercial 
clients , more often than not, do know what 
they want, and will get it from someone 
else if not from you. Thi s give-'em-what
they-want attitude, combined wi th the 
firm 's primary commitment to realities of 
cost, function, and maintenance, has led a 
number of large companies to beat a path 
to Daroff Design's door. This office knows 
how to speak Bi g Business's language, 
and it is becoming more and more fluent in 
that lucrative tongue with each new year. 

History's revenge? 
There is hardly a build ing type for which 
Daroff Design has not done interiors. 
To those used to a unified (or at least re
lated) " look" in the output of a single off ice, 
the diversity of styles that pou r out of this 
one can come , at first, as somewhat of a 
shock. To some, it might seem to be the 
vivid evidence of the cu ltural and aesthetic 
dissociation of our times. Others might see 
such a grab-bag approach as a mordant 
commentary on an architectural and de
sign tradition that has been interpreted 
primarily in te rms of style. But whatever 

one's conclusions, one thing is sure: these 
people know what they are doing. 

Several restaurants designed by the 
Daroff office illustrate not on ly the firm 's 
range of treatments for a single bui lding 
type, but also demonstrate quite we ll their 
skill in handling each. The Set Table is a 
kosher restaurant housed in a remodeled 
build ing on the frin ges of downtown 
Philadelphia. The owner wanted to avoid 
any decor of a specif icall y ethnic nature , 
and was thus given simple, restrained inte
riors with a decidedly International Sty le 
flavor. A prototype scheme for the Gino's 
fast food chain employs warm earth tones , 
natural materials (quarry ti le and light oak 
seating based on the classic Windsor 
chair) .. and intell igent space planning 
(service counters are placed wel l away 
from dining areas) - a vast improvement 
over the client's former plastic palaces. 

Do you ever dream of Vienna? 
Perhaps the most interesting of all of Daroff 
Design 's restaurant interiors is the new 
Cafe Fanny , recently remodeled from the 
old Men's Bar at New York's Biltmore 
Hotel. America has a seeming ly insatiable 
appeti te for what is known as " theme din
ing, " an experience that is to be differ
entiated from the mere choice of cui sine 
by the all-important factor of "atmos
phere. " With more Americans dining out 
than ever before , it has become necessary 
for restau rateurs to appeal to more than 
the pub li c's palate. Thus have the Trader 
Vic's and the Rusty Scuppers of this world 
come into being. 

One of the most successful restaurant 
entrepreneurs in the U.S. is George Lang, 
who has made a special ity of bringing 
moribund restaurants back to life for fun 
and profit. It was he who proposed the 
conversion of the lackluster old bar into a 
"re-creation" of a Viennese cafe, naming it 
after the legendary Fanny Elssler, a Vien
nese dancer who swept New York off its 
feet in 1840. First, the huge oval bar that 
dominated the center of the room was re
moved, part of it p laced to one far side of 
the cafe, into a space claimed from the in
corporation of an adjacent area that was 
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By Daroff Design: 1. Model, Prudential Group In
surance offices, Parsippany-Troy Hills, NJ, in 
prog ress. 2. Gregory Lewis showroom, The 
Marketplace, Phi ladelphia, 1971. 3. Lobby 
Trianon Apartments, Bala Cynwyd , Pa, 1978. 
4. Gino's restaurant, Philadelph ia, 1971 . 5. Set 
Table restaurant, Philadelphia, 1976. 
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Daroff Design, Inc. 

once occupied by a boutique. To further 
promote a new feeling of spaciousness 
(while actually increasing the number of 
tab les), a multi-level seating arrangement 
was introduced, creating a sense of pri
vacy, but also visibility, at every place in 
the room. 

Daroff Design convinced the hotel's 
owners that quality materials-among 
them mahogany pane li ng, marble ta
bletops , marble and wood parquet floors, 
beveled glass partitions, velvet and si lk 
upholstery, brass hardware, and wel l
made mil lwork moldings-were worth the 
extra cost, and they were right. For here is 
that rare "period" restau rant interior that 
eschews the c liches of red flocked 
wallpaper, plastic "crystal" chandeliers , 
and gilded plaster cherubs. This is no 
"Chug 'n' Chew" chain restaurcrnt, and its 
patrons know the difference. If we must 
have new interiors of the nosta lgic sort, it 
wou ld be better to have restaurants that 
follow the design tradition of such Amer
ican c lassics as Gage & Tollner in Brook
lyn and Jack's in San Francisco (two very 
old interiors of incomparable, enduring 
style). That would be a really contempo
rary solution. [Martin Fil ler] 

Data 
Project: Cafe Fanny, Biltmore Hote l, New Yo rk. 
Interior design: Daroff Design, Inc. Steven 
Smith, project manager; Bo Kass, project 
designer. 
Program: redesign of men 's bar of a large 
downtown hotel into a 3500-sq-ft restaurant . 
Major materials: mahogany paneled wa lls; 
marble and wood parquet floors; plaster, acous
tical tile , and wood molding cei li ngs (see Build
ing materials, p. 179). 
Consultants: Donald Gerstoff, lighting; Milton 
Glaser, graphics; George Lang, restau rant; Si l
vio Mi letta, PE, eng ineering. 
General contractor: Budd Contracting Corp. 
Client: Realty Hotels, Inc. 
Cost: withheld at request of client. 
Photography: Tom Crane. 
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Plan (above) of Cafe Fanny. Dining room (above and opposite page), entry to back room (below). 
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Stephen Kiviat and James Rappaport 
are two architects who own one of the best 
known to-the-trade-only furniture outfits in 
the country. The two, now 37, started 
Atelier International in 1967. Friends from 
their days at Cornell University's school of 
architecture, Rappoport, with his master's 
in architecture from Columbia, and Kiviat , 
with a master's from Harvard, had not 
planned for their careers to take this turn. 

In the early expectant days of first arriv
ing in New York, they were doing what 
young architects usually do. They worked 
for other architects like SOM (Rappoport) 
and Horowitz & Chun (Kiviat), stopping off 
at the Four Seasons bar every now and 
then to fantasize about the future. 

At the time, it was hard to buy the one 
furniture staple of any self-respecting ar
chitect: Corbusier furniture. When the 
Cassina company received the license 
from Corbusier's estate to manufacture the 
furniture in Italy, Rappaport and Kiviat ar
ranged to buy some for themselves and . 
friends. Soon the idea occurred why not 
distribute Cassina's Corb furniture here. 
The showroom operation ("a boutique, 
really"), for an architectural clientele, 
would give the two enough economic sta
bility to open an architectural office. 

At that time, Kivi at and Rappoport recall, 
they were not that aware of Cassina's Ital
ian lines of furniture, and Cassina, for its 
part, did not know the architects were 
young. But the two formed a partnership 
with a lawyer, Eric Rosenfeld, and a 
businessman , Edward Epstein, to bring 
more clout to bear on the situation. Without 
any capital to speak of, they launched 
Atelier International. From the beginning, 
when the showroom was housed in a small 
townhouse, it was a success. Soon Al 
moved to two floors in a building on 57th 
Street; now it occupies even larger quar
ters . Rappoport and Kiviat, now solely in 
charge, have opened showrooms in Dal
las , Chicago, and Los Angeles. 

Up until a few years ago, they main
tained a small design practice too, now 
dormant. Someday they want to revive it. 
Now there is hardly time even to return for 
nostalgic visits to the Four Seasons bar. 
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Stephen Kiviat--James Rappoport 

Big-time on 57th Street 

Two architects anxious to start their own 
practice ended up launching one of the 
leading prestige furnishings businesses. 

From a small exclusive "shop" type opera
tion of avant-garde Italian design and Corb 
furni ture for the res idential design trade, 
Atelier International quickly expanded into 
the contract market in eleven years. Be
cause the contract business involves se ll
ing to dealers as well as designers and ar
chitects, the scope of the enterpri se has 
taken on quite another dimension. 

The designs still come largely from Italy , 
supplemented by pieces from Germany, 
Scandinavia, and the rest of Europe. But Al 
now has a plant on Long Island to produce 
approxi mately 50 percent of its line. Ac
cording to Kivi at and Rappoport , the deci
sion to buy the hard goods and capital
intensive parts from suppliers in Europe, 
and manufacture the designs here , re
sulted from the need both to pare shipping 
costs and to make available upholstered 
furniture that meets U.S. fire regulations. In 
addition , parts for repair and maintenance 
of their designs can be more easily se
cured , quite an advantage with a bill-of
materials li st that totals over 10,000 units. 

As operat ions expanded , the two ar
chitects sp li t their responsibilities : Rap
poport runs the manufacturing part of the 
business; Kivi at takes care of the market
ing end. When the business was still small 
in the early 1970s, Kiviat and Rappoport 
had time to devote to a design practice, 
speciali zing mainly in interiors and 
graphics. 

The Schnabel apartment, designed in 
1970, shows their penchant for built-in fu r
niture and storage, multi -level spaces, 
clean lines, monochromatic colors , and 
rich materials. In this 1800-sq-ft apartment 
for an art dealer, partner-in-charge-of
design Stephen Kiviat subdivided spaces 
with partitions covered in felt the color of 
weathering steel and topped by a brown
ish marble. A continuous channel in the 
marble sill and the lowered soffit along two 
living room walls support acrylic glass 
panels into which prints can be easily 

slipped . The step-down into the beige
carpeted living room holds flat storage for 
additional prints. A bedroom (p. 97) , an ex
travaganza of bui lt-in storage, looks as if it 
could be folded up and packed away 
when not in use. Not only do storage units 
surround the bed, but additional storage 
occupies the carpeted steps behind wh ite 
cabinets on caster.s 

Showroom focus 
In recent years, the ir design work has 
been focused on new showrooms. The 
Kiviat-Rappoport graphics for Al illustrate 
their approach-clean, active, punchy . 
The logo functions not on ly as an ident ify
ing emblem but often as the most visually 
active element in the showroom (besides 
the furniture , of course) , counterbalancing 
the understated character of the setting. 

The showrooms need to satisfy several 
objectives- showing the goods obviously, 
but, more subt ly, communicating an image 
of modern high design , "without turning off 
the people who want butterflies on their 
upholstery," as Rappoport puts it. Kiviat 
and Rappoport want to reach a broad 
range of taste markets : they want to keep 
the standards and toniness of their im
ported lines , but be able to traffic in less 
expensive items as we ll. Th is is not easy to 
do. The showrooms must convey an image 
of being neither too precious , toohaute 
couture, nor drably commonplace and 
conventional. 

In the New York showroom, Kiviat and 
Rappaport sought a means of p resenting a 
range of items in the 12,500-sq-ft space so 
that they could be easily seen and tested . 
Custom-designed platform blocks of dif
fe rent heights display furniture dra
matically and efficiently , so much of the 
collection can be taken in at a glance. The 
subway-grating metal-frame and wood
deck platforms were made sturdy enough 
to support the clientele climbing around. 

The Chicago and Los Angeles show
rooms, newly opened, are smaller
Chicago's space, 3000 sq ft; Los Angeles ', 
4000 sq ft. While the two showrooms are 
unified by the same vocabulary of design 
elements , unfortunately the wood and 
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Past wo rk of the two architects under the name 
Kiviat-Rappoport Inc. includes graphics and in
terior design. The Al graphics and letterhead 
are shown at top; the design firm logo, above. 
Shown at right is the Schnabel apartment (see 
text) with seating by Scarpa ; shown above , the 
interior of Kiviat's Manhattan townhouse display
ing the Mario Bell ini seating also from Al. 
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Stephen Kiviat-James Rappoport 

metal p latform modules seen in New York 
are missing. Evidently the system proved 
too expensive to use again . The effective
ness in display of th is functional yet unique 
installation device is not matched in the 
other showrooms 

The showrooms in Los Angeles' Pacific 
Design Center and Chicago's Merchan
dise Mart appear sensible enough, though 
without drama. Carpeted L-shaped parti
tions subdivide areas, and can be turned 
upside down to function as display plat
forms. The p lywood L's come in units 4' x 
8' x 4' and can be bolted in pai rs to ex
pand as needed. The rest of the interiors 
are also simple-spots on tracks, cei lings 
surfaced in wh ite reflective acoustical tile, 
walls covered in beige Belgian linen. 

The most dramati c parts of the display 
are the displayed pieces themselves-a 
good idea, actually, for a showroom The 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh chai rs benefit 
particularly from their kind of " museum" 
installation. The vitrines in both showrooms 
deserve mention: linen-covered panels of 
the vitrine, set into the wall , create niches 
for the display of lighting fixtures, textiles, 
and other objects . The 45-degree-ang le 
panels open to allow easy access to the 
electr ical outlets behind. 

Other demands 
Although the arch itects must concentrate 
more on the furniture business for the mo
ment, they do not ru le out the possibility (or 
desire) to take up the design practice 
again. Meanwhile this challenge demands 
some creativity: "You learn how to solve 
problems in architectu re school," Kiviat 
comments , " but in this business there is no 
guarantee that you have found the right 
solution or the best means of getting to it. " 
Rappaport notes that little in his education 
prepared him for the kind of communica
tion and management skil ls he needs now, 
"most of which can't be learned on the 
job ." In this sense, it is not so simple to 
cross discip li nes the way designers may 
go from the design of buildings to the de
sign of fabrics . It is to their credit that, as a 
successfu l enterprise, Al does reflect 
strong ly the design commitment and con
viction to quality of its arch itect-trained 
owners. So far they have been able to 
adhere to the ideals and standards they 
began with , and still expand their markets. 
One assumes (and hopes) it will continue. 
[Suzanne Stephens] 

Data 
Project-: showrooms for Atelier International in 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles. 
Architect: Kiviat-Rappoport : Stephen Kiviat, 
partner-in-charge: Frank Emery, project de
signer for Chicago and LA: Joseph Alonge, 
project designer for New York City. 
(Program and major materials, see text .) 
Contractor: H.C. Beck, LA; Merchandise Mart, 
Chicago; Rein Construction, New York. 
Photographs: Norman McGrath except as 
noted . 
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The arch itects used a simi lar vocabulary of de
sign elements in the Los Ange les showroom 
(photo left, below) and the Chicago showroom 
(photo opposite, top). L-shaped carpet-covered 
p lywood parti tions , 4 ft high , 8 ft long , and 4 ft 
deep, subdivide spaces and provide display 
platforms for furniture. Seating by Vico Magis
tretti with coffee table by Mario Bellin i occupies 
foreground in Chicago showroom, wi th Mackin
tosh furn itu re to the left, Corbu furn iture in the 
backg rou nd. In the LA showroom, Scarpa din
ing chairs and Be llini din ing table are in the 

"' foreground , Scarpa chaise behind , Gerd Lange 
~ stacking seating in the distance. 
i5 c3 The New York showroom features multi-level 

disp lay of both Pirelli rubber-covered platforms 
and the custom-designed metal and wood 
decking platforms. Featured are Teena Design 

Group seating (below), and Mackintosh and 
Rietveld fu rnitu re (bottom) . In the bedroom of 
the Schnabel apartment (left), multi-level sur
faces and platforms articulate space, here for 
bui lt-in storage, not display. Surfaces are cov
ered in carpet , windows in casement fabric. 



Emilio Ambasz once wrote "Architecture 
is not the answer to the pragmatic needs of 
man (that is the task of building), but. " 
the act of "giving poetic form to the prag
matic." At first , this statement may not 
sound unlike others heard in the past, but 
the difference with Ambasz lies in the seri
ousness he attaches to poetics and prag
matics. In his work one will never see art 
for its own sake, historical allu sion of any 
sort, or decoration added for effect All of 
the projects represent direct answers to 
pragmatic needs , so lved at the conceptual 
level by poetic means. 

As language is reorgani zed in poetry to 
produce insights or meanings that d id not 
exist before, Ambasz also reorganizes the 
elements of an estab lished system (or sys
tems) in ways that produce a reinterpreta
tion of the system(s), or a new invention. 

In the project for the Community Arts 
Center in Grand Rapids, Mi (P/A, Jan. 
1976, p. 60), an existing Beaux-Arts build
ing is comp letely transformed through the 
seemingly simple intervention of a new 
"high-tech" entry plane inserted at an in
cline through the courtyard at the rear of 
the old building. At the Center for Applied 
Computer Research and Programmi ng in 
const ruction outside of Mexico City (P/A, 
May 1975, p. 76) , Ambasz has combined 
elements and methods from shipbuilding , 
agricu lture, billboard advertising, sports, 
and solar energy with trad itional building 
forms to produce a high ly flexible and 
energy-effic ient fac ility that can easily be 
transformed into a public garden when no 
longer needed for its original purpose. In 
each case, as in all of Ambasz's work, 
available systems and technolog ies are 
used in the service of highly original but 
practical solutions to real problems. And 
always, the eye and mind of a gifted artist 
is at work, whether the problem is one of 
industrial or interior design as shown on 
these pages, or of architecture, graphic or 
exhibition design. Whichever it is, the 
former cu rator of design at the Museum of 
Modern Art, and a cofounder of the Insti
tute for Architecture and Urban Studies, 
moves about the various disciplines with 
equal faci lity. 
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Poetic pragmatics 

In a wide range of design activity, 
Emilio Ambasz's main intention is to 
give poetic form to the pragmatic. 

Although Ambasz is at home in many de
sign fields , his major work has been in ar
chitecture, and has included projects for 
agrarian communities in Peru and Califor
nia, cooperative housing in Georgia, an 
arts center in Michigan, a computer center 
in Mexico, and houses in Belgium and 
Spain. In other fie lds, he curated and de
signed the influential MOMA exhibitions 
" Italy: the New Domestic Landscape" and 
"The Taxi Project: Reali stic Soluti ons for 
Today, " and designed the apartment inte
ri or and seating system shown here. 

The object transformed 
After extensive vascu lar and orthopedic 
research into back disorders, Emi lio Am
basz and Giancarlo Piretti (des igner of the 
folding Plia chair and Platone desk) have 
designed the fi rst seating system that au
tomatically adjusts to any normal seated 
position wh ile continuing to support the 
body in an ideal posture. To do this , the 
Vertebra Seating System incorporates a 
mechanically advanced contoured sliding 
seat and contoured til ting backrest that ad
just automatical ly and independently of 
each other to " relax" and "up right" po
sitions. Some models have "lean forward" 
and " tilt backward" positions, where the 
chair tilts from its pedestal 6 deg rees 
downward or 12 degrees backward. 

The system includes executive, man
agerial, operational, institutional , and tan
dem seating models with options available 
(depending upon the chair) for various 
types of arms, upholstery, bases, and ad
justment capabi lities. Basical ly con
structed of various high-impact plasti cs, 
tubul ar steel, and die-cast aluminum , the 
chai rs have been exhaustively tested to 
ensure they will neithe r fai l mechanicall y 
nor need future maintenance. 

The Vertebra System came about in a 
way that is as unusual and in some re
spects as revolutionary as the chairs 
themselves. Ambasz knew that if heap-

Die-cut poster for graph ics exh ibit of 1967 . 

proached a manufactu rer only with draw
ings of such a mechanically advanced 
chair he probably would be told that it 
could not be produced in the way it was 
designed, or that the tooling investment 
would not be justified by the size of the 
market Consequently, he decided to form 
a group that cou ld reinvent the activi ties of 
design , development, and the capacity to 
build production tools. He went to 
Bologna, Italy, where there sti ll exists a 
solid trad ition of craftsmanship, with 
medium-size mold and machine-making 
shops. He visited a wood-model maker, 
some indust ri al mechanics , a mold maker, 
a production manager, and other crafts
men, and proposed that they form a 
cooperative, which came to be known as 
the Center for Design Research and De
velopment. To support it in the early 
stages, Ambasz sold the patent for his in
vention of tapered piping , which al lows a 
greater-than-normal number of pipes to be 
shipped by slipping one into the next. 

The group then began work on the Ver
tebra prototype, continually testing it until it 
was time to build the molds, dies, and 
even the machines for producing it When 
the production equipment was completed, 
CORD te lephoned a U.S. manufacturer 
who had never heard of them before. If the 
manufacturer turned them down, nothing 



For MOMA's tax i project of 1976 (above), designed and di rected by Ambasz, manufacturers designed special vehicles accessible to the handicapped. 

UPRIGHT TILT FORWARD 

OATHOPEDICALLY CONTOURED, MOULDED 
THERMOPLASTIC BACKREST AND SEAT 

RELAX TILT BACKWARD 

Extens ive orthopedic and vascular research went 
into the Vertebra Seating System. For each model 
(see d rawing above), the seat slides forward 
from the pedestal while the back independently 
reclines to maintain ideal posture in any 
normal seated posit ion. Five mode ls are avai lable, 
with various base, arm, and back options. 



Emilio Ambasz 

Bedroom 2 Dressing 3 Bath 4 Bar 
5 Wardrobe 6 Study 7 Storage 8 Entrance 

could prevent the group from manufactur
ing the chairs themselves. But the man
ufacturer did not turn down the offer, and 
Kreuger now produces a very popular 
series of chairs. 

The landscape formed 
Li ke the top floor of most New York City 
brownstone houses , the one shown on 
these pages was also a long , narrow 
space with bedrooms at each end sepa
rated by service areas . The floor had been 
the master bed room suite for the family 's 
15 years in the house, but the client was 
never sati sfied with it or with any schemes 
for its revision. She wanted a separate 
sleeping and office area and three times 
more storage space, al l in a place to retire 
in solitude. Also, as a trustee of the 
Museum of Modern Art and a knowledg
able art co llector, the client said , " I spend 
most of my life in art , and I wanted a place 
where I cou ld get away from it. " 

Without removing anyth ing existing, 
Ambasz transformed the space by sheath
ing the middle service area with new walls, 
and then extending them into and around 
the front office/sitti ng area and the rear 
bedroom. The new space , he notes, " is 
conceived as an urban landscape where 
the furnishing elements are especially de
signed as arch itectural pieces capable of 
being reorganized into a variety of configu
rations of diverse use and meaning ." 

In the bedroom, a modular system of 
shelving is organized as a colonnade near 
the perimeter of two wall s, forming an 
"ambulatory" around a "courtyard ." The 
service core is treated as a street , with 
"street doors" on one side , solid walls and 
niches on the other. In the front room, the 
couch/desk plays the role of a monumental 
minimali st sculpture in an urban park. The 
wood furnishing elements are lacquered 
with alternating coats of lilac and gray , and 
emanate a warm tone from the apparently 
gray surface, especially when illuminated 
from the "headlamp" floor fixtures directed 
toward the lavender velvet wall covering. 
Then , at night, one is also most aware of 
the sky painted above. [David Morton] 

Data 
Project: renovation of house top floor, NYC. 
Architect: Emilio Ambasz. 
Program: transform space into qu iet retreat. 
Major materials: custom-made lacquered 
wood furn iture , deep-pile carpet, ve lvet wa ll 
covering , Nace floor lamps. 
Client: withheld at c lient 's request. 
Costs: withheld at c li ent's request. 
Photography: Norman McGrath . 
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In New York apartment , service corridor (below) connects office (above) to bed room (below right). 



1 
Bedroom (this page) , as well as entire floor, is treated by Ambasz as metaphor of urban landscape, with painted sky enhancing the whole effect. 
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Vignelli Associates, founded in New York 
seven years ago by Massimo and Lella 
Vignelli, has become one of the world 's 
leading design offices , its output a familiar 
and influential part of our visual surround
ings. From their ubiquitous plastic stacking 
mug for Heller Designs to the controversial 
New York City subway map, from the 
graphic design of Oppositions to the cor
porate identity of Knoll International, the 
Vignellis ' work has proved to be among the 
best and most varied being done today. 

"Discipline, appropriateness, am
biguity," is Massimo Vignelli 's credo. His 
wife explains, "We are very disciplined, 
very rational. There is a grid behind every
thing we do. But then we add that little kick 
of ambiguity, of creativity, when we no 
longer follow our own rules. " That creative 
departure from the rules is sufficient to 
separate the distinctive, recognizable 
work of the Vignellis from that of their small 
army of imitators. Thus, since they opened 
their first office together in Milan in 1960, 
Lella and Massimo Vignelli have been able 
to produce a corpus of design that , viewed 
as a whole, is coherent, unified, and 
evolutionary to a degree ra'rely seen in a 
profession often led by fad and fashion . 

Massimo Vignelli was born in Milan in 
1931, and studied architecture at the Uni
versity of Venice. Lella Vignelli, born near 
Venice, received her Dottore Architetto 
from that university also. She comes from a 
family of architects (her father was one, her 
brother is Gino Valle), and met her future 
husband at an architectural convention. 
After their marriage in 1957, he taught at 
I IT, while she worked as a junior interior de
signer at SOM Chicago. 

Recognition of the Vignellis' accom
plishments has been widespread: 
examples of the firm's work are in the per
manent collection of the Museum of Mod
ern Art, which also mounted a traveling 
exhibition of their designs. In 1973, the AIA 
awarded its Industrial Arts Medal to the 
couple. The wide range of their activities 
(interior , graphic, furniture , product, and 
packaging design, among others) has at
tracted a long list of international clients that 
is, in the end, the best recognition of all . 
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Vignelli Associates 

Leaving it better 
than they found it 

The work of this husband-and-wife team 
frequently transcends its settings, and 
shows the power of good interior design. 

Anyone who doubts the validity of interior 
design as a legitimate artistic pursuit ought 
to take a close look at the work of Lella and 
Massimo Vignelli . Though trained as ar
chitects, they rarely practice pure architec
ture per se. Like many other designers 
educated in Europe, they do not see the 
distinctions between disciplines so often 
perceived by American architects and de
signers. To the Vignellis, and most of their 
compatriots , all design is one, free from 
the artificial categorizations so common 
in our specialization-conscious age. 
Granted , these are two extraordinarily tal
ented people, and the mere adoption of an 
integrated outlook will not raise the aver
age designer to their standard of invention 
and artistry. But examination of their 
designs- and some recent ones in par
ticular-will show how first-rate interior de
sign can stand on its own merits . 

Making the best of a bad situation 
The Vignellis have long excelled at exhibit 
design. One of the frequent requirements 
of that branch of interior design is the skill
ful triumph over a given space that at first 
might seem inhospitable (if not downright 
inimical) to the things meant to be dis
played within it. Making the space serve 
the objects becomes the first charge of 
such an assignment. Thus was the case at 
the Louvre in 1972, when the quintessen
tially modern furniture designs of Knoll 
International were exhibited in a setting 
more usually hung with vast canvases set 
in gilded frames. The Vignellis ' dramatic 
displays- plexiglass vitrines bathed in 
down-spots amidst deep, dark back
grounds- created a sensation. 

These designers have subsequently 
produced subtle variations on that theme. 
Their installation at the Minneapolis 
Museum of Fine Arts allows human-scale 
Chinese porcelains and bronzes to hold 
their own against a hall full of monumental 
columns. A further modification of that 

idea, at the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Ar 
Museum in Wisconsin , gives a covey o 
doubtful Dorothy Doughty birds a bettE 
chance of aesthetic credibility by lettin1 
see them against a background of leaf: 
boughs outside the window behind the 

The Vignellis faced a similar set of ci1 
cumstances when they were asked to 
execute the interior design of the new~ 
Peter's Lutheran Church at the recently 
completed Citicorp Center in New Yor~ 
is at best an ungrateful task for a desig 
to be called in to do a job that ought to 
part of an architect 's overall conceptio1 
is even worse when the space reveals 
too clearly the lack of any such conce~ 
in the first place. 

Brendan Gill tells the story of Helen 
Hayes asking St. Peter's pastor where 
glass "steps" of the church 's slanting 
skylight lead. "Why, to heaven, of cour: 
he answered. "They certainly made it r 
for us, didn 't they?" replied The First Le: 
of the American Theater. Harder yet for 
Lella and Massimo Vignelli. They were 
given a space that is ungainly in the ex 
treme, the stepchild of an external forrr 
quite unconcerned with interior develo 
ment, further hampered by detailing th 
egregious and gross. The effect of the 
Vignellis' admirable solution is therefor 
the more easily appreciated against a 
background of such disparate quality. 

The first evidence of the Vignellis ' we 
we see upon entering the church is the 
large three-dimensional Greek cross d 
sign raised on a partition that screens< 
view of the sanctuary. Used also on pre 
book covers and church bulletins, thi s 

A sampling of the work of Vignelli Associate 
1. New York City subway map, 1972. 2. Dis1 
case, Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, 
Wausau, Wi , 1976. 3. Furniture collection lo 
tronova, 1964. 4. Knoll au Louvre exhibition 
1972. 5. Plastic mug for Heller Designs, 197 
6. Lobby interior, Greenwich Savings Bank , 
York, 1974. 7. Graphic design, Oppositions 
stitute for Architecture and Urban Studies ,~ 

York, 1973. 8. Interior design , Minneapolis~ 
cietyofFineArts, 1974. 
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Vignelli Associates 

signia becomes, in effect, St. Peter's logo, 
a "corporate identity" that seems appro
priate for an area of life that has suffered 
image prob lems of late. Depending on the 
occasion at hand (St. Peter's famous "jazz 
ministry" sponsors many musical offer
ings), the ingenious modular system of 
stepped wooden platforms designed by 
the Vignellis might be set up in any number 
of configurations. 

Wrong church, right pews 
Given the changing needs for seating at 
St. Peter's, the designers had to provide 
pews that would be movable , though sub
stantial in appearance. The Vignellis 
adapted the boxlike pew forms that were 
used in early American church design. At 
St. Peter's, the pews are crafted from that 
favo rite 1970s wood: light oak butcher 
block. Of the same material is the 
sanctuary's altar (the sacrificial reference 
is an intriguing , though unintentional , one). 
The various liturgical accessories
candlesticks of white-painted metal tub
ing , censer, ewer, paten and chalice of 
silver-are things of stunning simplicity 
and grace. 

If the church building so notably lacks a 
unified fee ling , the interior design does 
not. The Vignel li s worked with the fab
ricator on the arrangement of the exposed 
pipes of the new organ . The designers 
even devised a geometric pattern for the 
pew cush ions, rejecting the use of a reli
gious symbol. (" It would be disrespectful 
to sit on a cross," says Lella solemnly, 
reflecting her Italian upbringing .) Their 
similar thoughtful treatment of the smaller 
Chapel of the Good Shepherd at the 
church is just as successful, though that 
space is hardly the Vence chapel the 
church hoped for when it asked Louise 
Nevelson to design sculptures and vest
ments for it. The quality of the smaller 
components at St. Peter's far exceeds that 
of its larger ones, a reversal of magnitudes 
unusual for a church (which should lead 
our thoughts from the specific to the uni
versal), but one for wh ich all concerned 
can still be most truly thankful. 
[Martin Filler] 

Data 
Project: St. Peter's Lutheran Church, Citicorp 
Center, New York. 
Architect: Hugh Stubbins Associates , Inc. 
Interior design: Vignell i Associates . Le lla and 
Massimo Vignelli , interior designers. Associate 
designer: Henry Altchek. 
Program: design of pews, altar, seating, organ 
case, liturgical accessories, and graphic design 
for main sanctuary and chapel of a new church. 
Major materials: granite and white oak floors, 
white oak ce ilings, white oak butcher block seat 
steps, movable platfo rms, pews, and altar. 
Consultants: Lou ise Nevelson, sculpture and 
vestments, Chapel of the Good Shepherd. 
Cost: interior design approximately $500,000. 
Photography: Jan Staller. 
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Needlepoint pew cushions (above) were designed by the Vignellis, and are being made by parishioner 
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Chapel (above and below) has scu lptu res by Louise Nevelson, pews and altar by the Vignel lis. 



All interior design appointments at St. Peter's, from gran ite baptismal font and organ case (below) to altar and furn ishings (above) , are by the Vignellis. 



Marriott Corp. specifies 
steel framing for new 
headquarters building in 
Washington, D.C.area. 

Owner/Construction Manager: Marriott Corporation, Washington, D.C. 
Architect: Mills & Petticord/Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, 

Washington, D.C. 
Structural Engineer: Gillum-Colaco, Washington, D.C. 
Fabricator: Montague-Betts Co., Inc., Lynchburg, VA. 
Erector: Williams Enterprises, Inc. 

Merrifield, VA. 



Cost and speed of construc
tion determined the choice of 
steel over other structural 
systems for the new Marriott 
Corporation International Head
quarters at Bethesda, Maryland. 

The steel frame, which was 
designed in 3 weeks and erected 
in just 59 working days, is the 
backbone of the system provid
ing the quickest erection cycle of 
any structural system-and at 
the lowest cost. 

The steel frame also allows 
the use of steel cellular decking 
with permanently accessible 
underfloor raceways for electri-

cal and communication utilities. 
2,400 tons of USS 

EX-TEN high strength steel 
were used for the seven-story 
537,000 square foot structure
built on a 33-acre site. The build
ing sets back at every other floor, 
providing landscaped terraces. 

The new building will house 
Marriott's extensive food 
research and development facili
ties, their national computer 
department, and the Marriott 
Leaming Center-where pro
grams will be developed for use 
on location in Marriott opera
tions worldwide. 

This is the most recent 
major steel-frame structure in 
the Washington, D.C. area. It is 
another example of the design 
flexibility and practical economy 
of using structural steel. 

Th find out more about this 
building, and for information 
regarding the many applications 
for structural steel, contact a 
USS Construction Representa
tive through your nearest U.S. 
Steel Sales Office. Or write for 
the USS Building Report 
(ADUSS 27-7476-01) to P.O. Box 
86 (C956), Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. 
USS and EX-TEN are registered trademarks. 

United States Steel 
Circle No. 394, on Reader Service Card 



Here, for the first time in this century, 
is an opportunity to re-examine the 
philosophy of the Beaux-Arts school of 
architecture. 

PA Book 
Store 
Each book has been selected for it's usefulness to you in 
your professional practice. Prices slightly higher in Can
ada. Foreign orders must be accompanied by payment. 
It is not necessary to send payment with the order. Circle 
appropriate numbers on the Reader Service Cards in the 
back of this issue, add your name and address and mail. 
Local sales tax must be included with payment. Prices 
subject to change. 

For faster service, send the card in an envelope to: 
Mrs. Eleanor Dwyer 
Progressive Architecture, 
600 Summer Street, 
Stamford, Ct. 06904 

P/A Back issues 
A limited supply of the following issues of P/A are available 
at $5.00 per Copy: 

August . . . . . ... Color minimalism/Innovations in 
Housing/Bathing & fitness 

June ... . .... . . Taste in America 
April . .. . ..... . Barrier-free design 
March .. ... . ... University buildings/Graves house/ 

Ceramic tile 
February .. . ... Hotels/Exterior wall panels 
December . . . . . Neighborhood buildings/Solar energy 

Send both to: 

Mrs. Eleanor Dwyer 
Progressive Architecture 
600 Summer Street 
Stamford, Ct. 06904 
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1 The Architecture of the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts 

Edited by Arthur Drexler with 
essays by Richard Chafee, 
David Van Zanten, Neil Levine and 
Arthur Drexler 
423 pp., illus . ... $45.00 

The most comprehensive analysis 
and documentation of Beaux-Arts 
architecture ever published. Includes 
large-scale drawings of elevations 
and plans and photographs of major 
French and American Beaux-Arts 
buildings (including Pennsylvania 
Station and Grand Central Terminal) . 
Circle B601 under Books. 

NEW* 
2 Alvar Aalto 

and the International Style 

By Paul David Pearson, 
240 pp., illus ... . $27.50 

Although Aalto's heritage is being car
ried on by those he worked with and 
personally influenced, he left no writ
ten legacy of his design philosophy. 
This timely critical study fills that void 
by analyzing his personal form of ex
pression as the last great leader of 
20th century architecture. 
Circle B602 under Books. 

3 Architectural Presentation 
Techniques 

By William W. Atkin, 
196 pp., illus., . . . $15.95 

This book includes presentations 
ranging from simple sketches in pen
cil and pen-and-ink to elaborate 
drawings, photographs, slide presen
tations and various combinations of 
media achieved with overlays, camera 
techniques and modern reproduction 
methods. 
Circle B603 under Books. 

4 The Autonomous House 

By Brenda and Robert Vale, 
224 pp., illus., . .. $10.00 

Two architects offer practical solu
tions to the design of a house that 
operates independently within its 
environment. This" Autonomous 
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B* 

House" is not linked to utility lines for 
gas, electricity, water, or drainage; 
but instead uses the energy of sun, 
wind and rain to service itself and pro
cess its waste. 
Circle B604 under Books. 

5 Architectural Rendering: 
The Techniques of 
Contemporary Presentation 

By Alberto. Halse, 326 pp., 
illus., 2nd edition, 1972 . . $29.00 

This completely up-dated revision of 
the most widely used guide to archi
tectural rendering covers all working 
phases from pencil strokes to finished 
product - and shows how to obtain 
the desired mood, perspective, light 
and color effects, select proper equip
ment and work in different media. 
Circle B605 under Books. 

6 A Graphic Guide to 
Industrialized Building 
Elements 

By Raymond Sluzas & Anne Ryan 
176 pp., illus .... $17.95 

This ideal source book and general 
reference tool describes and analyzes 
the characteristics and practical ap
plications of those parts of a building 
which are preassembled as a unit in 
the factory. In a clear, encyclopedic 
style, it provides a substantive over
view of the options and resources 
available. 
Circle B606 under Books. 

NEW* 
7rourism and Recreation 

Developmel)t: A Handbook of 
Physical Planning 

By Fred Lawson & 
Manuel Baud-Bevy, 
220 pp., illus .... $39.95 

This comprehensive book sets out 
step-by-step planning techniques for 
tourist resorts and recreational parks, 
from the national down to the local lev
el. Practical measures are included 
for conservation and for monitoring 
developments. 
Circle B607 under Books. 

ARCHITECTURAi 
PRESENTATK?N 
TECHNIQUES 

NEW* 
8 Buildings for the Arts 

By the Editors of 
Architectural Record 
247 pp., illus .. .. $26.50 

Featuring the latest trends an 
efficient solutions in architectL 
sign for the arts, this handsom 
depicts the skill and imag 
needed for new or renovated 
ings, featuring theaters and < 

centers, libraries, art museun 
historical and regional museur 
Circle B608 under Books. 

g Graphic Standards of 
Solar Energy 

By Spruille Braden, 
224 pp., illus., $19.95 

A timely design reference gu 
those involved in the structurin 
environment. The author 
energy-conscious design wi· 
chanical systems for commer< 
stitutional and residential bu 
providing quick and efficient e 
lation of data from design con 
working drawings. 
Circle B609 under Books. 

1 0 History of Modern Archi 
Volume 1 : The Tradition 
Modern Architecture 
Volume 2: The Modern 
Movement 

By Leonardo Benevolo 
912 pp., illus .... $20.00 the~ 

This 2-volume paperback box 
lavishly illustrated, is the first I 
translation of a notable history 1 

ern architecture by one of Italy 
most teacher-architects. Vol 
covers the period 1760-1914, ' 
2 from 1914-1966. 
Circle B610 under Books. 
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Design for a Limited Planet: 
Living with Natural Energy 

·ma Skurka & Jon Naar 
·d by Jacques-Yves Cousteau 
1. , illus . . .. $12.95 

mportant book explores the 
ingenious ways in which 

•cts, engineers, designers and 
sons have conceived, planned, 
.nd now live in a fascinating 
of habitats - rural and urban 

t run on solar, wind or water 

B6 11 under Books. 

~History of World Furniture 

s Feduchi, 
>. , Illus .... $50.00 

exquisite slip-cased volume 
a vast panorama of the different 
of furniture throughout history, 
g with ancient Egyptian civiliza
i reece and Rome, through the 
Christian and Byzantine pe
the Renaissance, Baroque, the 
' period, and finall y the Spanish 
ine style. Includes a brief intro
n to contemporary furniture. 
BB12 under Books. 

w* 
Buyer's Handbook for 
Cooperatives & 
Condominiums 

ven James Lee 
. . . $14.95 

; a truly practical, nontechnical 
1at provides expert assistance 
ng the correct unit for any set of 
al needs. It presents a detailed, 
rganized program that allows 
person to be confident that his 
investment is based firmly on 
\ nd it is written in clear, simple 
' - not legalese. 
B613 under Books. 

1 4 Interiors 
2nd Book of Hotels 

By Henry End, 
224 pp., illus .... $26.50 

A thoroughly illustrated reference for 
all members of the hotel design team 
-architects, engineers, graphics and 
lighting consultants, landscape archi
tects, as well as interior designers -
this book is equally useful to owners 
and managers concerned with provid
ing luxurious yet functional hotel facil
ities. 
Circle B61 4 under Books. 

NEW * 
1 5 Open Office Planning 

A Handbook for Interior 
Designers and Architects 

By John Pile, 
208 pp., illus .. . . $15.95 

Presents a systematic approach that 
requires the use of specific methodol
ogy in organizing the physical layout 
of an open office with the primary pur
pose of facilitating communication 
among the staff. 
Circle B615 under Books. 

1 6 Site Planning for 
Cluster Housing 

By Richard Untermann & 
Robert Small 
306 pp., illus .. . . $22.50 

An invaluable guide to planning low
rise, medium-density cluster housing 
environments. Also covers jurisdic
tional and technical considerations of 
site planning, and includes more than 
600 drawings and photos that illus
trate design principles and tech
niques. 
Circle B616 under Books . 

1 7 Drawing File for Architects, 
Illustrators and Designers 

By Marc Szabo 
251 pp., illus._, . . . $13.95 

This book provides over 200 pages of 
figures - in the most common and 
natural positions, activities, and types 
of wearing apparel, as well as dozens 
of drawings of boats and cars, all of 

which can be copied freely - by 
direct tracing, photostats, or photo
copying machine. The pages tear out 
easily to form an easily accessible fin
gertip scrap file. 
Circle B617 under Books. 

NEW* 
1 8 Living by Design 

By the Partners of Pentragram 
300 pp., illus .... $15.00 

Introduction: Using Design is by Peter 
Gourd. This informative book on the 
use of design covers product design, 
environment design, identity design, 
interior design, graphic design, living 
by design, exhibition design . (Soft 
bound) 
Circle B618 under Books. 

NEW* 
1 g The House and Home 

Kitchen Planning Guide 

By the Housing Press 
190 pp., illus . ... $18.95 

Happily combining detailed informa
tion for both the home owner and 
professional builder, this lavishly il
lustrated book provides in:depth dis
cussions on all facets of kitchen de
sign and building. Before-and-after 
drawings make both the proelem and 
solution explicit and easy to under
stand. 
Circle B619 under Books. 

20 Working Drawing Handbook 
A Guide for Architects 
& Builders 

By Robert C. McHugh, 
166 pp., .. . $12.95 

This guide is a step-by-step presenta
tion on how to produce working draw
ings as an integral aspect of commun
ication between designer and builder. 
Includes convenient check-lists, bud
geting information, and data on di
mensioning that helps minimize 
chances of errors. 
Circle B620 under Books. 

21 Rendering With Pen and Ink 

By Robert W. Gill, 
368 pp., illus., . . $7.50 

This paper-back edition is a copiously 
illustrated guide to the techniques and 
methods of rendering, including sec
tions on perspective, projection, 
shadow, reflections, and how to draw 
cars, ships, aircraft, trees, and human 
figures. The author also describes the 
very wide range of instruments and 
equipment currently in use. 
Circle B621 under Books. 

NEW* 
2 2 Who's Who in Architecture 

From 1400 to the Present 

Edited by J.M. Richards 
368 pp., illus .. . . $19.95 

Here is the long-awaited comprehen
sive guide to major architects from the 
early Renaissance to the present. 
This invaluable book provides over 
500 entries arranged alphabetically 
for easy reference, irrespective of 
chronology or geography. 
Circle B622 under Books. 

2 3 Learning from Las Vegas 
The Forgotton Symbolism of 
Architectural Form 
Revised Edition 

By Robert Venturi, 
Denise Scott Brown 
and Steven lzenour 
244 pp., illus . ... $17.50 

Includes the full texts of Part I of the 
original, on the Las Vegas Strip, and 
Part II, "Ugly and Ordinary Architec
ture, or the Decorated Shed". This 
book created a storm of controversy in 
its original edition, calling on 
architects of be more receptive to the 
tastes of common people. 
Circle B623 under Books. 

2 4 Hotel and Restaurant Design 

By Douglas Smith, 
240 pp., illus ... . $15.95 

A comprehensive guide for owners 
and operators of small to medium
sized hotels and restaurants that will 
stimulate ideas on schemes of all 
sizes, from extending and improving 
old buildings to planning new devel
opments in town and in the country
side. 
Circle B624 under Books. 

2 5 The Kitchen 
100 Solutions to Design 
Problems 

208 pp., illus . . .. $25.00 

Whether its style is contemporary, 
colonial or country, today's kitchen 
must be designed to function as a 
convenient, congenial living center. 
This collection of 100 successful 
ways to design kitchen spaces ex
plains the particular design problem 
for each kitchen area and illustrates 
the solution with superb photographs. 
Circle B625 under Books. 

NEW* 
26 Water in Landscape 

Architecture 

By Craig S. Campbell 
128 pp., illus .... $15.95 

This profusely illustrated book is the 
first published work. that deals in sub
stantial detail with the technical as 
well as the aesthetic principles of 
fountain design. Covers basic hy
draulic principles, practical limita
tions, environment and available 
equipment. 
Circle B626 under Books. 
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beauty on track 
now you can 

have light 
where you want it 

as you want it .. . 
beautifully 

~8 design collections, 
over 60 different models

The ultimate in 
tracklighting systems by 

Omega, and ERCO of Germany 

Iii® EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 
270 LONG ISLAND EXPRESSWAY/MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746/516-293-8500 

liMliFISDN In Canada: EMERSON ELECTRIC CANADA LTD., P.O. Box 150, Markham, Ontario, Canada, 416-294-9340 

Circle No. 368, on Reader Service Card 





Plan now to attend this dynamic timely 3 day 

1811 llllllll ~ C11SlllCllDI 
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McCORMICK PLACE. CHICAGO 0 OCTOBER 16 thru 18, 1978 

THE PROGRAM 
THE KEYNOTE, Monday, Oct. 16 

10:30-11:30 Noon: THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - A REVIEW 
OF ITS EFFECT ON THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. 

Mr. Jay Janis, Under Secretary - U.S. Departmerrt of Housing & 
Urban Development 

SESSION I, Monday, Oct. 16 
2:00-3:30 P.M.: ESTABLISHING ENERGY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR 
NON-RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION. 

Speakers: Mr . Roger Alford, P.E. Heery & Heery Architects 
Mr. Edgar K. Riddick , P.E., Riddick Engineering Corp. 

SESSION II, Monday, Oct. 16 
2:00-3:30 P.M.: A LOOK AT ENERGY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR 
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION 

Speakers: Mr. Joseph Sherman. - Director, Division of Energy Building 
Technology & Standards 
U.S . Department of Housing & Urban Development 
Mr. Daniel E. Morgenroth. P.E. - Manager, Building 
Construction Systems Development 
Owens·Corning Fiberglas Corporation 
Mr. Urban Gibson, Manager Technical Services, Texas Power & 
Light 
Mr. John Ball, Consultant, representing Johns-Manville 
Mr. Joseph S. Kimpflen, Certain-Teed Corporation 

Moderator: Mr. John H. Ingersoll. Housing Magazine 

SESSION Ill , Tuesday , Oct. 17 
10:30-12:00 Noon: RESIDENTIAL DFS'G'·J, LAND PLANNING AND MARKETING 
IDEAS FOR 1979 

Speakers: Mr. Santord ~ Goodkin. cha irman , Sanford R. Goodkin Research 
Corporation 

Moderator: Mr. Roy Diez , Managing Editor, Professional Bu ilder 

SESSION IV, Tuesday, Oct. 17 
10:30-12:00 Noon : THE ARCHITECT & DEVELOPER WORKING CLOSER 
TOGETHER IN SEARCH OF QUALITY - the case for design quality m the 
market place .' 

Speaker: Mr. Arthur Cotton Moore, Architect - Arthur Cotton Moore 
Associates 

Moderator: Mr. Walter F. Wagner, Architectural Record Magazine 

SESSION V·A, Tuesday , Oct. 17 
2:00·3:30 P.M.: REMODELING & HOME IMPROVEMENT 
One of the most active and growing business opportunities on today's scene is in 
the field of remodeling and home improvement. This session will examine all 
aspects of this market growth opportunity . 

SESSION V·B, Tuesday, Oct. 17 
2:00-3:30 P.M.: THE LIABILITY DISTORTION 
One of the most serious problems confronting the building industry today is the 
rapidly rising number of legal suits and other forms of costly litigation. How does 
one best protect again sf this increasing and costly problem? All facets of this sub
ject including insurance coverage will be discussed in !his session by top experts . 

SESSION VI-A, Wednesday, Oct. 18 
10:30-12:00 Noon: PROFITABLE BUILDING SYSTEMS AND INDUSTRIALIZED 
HOUSING 
Speakers: Mr. Bernard E. Ury, President-Bernard E. Ury Associates, Inc. 

Mr. R.L . Rotto, President-Trussway, Inc. 
Mr. Willard J. Schulner, President-Wisconsin Trust, Inc. 
Mr. An thony F. Bosco, Product Manager-Trusses-Wickes Shelter 
Systems 

Moderator: Mr. Don 0. Carl~n. Editor & Publisher - Automation in Housing 
& Systems Building News 

SESSION Yl·B, Wednesday, Oct. 18 
10:30·12:00 Noon: THE REHABILITATION OF OUR INNER CITIES - A 
CHALLENGE AND AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
Trends of "back to the inner city" is on the move in many of our older cities, 
which has introduced considerable capital improvement, new construction and 
the upgrading of existing buildings and homes. Several success stories will be 
presented during this session, including ideas on how members of the building 
team can profitably participate . 
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: e ~ BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE • : IEIPGS1Tlll ~ CINFIRENCIE 331 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10017. (212) 682-4802 • 

• • • McCORMICK PLACE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS PREREGISTER NOW FOR EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE -- SAVE TIME AND MONEY • 

•

• EXHIBITION DATES & HOURS Preregistration Fee for the Show with this Coupon ONLY $2 .00 : 
• At-Show Registration $5.00 YOU SAVE $3 .00 • 

e MONDAY OCT. 16 10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. e 
e TUESDAY OCT. 17 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. e 
e WEDNESDAY OCT. 18 9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. e 
• • 
• REGISTER IN ADVANCE and save time and money. Clip this : e form and mail today for your exposition badge and advance • 
e conference tickets. 

• • 
• 

EXPOSITION: Upon receipt of your completed preregis- e 
!ration form and $2.00 you will be preregistered and a e 

•
• badge will be prepared to admit you to the exhibits for the e 

full 3-day period. At-show registration fee is $5.00. PLEASE CHECK BUSINESS AND JOB FUNCTION TO COMPLETE THIS FORM • 

• CONFERENCE: To obtain your conference tickets and your ~ : - ~ ~ ~~~~~,:~: ~- . 1 l ~~~3:'c~~~~~per . ;: 0f~:i~;~~~e~~~:~~~i~!;n~~~~~uperintendent e 
• detailed conference program, please complete and mail C. I I Builder/Developer H. I J Dealer/ Distributor 3. Proiect Manager/Job Captain/Specilier • 
• D. ( ) Bldg . Owner/ Oper. I. ( ) Please indicate _ _ _ 4. Sales/ M~rketing/Adve.rtising 

• 
the appropriate portion of this form , together with a check E. I J Contractor {Govt., Mktg. Assn.) 5 Purchasing/Plant Engineer/Foreman • 
made payable to BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION CONFER- J. I J Interior Design 6 Other • e ENCE. Full program is $55. One day is $35. This includes 7: Public Ollic1al • e exhibits. 

• ) Full Conference (Mon .. Tues., Wed . including Show) .. $55.00 ) Send Hotel Info rmat ion • 

• 
EXHIBIT SPACE INFORMATION: Send for floor plans and I Tuesday Only Conlerence including Show . . . . . $35 .00 I send Exhibit Space Data • 
complete exhibit data by marking the appropriate box. I Wednesday Only Conlerence including Show . . $35 .00 • 

• ) Show Onty -- Advance with th is co upon . . . $ 2 .00 • 

: D PLEASE SEND HOTEL RESERVATION APPLICATION S-22 • •.............................................................. : 
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THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
THAT NOW DOES MORE TO 
SAVE ENERGYAND MONEY. 
The new, improved E CUBE 75 produces 
an accurate, three-part Life Cycle Energy 
Analysis at low cost. With many new 
features it computes the hour-by-hour 
energy requirements of your building or 
planned build ing tor an entire year - taking 
into account all weather, design , opera
tion , and occupancy factors . 

Air Side Systems Simulations. 
E CUBE 75 can now handle Variable Air 
Volume (VAV) systems di rectly It also offers 
expanded treatment of Multizone, Dual
Duct, and Reheat air distribution systems 
The energy consumption of various air 
side systems can be predicted - you can 
compare their performances and costs, 
and pick the one that's best. Other improve
ments make E CU BE 7 5 more complete 
and easier to use. 

Energy Systems Simulations. 
E CUBE 75 can simulate many different 
energy systems - from central stations to 
rooftops It projects all costs, so you can 
choose the system or combination of sys-
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terns that will work most efficiently and 
most economical ly for you . 

E CUBE 75 is Inexpensive. For example, 
a life cycle energy analysis of a large building 
with 8 zones, 2 air side simulations, 4 
system simulations and 4 economic com
parisons costs less than $160. 

E CUBE 75 is Accurate. That's what it 
says in HUD Report "Study of Computer 
Utility Analysis '.' E CUBE is the most ad
vanced program in this field with thousands 
of runs made by people in private practice, 
industry, American Gas Association mem
ber companies. and the U.S. government 

E CUBE 75 is Private. You give your in
formation directly to the computer. Your 
project data and the resu lts are never seen 
by any third party. Of course, we stand ready 
to provide assistance at your request 

E CUBE has been a big help to thousands. 
And the New Improved E CUBE 75 can 
help you even more to make the right de
cision . Right financially, and right for 
conserving America 's energy. 

For more information, or details of Seminars 
for new and advanced E CUBE 75 users, 
mail in the coupon or call Stephen A. Lewis 
(703) 524-2000. 

PA-98 

Stephen A. Lewis , Manager ~<,., ~ 
Energy Systems Analysis "" 
American Gas Association 
1515 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, Va . 22209. 

D Send more information on E CUBE. 
D Send information on Seminars. 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City _____________ _ 

State _______ Zip ____ _ 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 
UTILIZING BETTER ENGINEERING 

A:))MP A Amer~a~ Gas .ii. 
~Assoc1at1on 1' 

Circle No. 304, on Reader Servise Card 







Technics: Specification clinic 

Developing fast
track documents 
William T. Lohmann 

A fast-track construction procedure needs forethought, 
and requires careful structuring of time and paperwork. 

The effect of fast-track construction on the design
documentation process must be anticipated by the ar
chitect and engineer. Since scheduling within the office is 
based on construction needs, early decisions are neces
sary and often irrevocable. Therefore , feedback into the 
design process becomes critical to maintain a clear defini
tion of each contract package and its relationship to 
others. The schedule for each package must i_nclude pro
gramming, design , approvals, and preparation of con
struction documents. It must also allow sufficient time for 
bidding , permits , shop drawings, fabrication, and installa
tion. The mounting pressure of successive dependent 
contracts has been referred to as the snowball effect. 

Because of the early commitment to build without know
ing the final cost, close cost control is also cri tical to suc
cessful fast-track operations. The project coordinator 
normally sets high-low targets for each portion of the work 
and adjusts subsequent packages, thereby minimizing 
the owner's risk . Redesign of later elements is one of the 
means of accomplishing it . The owner can also transfer his 
risk to a general contractor or construction manager by 
awarding a single contract at a firm (or maximum) price 
before all of the bids are in. 

The concept of multiple contracts imposes special de
mands on the project manual as well as on the architect's 
or engineer's office route . Compared to the documents 
prepared for a project let under a single contract, the em
phasis changes in several ways. Coordination becomes 
more important. Consistent nomenclature, always impor
tant, becomes critical, especially for contract des
ignations, section titles, parties to the contract, alter
nates, and unit prices. Whereas separate project manuals 
are usually prepared for each contract, a sing le accumula
tive volume may be more appropriate for a general con
tractor taking separate sub-bids . Specification section 
numbers for successive similar contracts should be num
bered sequentially (03301, 03302 , 03303). In each case, a 
table of contents listing current and previously issued 
documents is beneficial. 

Bidding requirements: Occasionally , documents are is
sued for several contracts at one time because of schedul
ing requirements, opening the possibility of taking single 
or combined bids. The Advertisement for Bids (for public 
work), Inst ructions to Bidders, and separate bid forms 
must reflect that option. 
General and supplementary conditions: When standard 
general conditions , such as AIA Document A201 and 
NSPE 1910- 8, are used for fast-track documents, mod
if ications are necessary. Basic to effective management is 
a careful definition of the role of the project coordinator. If 
the architect or engineer is serving that function , his ex
panded duties must be added to the standard definition. 
The requirements of mutual responsibility of separate con
tractors must be expanded regarding coordination, dam
age to the work, and delays. Retention and closeout pro
cedures also change for multiple contracts. Always a 
problem, insurance coverage must be established before 
the first work is done. Once determined, the insurance 
program and other requirements of the General Condi
tions and Supplementary Conditions should be identical 
for all contracts . 
Specifications: Division 1 of the specifications carries the 
major burden of defining the basic responsibility of each 
contractor. In the Summary of Work section, the specifier 
must describe the current work packages, concurrent and 
future contracts, and their scheduling ramifications. 
Elsewhere, the specifications must describe the project 
coordinator's role in scheduling, conducting meetings, 
logging and jogging submittals, and occasionally provid
ing temporary facilities. The requirements for temporary 
facilities may be different for every contract, sometimes 
overlapping, sometimes being furni shed and installed by 
one contractor and removed by another. For instance, 
coordination between initial temporary electrical service 
and later use of the building systems can be harrowing. 
The specifier often finds that he must describe such facili
ties , however, and others that are normally left to the gen
eral contractor to organize. In Divisions 2 through 16, a de
tailed description of work limits for each sect ion and ex
tensive cross-referencing of related work are mandatory. 
The cross-references are helpful to bidders and also serve 
as a convenient checklist for the specifier. 
Drawings: The increased emphasis on coordination, 
nomenclature, contract designation, and issue dates is as 
applicable to the drawings as it is to the project manual. 
Areas of potential conflict between separate contracts are 
most easily resolved before the documents are released. 
Connections can be detailed on the drawings and prod
ucts selected to minimize the number of involved trades . 
Depending on the complexi ty of the project, a separate set 
of drawings may be prepared for each major contract or a 
sing le set issued with coding for the interface of separate 
contracts. Subsequent drawings should be issued for the 
information of contractors already at the site. D 

Author: William T. Lohmann , AIA, FCSI, is Chief Specifier 
for CF. Murphy Associates , Chicago, Illinois . 



Technics: Built-up roofing 

Facts on a hot built-up roof 

The forces acting on the built-up roof do not change. 
The materials and modes of application have changed, 
as have the priorities assigned to those old forces. 
The result has been an evolution process of the roof 
and an era of adjustment in the construction industry. 

Prior to the Second World War, a built-up roof was a sound 
investment for all concerned. The roofs were designed to 
last 20 years and typ ica lly lasted 40. The owner was 
conf ident of his purchase and satisfied with the resu lts. 
Manufacturers made money when the unused balance of 
the roof bond penal sum stayed in the bank, earn ing inter
est. Arch itects and contractors had a system which 
changed little from year to year and worked well. 

Following the war, the built-up roof system began to 
change. The changes brought an increased frequency of 
court cases, lawyers' fees , and, what is worse, confusion. 
The resu lt was a nervous industry. Fortunately, modern 
technology has come to the rescue with hard facts. The 
quagmire of accusation and finger-pointing is due for a lull 
once the era of adjustment is comp lete . Even so, writing 
about the subject is like p lanting rose bushes in a mine 
field . 

Why is the bui lt-up roof so comp licated? Isn 't it a simple 
sandwich? The elements of a bu ilt-up roof are c lear 
enough; the prob lem is that the material properties within 
the elements elude generalization. All modern B.U.R. sys
tems contain a roof deck, a layer of insu lat ion, a wa
terproof membrane, and a protective top surface. The 
sandwich might contain a vapor barrier and a ceiling may 
exist below the roof, altering its total performance. 

Al l roof decks serve as the major support of the roof as
sembly, but there are a half dozen different kinds , some 
nai lable, others not. Some decks have good insu lation 
value , or can serve as a partial weather barrier. A deck 
can be rig id and massive or light and flexible. Different 
decks absorb sound, or reflect or transmit it. Fire resist
ance varies from deck to deck. 

The insulat ing quali ty of the roof deck can be 
augmented with the add ition of insu lation material. The 
material, usually rig id, can be either organic or inorganic , 
and is app lied dry or formed in p lace. Obviously, the 
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dozen or so different materials have good heat resistance 
capac ity in common , but respond differently to moisture, 
bitumens, adhesives, metal connectors, fire , and struc
tural stress (see P/A, November 1977). 

A vital ing red ient is the waterproof membrane to protect 
either the deck or the insu lation or both . The bitumen 
keeps the water out; the roofing fe lts mainly act as re inforc
ing . Bitumen can be hot-app li ed (aspha lt or coal tar pitch) 
or cold-app li ed (usually asphaltic), wh ile re inforc ing is 
either organic, asbestos , or fiber g lass. The products vary 
in strength, dimensional stability, and fire protection (to 
name just a few properties) . 

Al l B.U.R. systems need a protect ive surface on the roof 
top . The product serves to protect the upper layers of the 
roof from deterioration by sunlight, weather, and airborne 
chemical waste. It ref lects heat , resists fire , and protects 
the rest of the roof from the use and misuse of humans. 
The weig ht and color must be chosen, and it may be 
smooth or rough. The typ ica l protecti ve surface can be 
appl ied in sheet form, blown on, shove led into p lace (as 
with gravel), or laid in place (as with pavers) . 

Minor elements include metal fasteners and/or adhe
sives, and possibly a ce il ing be low the roof. Stud ies of the 
effectiveness of the vapor barrier have found it on ly to be 
necessary in avoid ing condensat ion with in the roof in ex
treme cases of humidity. 

Some arch itects attribute all of this complexity to na
ture 's way of saying: "slope the roof, dummy. " Willi am Cul
len of the National Bureau of Standards stresses the im
portance of roof slope, and recommends a minimum slope 
of% in. per ft. 

The task of designing a good roof is not hopeless, but it 
is defin ite ly not easy. The forces generati ng the prob lem 
are relatively fixed. The current subject of investigation 
and debate within the industry is the order which the ele
ments take vertica lly in the system, and the effect the inter
relationship between the elements has on the perform
ance and the life of the roof. 

As arch itects, we do not design roof systems, we select 
them. Insurance criter ia, codes, and bond requ irements 
offer on ly a fin ite number of possibili ties . We re ly on the 
counsel of engineers, but it is the arch itect who must un
derstand the roof as a tota l system. 
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What's the matter with the materials? 

The materials are all right. 
Very few buildings are designed with flat 
roofs which are meant to be seen. It is no 
surprise to find a set of stock details for 
built-up roofs used from building to build
ing by an architectural office. Lately, some 
of these trusty old designs have been de
ve loping flaws. Could one answer be the 
materials themselves? 
Organic felts: The early organic felts used 
newsprint in the manufacturing process. 
Newspaper publishers are finding inge
nious ways of retrieving and reusing news
print, increasing its scarcity. It is not un
common today for mixed wastepaper to 
find its way into organic felts. Mixed 
wastepaper is what you throw into your of
fice wastepaper basket. The metal is re
moved, but the kind of paper on wh ich this 
article is printed has more clay content 
than newsprint, and introduces additional 
ash ingredients to the felts. Old felts also 
had cotton or wool rags in them. Although 
today's synthetic clothes cannot be suc
cessfully used, most felts today have 
largely replaced rags with wood-pulp 
fibers. Heavy pollution-control restrictions 
have meant the use of recycled water 
which can possibly distribute undesirable 
particles into the process, and also 
threatens the quality of the material. 

Despite these necessary changes, the 
product has handsomely adapted, and 
has maintained its high standard . The re
sult, however, is a different organic roofing 
felt. It is a good product, and still makes a 
good roof. It simply must be recognized as 
a different roofing felt from that used forty 
or fifty years ago. It can be stiffer, and 
might accept less asphalt than in the old 
days. Organic felts are sti ll the least ex
pensive, most widely used roofing felts. 
Asbestos felts: The asbestos fe lt industry 
has not gone unscathed by discoveries of 
ill effects to humans caused by sprayed 
asbestos. Plant controls must keep people 
from inhaling the asbestos fibers. It is the 
reduced access to wood fiber, however, 
altering cellulose additives to felt products, 
which could yield a different result. Even if 
the higher price spread might be a little 
stiffer, the advantage of a smoother roof 
surface, and its corollary of easy repair 
and maintenance, increases the use of 
asbestos felts yearly. 
Fiberglass felts: A post-war innovation in 
roofing felt manufacture has been the fi
berg lass felt made on fiberglass mats. Early 
attempts at mat fabrication proved to be in
ferior to the market standards. Steam was 
used to layer plies of short glass fibers and 
asphalt. Today, however. new product de
velopments show great strength charac
terist ics especially at higher temperatures. 
One manufacturer uses a textile manufac
turing process. A single, exceptionally 
strong glass fiber is designed to unravel 
before it snaps, and is five times stronger 
than the old, weaker mats. Another man
ufacturer uses glass fibers blended in a 
mat of uniform density and porosity. The 
process used is a wet process similar to 



Technics: Built-up roofing 

Materials used in preparation of test specimens Flexural strength of membrane 
Membrane ASTM Type of -Maximum load at 
designation Materials designation membrane midspan, lb 

Bitumens: 73°F O"F 

Asphalt 0312, Type I La Tb L T 
Coal-tar pitch 450, Type A 

Reinforcing felt: 

A Coal-tar saturated organic felt 0227 Organic felt and coa l 73 44 141 39 
tar 

B Asphalt saturated organic felt 0 226, 15 lb type Organic felt and 48 33 143 43 
asphalt 

c Asphalt saturated asbestos felt 0 250, 1 5 lb type Asbestos felt and 45 17 97 17 
asphalt 

0 Asphalt impregnated glass mat 021 78, Type l Glass felt (Type I) and 39 23 26 24 
asphalt 

E• Asphalt impregnated glass mat New product Glass felt (new 164 126 159 132 

product) and asphalt 

Tensile strength of membranes 

Membrane Tensile strength, lb/in 
Type of membrane designation 

73°F 30°F O"F -30 "F 

La Tb L T L T L T 

Organic felt and coal tar A 126 62 395 217 468 265 410 237 
Organic felt and asphalt B 141 60 396 186 506 267 592 283 
Asbestos felt and asphalt c 120 36 301 123 448 182 479 165 
Glass felt (Type I) and asphalt 0 86 70 190 161 175 144 184 123 
Glass felt (new product) and asphalt E 202 159 510 408 448 365 372 301 

3 L denotes longitudinal or machine direction of felts. hr denotes transverse or cross machine direction of fe lts. 
' This type of asphalt impregnated glass mat was recently developed and therefore was not inc luded in all the laboratory tests. 

Source: NBS Building Science Series 55 Preliminary Performance Criteria for Membrane Roofing. 

paper making. Fiberglass mats are light in 
weight and st rong. They are coated with 
bitumen as opposed to organic fe lts which 
are satu rated. They come in longer rolls 
than the conventional fe lts , and the new 
machinery has been designed to adapt to 
the metric standards that will soon be upon 
us. Time will certain ly erode the cost dif
ference between conventional felts and 
the new fiberglass versions. 
Hot bitumens: Asphalt and coal-tar pitch 
sti ll are, and always have been, the 
backbone of the built-up roof concept. 
Once the sun, other weathering mecha
nisms, or misuse has deteriorated the wa
terproof membrane, it's time to man the 
li feboats. Each type of bitumen has its own 
domain. Roofs with on ly a slight pitch use 
coal-tar pitch , and the steeper slopes use 
asphalt. Their properties are wel l known . 

Asphalt is made, of course, from petro
leum , the internationaj poli tical hockey 
puck of the 1970s. For a whi le, bargain 
hunting and confusion meant that oi l came 
from many different sou rces, and asphalt 
manufacturers could not always predict 
the quality of their oil. These practices had 
ramifications up on the roof. Since then, 
companies have become much more 
se lective in their source of crude oil. In ad
dition, the Asphalt Roof ing Manufacturers 
Association (ARMA) has released a report 
suggesti ng testi ng procedu res for asphalt, 
and exp laining methods to predict the fu
ture durability of a given sample of the 
material. The report also suggests what 
can be done to improve the quality of a 
batch of asphalt which has been found to 
be weak. The test is based upon observa
tion of fluorescent particles exposed in 
black light which settle in the asphalt. 
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Coal-tar pitch comes from coke and the 
steel industry. A slowdown in steel con
struction means the supply of coal tar can 
go down, and the price can go up. Re
searchers are studying the effect that con
tact with hot pitch has on our bodies, but 
product quality has varied little with time. 
Cold bitumens: Hot application of bitu
men has always been a hellish experience. 
The people who app ly built-up roofing 
would be the first to embrace an alterna
tive which would not cost more money and 
wou ld do as good a job . A cold adhesive 
has existed for years, but was used only as 
a repair material because of the excessive 
cost. It was known as "cap sheet and 
smear. " With the rising costs and restric
tions on hot-applied bitumens, these 
old , co ld so lutions have undergone new 
scrutiny and increased mechanization. 

Today, asphaltic-based cold adhesives 
are available to be sprayed on the felt s. 
The product comes ready to use from the 
factory, and embodies all of the impl ied 
control advantages. It is sprayed 
using conventional equipment from 
containers that may rest on the ground. 
Accuracy of the spray may be controlled 
relative to the distance the nozzle stays 
from the work. The result is a neater and 
cleaner job than most conventional pract ice 

There are restrictions. The cold, as
phaltic-based bitumen reacts adversely to 
polystyrene insulation material. Coated 
felts must be used , and three to five days' 
time is recommended before traffic is al
lowed on the roof. An obvious advantage 
to the spray application is that it may also 
be applied to a steeper, sloping roof. Min
eral granules may be blown in place on the 
uppermost coat, or an aluminum-based 

mastic and paint may be used . In com
munities excessively concerned about the 
sight and smell of hot appl ications, the 
cold adhesives have found a ready mar
ket. The solvents in cold adhesives , how
ever, also have their nonvisual effect on 
the atmosphere. 

What is the problem with the solution? 
Most industry experts agree that roof faults 
are partly due to changes in the materials 
themselves, such as those already men
ti oned . They are quick to point out , how
ever, that the major portion of the blame 
lies not wi th the materials but with a 
change in priorities of the bui lding shell. 

Since the 1940s, new buildings have 
been install ing air-condi tioning systems. 
Build ings re lieved of ventilation prob lems 
began to sprawl. Roof-spans became 
longer, and lightweight steel deck was 
needed as the roof deck material Areas of 
roofs increased, requ iring more concern 
with expansion joints The air-conditioning 
machinery went up on the roof , and often 
stuck its base through the membrane. The 
light deck was more flexib le than the old 
concrete roof decks , and stra ined mem
brane reinforcing. The biggest problem 
was the insulation of the metal roof deck. 

Roofs constructed prior to 1945 relied 
on the heat-sink qual ities of the concrete 
deck to control heat exchange. No con
cern was given to add itional insulation. 
The popular post-war metal roofs required 
insulation boards. These boards were 
placed between the roof membrane and 
the deck, with a thick layer of asphalt as an 
adhesive between the deck and the insula
tion. In the prewar solution, the membrane 
temperature gradient between day and 
night saw a typical variation of 50F, for 
example (see the accompanying dia
gram) . The night temperature cooled the 
massive concrete deck, and slowly the sun 
heated it during the day. The insu lation on 
the steel decks resisted heat flow, but had 
no mass to retard the rise in temperature 
during the day, or stay the temperature 
drop of the membrane at night. The temp
erature variation of the membrane dou
bled. The membrane expanded and con
tracted more drastically than ever before. 
The insulation also expanded and con
tracted, and witnessed greate r shear 
stresses trying to keep the membrane and 
the roof deck together. 

On August 12, 1953, a $55 million fire in 
a GM p lant in Li von ia, Mi, had a dramatic 
effect on the roof ing industry. Examination 
after the fire led investigators to believe 
that the ignition of the asphalt adhesive be
tween the insulation and the deck had 
been a contributing factor in the rapid 
spread of the fire. As a resu lt, the permis
sible amount of asphalt adhesive in high
risk roofs was drastically reduced. Fire
rated built-up roof assemblies were re
quired in class-one roofs, and manufac
turers were pressured to substitute other 
organic-based adhesives and vapor bar
riers . The new standards caused confu
sion on the roof. Roofing crews, accus
tomed to slopping on asphalt, had to deli-



cately li ne the ribs of the stee l deck. 
If the adhesion to the deck is incom

plete, the insu lation boards are moved with 
the membrane. If another part of the roof 
has insulation well adhered, that part does 
not move. The result is a split in the mem
brane, or membrane and insulation pulled 
away from the roof parapets. In short, 
trouble. Other roof deck coverings took to 
the air in a wi ndstorm. A century-old roofing 
princ iple had been tampered with , but no 
one had foreseen the consequences. 
Persp irat ion turned to desperation. 

Enter technology and reason in sh ining 
armor. The National Bureau of Standards 
began to investigate the situation physi
call y. Strengths of the different materials 
were examined as well as thei r capacity to 
absorb expansion and thermal shock; roof 
performance standards were proposed. 
What is most important , people began to 
understand the comp lete interrelationship 
between the different elements of the roof. 

Mechanical fasteners have solved part 
of the problem . Special nails have been 
developed to secure the waterp roof mem
brane to the insulation in some cases. 
Other fasteners are designed to secure the 
insulation to the roof deck. These insula
tion fasteners are now required at the bor
ders of the roof where control of wind uplift 
is critical. 

Regional and local climatic cond iti ons 
are invest igated , and materials matched to 
appropriate temperature extremes , wind, 
and moisture . Roofers are not so anxious 
to install a roof in bad weather, nor are 
owners encouraged to skimp on materials. 
The industry as a whole is intent upon ed
ucating the architect and roofer. Plans are 
being made for a national school of roofing 
and attempts are being made to restore 
confidence in a trusted roofing system 

The roof bond 
Many industry spokesmen attribute the re
cent problems with the built-up roof to a 
decl ine in craftsmansh ip in roof applica
tion and the lack of responsible programs 
of roof maintenance . These prob lems are 
linked to the decline in confidence and ef
ficacy of the roof bond . 

The original applicators of the built-up 
roof were also the manufacturers of the 
roofing products themselves. When the in
dustry expanded, the manufacturer sepa
rated his responsibility from that of the 
roofing contractor. His link to the quality of 
the roof was maintained , however, with the 
invention of the roof bondi ng system The 
first written roof bonds were used in 1916 
by Barrett , a New York roof ing firm. The 
original bond was an agreement between 
the owner of the building and the roofing 
manufacturer in which the owner paid a 
sum of money upon completion of the roof. 
This money reserved a larger sum for him 
with the manufacturer. It was cal led the 
penal sum. For the duration of the bond 
period, that sum of money was reserved 
for the repair of the roof. If the accumu
lated roof repai rs exceeded the penal sum 
amount, the owner was responsible for the 
costs. 
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A bui lt-up roof over a meta l roof deck requ ires 
insulation to contro l heat loss from a bu ilding. 
The use of in su lation has a dramatic effect on 
the temperature of the waterproof membrane 
(1 ). Membrane constructions have va rying 
capacities to expand and contrac t when heated 
or coo led (2). Understanding the behavio r of the 
different elements of the bui lt-u p roof requires 
that we measu re the temperatures of the roof 
system throughout the roof sec tion (5) in both 
the summer (6) and winter (7) . Firep roofing re-
quirements have restricted the amounts of 

SPLIT~ MOVEMENT EXCEEDS MEMBRANE·s QJX adhesive pe rmitted on class one roofs (3) . Good 
o adhes ion is essential to a successful roof. If the 

~~~~ ~~ ... ~~~ 
L~¥~~~~",JJ~fu;l;~~~~(t!l:;;,;,,;~,;,,;;~io;,,;~ 0 insu lation is poorly attached to the roof deck in 

i:i some sections as shown (4) and wel l attached 
1---________________ _, § in othe rs, the result can be a roof spl it or pulling 

LATERAL TRANSFER 8 away of the membrane from the parapets . 

4 
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Built-up roof problems: Tracing the origin of roof problems is rarely a 
simple task. Many can be reduced to maintenance problems (1) while 
others may result from a failure of the materials themse lves, perhaps due 
to overexposure to ultraviolet rays or simple aging (5). Because of the 
nonvisual characte r of the roof, its design can be too often neglected by 
the architect. Misunderstanding the re lationship between the roof and 
those objects wh ich must penetrate it (3) (6), sit on it (4), or stick to it in 
the hot sun (2) is certa in to lead to failure. If the roofer cannot reach the 
area to be roofed (7) , how can the roof succeed? Careless construction 
crews must also accept part of the blame for roof problems. Effective 
pract ices for app li cation of the bitumen and felts are well known for both 
hot (1 1) and co ld (8) systems. The roofing felts must be broomed during 
hot app lication procedures , and wrinkles or air bubbles el iminated (9) . 
Prior to use, materials must be stored and care fully covered with due re 
spect to the weathe r (1 O) (12). Roof splits (13) and bl iste rs (14) are the 
most common price that we pay for our ignorance and carelessness. 
Roof repa ir is much more expensive than doing the job correc tly the first 
time. Clearly we need to coordinate all our efforts . 
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1978 STATUS -A PARTIAL LISTING OF COMPETITIVE DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE 

Manufacturer 

Bird & Son 

Celotex 

Document 

Bond 

(2) Bond 

Inspection and 
Service Contract 

System 

3-4 Ply BUR 

3-4 Ply BUR 

3-4 Ply BUR 

No. of Years Comments 

10. 15, 20 

10, 
20 
5 + 5 

(To be discontinued 1979) 

Inverted Roof 
Guarantee 

3-4 Ply 10 Must be all Celotex 
construction . Protected Membrane 

Certainteed Bond 3-5 Ply BUR 5+5 Glass felts only. 

Dow Warranty 3-5 Ply 10 
Protected Membrane 

Flintkote Limited Warranty 
Guarantee 

2 Ply Coated sheet 1 O Cold Adhesive 
BUR 
3PlyBUR 15 Waterproof mem. only 

Waterproof mem. only 4Ply BUR 20 

GAF (2) Inspection and 3 Ply Mineral Shield 5+5 
Service Guarantee 3-4 Ply BUR 

3 Ply Mineral Shield 1 O 
3-4 Ply BUR 

Johns-Manville (2) Guarantee 3-4 Ply BUR 5+ 5 
10+ 10 

Koppers Bond 3-4 Ply BUR 
4 Ply BUR 

10, 15 
20 

Coal tar pitch only 

(2) Guarantee 4 Ply BUR 10 
5 + 5 

Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas 

Bond 3 Ply Glass BUR 10, 15, 20 
10 4 Ply Organic BUR 

Pittsburgh-Corning Guarantee 4Ply BUR 10+10 No cost to owner 

Silbrico Warranty 4Ply No cost to owner 
Protected Membrane 
3-4 Ply BUR 

5 + 5 

5+5 No cost to owner 

W.R . Grace Warranty 4Ply BUR 

The company only sold its materials to 
approved contracto rs. In those days, this 
was an honor and a di sti nction carried with 
pride by contractors. The manufacturer in
spected the construction site to make sure 
all of the proper materials and application 
techniques were used . Decks were to be 
flat, dry, smooth, and free of debris before 
the work began. If someth ing went wrong, 
and the source was determined to be de
fec tive material or normal wear and tear , 
the roof was repai red by the manufacturer 
to the extent of the penal sum. 

Af ter World War 11, the prof it motive 
pressured some manufacturers to approve 
unqualified cont ractors. The roof inspector 
frequently became the salesman who sold 
the material in the first place. The owner 
sometimes got a poor roof. The manufac
turer used up the penal fund , and the 
owner was left to his own resources. The 
industry was slapped with property
damage suits in addition to roof repairs. 

The response to th is si tuation was clear. 
Owners demanded a complete guarantee 
of their roofs. The industry has provided 
that guarantee. The scale of the fai lure had 
changed, and the scale of the responsibil
ity as well . Al l of these guarantees , warran
ties, and service con tracts specify clearly 
the requ ired construction of the roof. Some 
permit products other than those they 
manufacture to be used , others do not. 
Some include both the insu lation and 
membrane. Othe r plans specify that in
spection procedures will occur at a spec
if ied time (after five years, for example). An 
extension is available on the original 
guarantee provided the roof is broug ht up 
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to its ori ginal condition by the owner. Some 
of the guarantees are provided at a fee per 
roof ing square (100 sq ft) ; others do not 
charge for the guarantee. None of the war
ranties and guarantees involves a penal 
sum. The roof is comp letely guaranteed 
against failure under normal use. 

The pendu lum has begun its swing back 
towards the original quality of the bui lt-up 
roof. Now that total roof systems are un
derstood , the era of adjustment is nearing 
completion. As confidence retu rn s, many 
manufacturers believe the popu lari ty of the 
bond will return with it as the proper scale 
of insurance for a well-designed and well 
executed roof. 

Brave new world 
In short, sun , wind , and fire problems have 
been settin'g the stage for rain and snow. A 
split and bl istered roof gets battered by 
the law of g ravity . Manufacturers began in 
the early 1960s to search for ways to pro
tect the roof membrane itse lf. At first, these 
attempts seemed about as log ical as 
slappi ng a piece of rye bread between two 
slices of sa lami . Wise r heads remember 
the lessons of sod roofs in " folk" architec
ture. Insulation material was layered over 
the membrane and then covered wi th 
gravel for sun protection and sometimes 
fo r bal last. The result was that the wa
terproof membrane no longer endured 
large temperatu re swings between day 
and night. As a matter of fact, wi th the 
membrane next to the roof deck, it stayed 
p ractical ly constant in temperature al l day 
long, all year long I Without excessive heat, 
there can be no bliste rs I Score one for 

Mechanica l fastening devices may prove to be 
a solution to many roof problems. Products 
are developed for attach ing the insulation 
to the metal deck (above top), or for fixing the 
base membrane fel t to the insu lation itself. 

human ingenuity . Not so fast: the mem
brane is protected , but now we must pro
tect the insu lation , and we must hold ev
erything in place l 

True, one brace of problems seemed 
only to replace the other, but certai n man
ufacturers felt that their products cou ld 
cope. The new problem was exposu re of 
insu lation to human traffic , puncture , and 
greate r vari ati ons of temperature. Roof 
drainage had to be solved , up lif t from rain 
and wind conquered, and access to the 
membrane provided in the case of a leak. 
Let us exami ne how these systems work . 

The protected membrane roof 
Expanded polystyrene: In the system, as 
designed by The Dow Chemical Co ., hot 
asphalt is spread on the top surface of the 
waterproof membrane and allowed to cool 
slightly. The bitumen is still sticky when the 
foam boards are butt-joi nted and walked 
into p lace. The bottom edges of the 
boards are notched to act as guides for 
the water ; then gravel covers the foam 
boards. In real ity, the adhesion of the 
boards to the membrane is assumed to be 
imperfect. The water on the roof finds its 
way to the membrane throug h the cracks 
at the joints of the boards, but does not 
freeze because the surface of the mem
brane is warm from the build ing beneath. 
Instead , even in the coldest weather, it 
meanders to the drain. Because of the po
tential of water under the insu lation , the 
boards must be weighted down against 
buoyancy. 

Industry c riti cs point to the cracks in the 
insu lation and the d rain ing water , and in-
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THREE COMPETITIVE EQUALLY INSULATED PROTECTED MEMBRANE ASSEMBLIES 
All are assumed equally waterproof, wind resistant, and fire resistant. We assume a metal roof deck. 

Comparison Criteria Silbrico Celotex Dow 

R value of insulation R= 10 R= 10 R= 10 
(common values) 

R value/inch 2.2 7.14 5 

Thickness Necessary 4.0" 1.4" 2" 
(insulation only) 

Available Thicknesses Variable .8" -3.0" 1"-31/2' 
(insulation only) (compacted in place) 

Weight above the deck 19.2 psi 8.56 psi 14psf 
>-(membrane, deck prep. for c 

membrane, gravel, and "' a. 
insulation) E 

0 
u 

Water Absorption Low Low Most moisture resistant <ii 

" insulation and low WVTR E 
Water Water resistant material (water vapor Q) 

£ 

resistant and sloped transmission rate) u 
3: 
0 

Drainage Pitched to drain Pitched to drain Displaces water to drain 0 
Q) 

(1/4' mi nimum) and pitch to drain £ 
f-
D 

Insulation Continuity Monolithic, no joints Modular Modular 
c 

"' (Sealed Joints) (Butted Joints) x 
Q) 

0 
Installation Procedure Requires compacting Conventional Conventional 

Qj 
u 

roller otherwise Hand trimmed in field Hand trimmed in field 0 
conventional. " ~ 

Cost Sligh t premium over Same as conventional Same as conventional 
u; 
5 

conventional ·~ 

c 

Strongest competitive All-weather Crete is a Superior performance Long term retention of 
.Q 
<ii 

attribute. single product that at the same cost as a thermal value, proven Q; 
a. 

provides drainage and conventional roof. performance, and 0 
0 

insulation. No dissimilar most versatile retrofi t " materials are used to insulation on the market. c 
D 

slope and then to insulate; Q) 

there are no split '° a. 
responsibilities. Q) 

a: 

~~~ 
. ._,· -

TH E DOW CHEM ICAL SYSTEM THE CELOTEX SYSTEM THE SILBRICO SYSTEM 

The table above compares three protected membrane roofing systems currently on the market. 
The Si lbrico system uses compacted asphalt and perlite aggregate fo r insulation ; the Celotex 
version prefers urethane foam boards; the Dow Chemical solution chooses expanded polystyrene. 

sist that the resistance to heat flow offered 
by the system must be affected. They also 
criticize the add itional cost of structure 
necessitated by the increased gravel 
we ight. Compared to a smooth asbestos 
conventional roof , a protected membrane 
system seems remote for finding leaks. 

The Dow Chemical Co. counters with 
data that show the heat loss through the 
cracks is not sign if icant. The same rain 
which steals heat in the winter helps drain 
off unwanted heat in the summer. The net 
result, they explain, is insignificant. Insu la
tion can be added to the roof by merely 
sweeping away the gravel, adding a layer 
o.t adhesive, and doubling up the insula
tion boards. Finding a leak in their system 
is reduced to examining the membrane 
area just above the leak. A conventional 
system might have wet insulation under 
the leaking membrane , which allows the 
leak to travel a great distance from its ori
gin before entering the build ing. 
Urethane: An equall y prominent pro
tected-membrane system is that manufac
tured by Celotex. The system begins with a 

hot-asphalt layer over the top of the mem
brane, but does not need cooling time. The 
urethane foam boards are laid d irect ly in 
the hot asphalt, which acts as an adhesive. 
Once the insulating layer is in place, the 
joints are hand-poured with asphalt. A hot 
flood-coat layer of asphalt is then appl ied, 
creating a surface in which the top layer of 
gravel is embedded. The roof deck under
neath is sloped to drain. Water is not per
mitted under the insu lation, and the gravel 
needed is the same weight as convention
ally necessary. The surface of the insu la
tion is faced with asphalt-saturated felts, 
and its core is reinfo rced with glass fibers. 

The system does not add extra weight to 
the structu re , and the sealed joints do not 
produce crit icism for heat loss. The excel
lent insulating qualities of urethane, how
ever, undoubted ly heat up the surface 
coat of the asphalt as it did the orig inal 
membrane , and critics claim new prob
lems can develop on the surface. Unex
pected excess foot traffic also threatens to 
decrease the effectiveness of th is protec
tive surface. 

Compacted asphalt and perlite. Another 
product on the market is offered by Sil
brico. It is not a board insu lation product 
but rather a monolithi c, formed-in-place 
layer of compacted asphalt and perl ite 
aggregate. The insulating material is 
applied directly over the waterproof mem
brane, and roller compacted. It wi ll con
form to any geometry as long as access is 
provided for the rolling device. The 
finished surface is pitched to drain, and 
covered with a layer of gravel. The Silbrico 
p roduct is tough and durable. Tradition
al ists point to the sloping roof with delight, 
especial ly in c limates where rain and mois
ture are ever present. 

Competitors criticize the necessity of the 
heavy roller as being a drawback. The in
sulation materia l's weight in general sur
passes that of the other two systems. As 
an asphalt product, it is also slightly more 
expensive than a conventional system. Ar
chitects , however, seem to be comfortab le 
walking on its durable, monolithic surface. 

All of the protected-membrane systems 
require a surface-preparation layer for the 
membrane when used over a fluted metal 
deck. A layer of gypsum board is used for 
the board insu lation versions, with me
chanical fasteners or steep asphalt adhe
sive. Pressboard is preferred for the 
monolithic asphalt-base system. The 
preparation layer must have a low resist
ance to heat flow if the membrane is to re
tain the temperature of the roof deck itself. 
The compacted asphalt and perlite system 
also uses a protective surface over the 
membrane to avoid damage to the mem
brane during construction . 

On the horizon 
Roofing systems as a subject are not 
static. There are today almost as many re
placement systems for built-up roofing as 
there are variations of the conventional 
B.U. R. Some involve only a single mem
brane encompassing insulation and wa
terproofing. Other manufacturers are de
veloping liquid membrane systems or 
foam-in-p lace insu lation. The problems of 
the last thirty years have matured the 
B.U.R . It is a tough and fierce competitor 
with its logic restored. The opponents who 
challenge its place at the top had better 
expect a battle! [Richard Rush] 
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Small 
Packa~ 
Dispatch 

~ 

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3. 
1. Take your important small package to 
United's Small Package Dispatch Center 
in the passenger terminal at least 30 
minutes before departure of the flight you 
choose. Prepay the charges with your 
American Express~ Universal Air Travel 
Plan, United Credit Card, or cash. 

Blllllll 2. Phone your addressee with the flight 
number, arrival time and SPD receipt number. 
3. Your package is ready for pickup at the destination 
baggage area within 30 minutes of arrival. 

Here's our guarantee: 
We're so confident your package will make it on the 
flight you choose, we'll refund 50% of your charge if 
it doesn't. 
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Almost anything goes. 
Film, legal documents, advertising material, medical 
supplies-whatever you want, as long as it weighs less 
than 50 pounds and measures no more than 90 inches 
in total dimensions (length, plus width, plus height). 

A small price to pay. 
SPD between New York and Los Angeles costs only 
$38.50. Between Chicago and New York, $27.50. 
(Rates effective January 1. 1978, and subject to change.) 

SPD door-to-door, call (800) 638-7340. 
Maryland call: 269-6470/ Honolulu, Hawaii call: 842-5252/Hilo, Hawaii call: 935-9144 

We guarantee pickup and delivery to 3800 communities 
any time of the day or night, any day of the year, for a 
very reasonable price. 

• unlTED AIRLlnes CARGO 

United. 
Circle No. 393, on Reader Service Card 











IN OPEN OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS 

Seven Reasons Why It's The Best 
Plan You Can Specify ... 
ACOUSTICS: This key ingredient to occupant satisfaction 
is overlooked in many open office plans. High performance 
acoustical standards are vital to a functional open office. As a 
pioneer in the field of acoustical office landscaping, Conwed's 
expertise is second to none. 

TASK/ AMBIENT LIGHTING: Conwed research and develop
ment has given us a position of leadership in this important 
area. Our experience shows energy savings to 50% while 
maintaining excellent 
lighting levels. 

PEEK-A-BOO 
RECEPTIONIST 
STATION 

BEAUTY: The illustrations give you an 
idea of the warmth and beauty that is a part 
of the Conwed open office environment. Countless 
attractive variations are possible with a wide choice of 
colorful fabrics and rich oak veneers. 

ACCOUNTABILITY: We take your satisfaction seriously 
We believe you should demand excellence and have 
the opportunity to measure it. That's why we offer "before 
and after'' testing by an independent laboratory, 
International Acoustical Testing Laboratories, Inc. 

Conwed has been a pioneer in ceiling and wood-based 
products for 50 years. This experience has resulted in our ' 
position of leadership in the field of open office planning 
since the early 1970's. We believe Conwed open office 
environments are evidence of that leadership ... the best 
open plan office system you can specify. Send for our FREE 
color brochure which explains the open plan office in general 
and the Conwed open plan office in detail. Write: Conwed 
Corporation, Office Interiors Division, 332 Minnesota Street 
P.O. Box 43237, St. Paul, Minnesota 55164. 

FLEXIBILITY: The quick-change capability is designed 
to keep pace with the rapid changes in today's 

business world. 

ATMOSPHERE: Better acoustics, better lighting and 
an attractive, well organized plan create a working 
environment that can mean happier, more 
productive people. The Conwed open office 
environment is designed and engineered to create 
that kind of atmosphere. 

COMMUNICATIONS FLOW: The attention to 
acoustical excellence and variety of configurations 

permit people to work together closely while 
maintaining visual and audio privacy 

@ 
Conwecl 

® 
inno vative products for better environments 



It's the law 

Negligence, 
not human error, 
decides liability 
Norman Coplan 

Despite some pressure to hold architects liable 
for defective designs, 'product liability' decisions 
are based on negligence in not using reasonable skill. 

If su it is instituted against an architect for damages sus
tained by an owner arising out of a defective bu ilding proj
ect , such suit is usually premised upon a claim of malprac
tice or breach of contract. On occasion , a claim will be 
asserted that an architect is liable for a defective building 
project, even in the absence of fau lt on his part, on the 
theory and under a doctrine generally known as "strict 
product liability. " This doctrine arose in the law of sales, 
and in essence provides that the manufacturer or seller of 
a product impliedly warrants that such product is fit for the 
purpose intended and he is liable to the buyer for a defec
tive product regardless of the question of negligence. 

The doctrine of strict product liability has not been 
applied generally to create liability in persons who are fur
nishing services, as distinguished from selling products. 
In Michigan , for example, the court held in Chapel vs 
Clark, 117 Mich . 638, that such doctrine was inapplicable 
to architectural services. In Van Ornum vs Otter Tail Power 
Co. , 210 N.W 2d 188, the North Dakota Court ruled that 
"an architect is not strictly liable for defective designs" but 
"may be held liable for negligence only in failing to exer
cise the ordinary ski ll of his profession ." In Allied · 
Properties vs John A. Blume & Associates, 25 Cal. App. 3d 
848, the California Court said that "where the primary ob
jective to a transaction is to obtain services, the doctrines 
of implied warranty and strict liabi lity do not app ly." In 
Pennsylvania, Alaska, and in other jurisdictions where the 
courts have appeared to apply liability based upon an 
"implied warranty of fitness" to transactions which involve 
the furnishing of services, what was actually imposed was 
no more than a "warranty" that the person rendering the 
services wou ld not act negligently or wou ld possess and 
provide a degree of care and skil l a reasonably qualified 
person would exercise or possess in the performance of 
the profession (Bloomsburg Mills vs Sordoni Cons tr. Co., 
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401 Pa. 358; Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. vs Superior Burner 
Service, 427 P. 2d 823; Wolfe vs Virusky, 306 F. Supp. 519). 

Generally architects have relied upon the traditional rule 
that they do not guarantee perfect performance, but only 
that they wi ll perform without negligence. The question of 
whether the practice of the architecture shou ld be subject 
to a stricter liability equivalent to the strict product liability 
doctrine is often raised , and in some jurisdictions, this 
issue has not been finally sett led . This subject has recently 
been dealt with in New York by decisions of that state's 
highest court , the Court of Appeals. In the case of Mi/au 
Associates vs North Avenue Development, 42 NY 2d 
482 , an act ion was instituted against a general contractor 
arising from a massive burst in an underground pipe con
necting a sprinkler system to the City water line causing 
substantial damage to merchandise wh ich was stored in a 
a warehouse . The suit was based on the alternative theory 
of negligence and breach of an implied warranty of fitness 
for a particular purpose . The intermediate appeals court 
suggested that, in certain instances, such doctrine of im
plied warranty might apply to a contract involving serv
ices. Upon appeal, the New York Court of Appeals said: 

" ... this court . .. has held that 'when service predomi
nates, and transfer of personal property is but an inciden
tal feature of the transaction,' the exacting warranty stand
ards for imposing liability without proof of fault will not be 
imported from the law of sales .... Those who hire experts 
for the predominant purpose of rendering services, relying 
on their special skills, cannot expect infallibility . ... Rea
sonable expectations, not perfect results in the face of any 
and all contingencies, will be ensured under a traditional 
negligence standard of conduct . ... Given the predomi
nantly service-oriented character of the transaction, 
neither the code nor the common law of this State can be 
read to imply an undertaking to guard against economic 
loss stemming from the nonnegligent performance by a 
construction firm which has not contractually bound itself 
to provide perfect results." 

The court pointed out that there was a different social 
policy underlying the development of the law in respect to 
sales of products as compared to the furnishing of serv
ices, stating: 

" . . . to a much greater extent than professionals ... in 
the services arena where standards are usually set con
tractually , sellers of goods typically encourage mass pub
lic reliance on products' fitness and safety through adver
tising, packaging and other promotional devices .... No 
such situation presents itself here and we can find no rea
sonable basis in policy or in law for reading what would 
amount to a warranty of perfect results into the contractual 
relationships defined by the parties to this acfron." 

Although the Mi/au case involved the services of a gen
eral contractor, its rationale wou ld be applicable to pro
fessional services of any kind. The New York Court of Ap
peals, shortly after its Mi/au decision , applied its conc lu
sion in a case involving architectural services (Sears, 
Roebuck & Co. vs Enco Associates, Inc.) , stating: 

"Finally we note our agreement with the determinations 
below that no action lies for breach of implied warranty, or 
what is now known as strict product liability, on behalf of 
an owner against the architect with whom he has his con
tract. Certainly this is true in New York." o 
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OUR BLOCKS FLOORED 'EM 
AT OCEAN SPRAY ••• BEAUTIFULLY. 

As it happened, the people at Ocean Spray 
got bogged down when it come to choosing 
a floor for their new Cranberry Museum in 
Plymouth, Massachusetts. 
The floor hod to be just 
right to correctly accent 
the long-renowned 
cranberry and it hod 
to be natural, lil~e 
the cranberry. 

Jennison-Wright hod the 
solution: Kreolite Wood 
131ocl~ Flooring, a natural 
wood product that combines worm beauty 
and excellent durability. First of al l, the block 
was pressure treated with a colorless preser
vative that allowed the rich groin of the wood 
to show. Then, using a unique installation 
procedure, the bloc!~ was installed with a 

provision for expansion around each bloc!~ in 
the floor and finished with a durable 
transparent surface material. 

Kreolite Wood 131ocl~ Floors fit anywhere: 
shopping centers, museums, fine restaurants, 

( 
offices and molls. Kreolite Wood 

Block Floors ore durable, incredibly 
strong and very luxurious to look 

at and wall~ on . . . for years 
to come and go, beautifully. 

Please write us. We'd like to 
tell you more. 

The Jennison· Wright Corporation 
PO. !:lox 691 •Toledo, Ohio 40694 
Al-- : ... C" ,, , __ .. ,_r_ .. _, __ - - -' · · - ·· ·· '1-11 - . , n __ _ _ 
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SITE FURNISHINGS BY 

LANDSCAPE@FOIMS, INC. 
Route 3, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001, Phone 616/381-0396 
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What you"Want 
in W"hiteprinters 

is"What you get 
frolll Blu-Rayt 

Here's your check list 
0 Odor-free printing with our Scavenger. 
0 Sharp d iazo prints and Sepia intermediates . 
0 The most service-free copier on the market . 
0 Unequaled durability - backed by 1-year warranty on 

parts (except lamps, cy linders). 
0 Choice of 3 low-priced, no-nonsense models - with or 

without machine stand. 
0 Instant start-up. Throats to 50-inches wide. 
0 Fast prints - speeds to 30 fpm. 
0 Front or rear print delivery. No venting. 
0 Buy or lease from one of our 409 dealers coast-to-coast. 

BlU-RR'/t 
• 

•. we give you more uptime 

Blu-Ray, Incorporated, Essex, CT 06426 Tel. (203) 767-0141 
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A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO 
ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS. 

· ¥- ~-~ iMI 

Whether you're modifying an existing building or designing a 
new one , accessibility to the handicapped is important. PORCH
LIFT offers you a simple , economical solution. It's a safe wheel
chair lifting platform permanently anchored beside the steps 
using a minimum of space. Motor and mechanism are enclosed 
in a weather-proof housing, "Call- Send" controls are key 
operated , and it runs on 110 volt current. It's available to fit 
varying heights and is shipped ready for installation. 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU. 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP. 
4001 East 138th Street, Dept. PA-98 

Grandview, Missouri 64030 
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The functional one. Soft-surface mod
ular flooring system with easily remov
able 18" Tex-Tiles® squares to get at 
under-floor duct systems, or to modify 
design. Each square a dense tough 
pile yarn wi th vinyl backing for maxi
mum wear in high traffic areas, 
and for low maintenance. 
In colors and natural 
heather effects co
ordinating with 
Powerbond . 

Indoor champion. New soft-surface 
concept in gym flooring replacing 
hardwood-Pro-Gym®. Good ball 
bounce and traction. Easier on 
legs and knees-less injuries. 
Installs over concrete, tile, or 
wood. A dense soil-hidingH""I. 
nylon and solid vinyl " ~ 
backing that vacuums 
clean. No buffing 
or refinishing. 
Costs 50 % less 
to maintain 

Fashionable. Flexible. 
Bunker Hill (at top) is a handsome 
contract carpet of wooly Berber acrylic 
textured with a muted underlying de
sign. Coordinates with other Berbers 
in the Colonnade line. 

Rockledge has a warm, wool-like 
Zeflon nylon lustre plus a cabled tex
ture and soft heather glow for a rich, 
dramatic look. High performance 
of Rockledge makes it perfect choice 
for contract market. 

P -- Carpet Division --A COLLINS & AIKMAN CORPORATION 

than wood. 

Carpet Division, 210 Madison Avenue, New York, N .Y. 10016 (212) 953-4354 



FRY. .. 
One Source 

For Plaster, Drywall 
And Acoustic 

Moldings!* 

Graceful ceiling arches in Oerl<eley 's OAf\T 
tocian ( Oay Area f\ap1d Transit ) were achieved 

with Fr y's Vented Dr ip Screed. cu rved. · 

During the post quarter of a century, 
Fry hos developed and patented one 
of the industry's widest var ieties of 
architectural moldings. That's why most 
designers and contractors "Rely on Fry" 
to help achieve neater sharper lines; 
reduce stains; save installation time 
and money. Fry products worl~! The 
moldings shown here ore but a partial 
selection of all of those we produce! (We 
also design and manufacture special 
units if your problem is special) . Refer 
to your Sweet's ... or write Fry for catalogs. 

*Plus Roof Flashing Systems G Reglets 
for Windows and Concrete. 

----- - - - -- - - - -

.. ] [" + 
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625 South Palm Ave., Alhambra, CA 91803 Phone: (213) 289-4744 
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T. R. Scowden, Water Company Pumping Station , Louisville , Ky 1860. 

A Pictorial History of Architecture in America, by G. E. 
Kidder Smith, with chapter introductions by Marshall B. 
Davidson. New York, American Heritage Pub . Co., 1976. 
2 vols., 832 pp., $39.95. 

The appearance of G.E. Kidder Smith's two-volume survey 
Architecture in America marks a long-awaited event. It is 
the first photographic documentary of this country's ar
chitecture from its earliest known manifestations in 12th
Century Southwest Indian shelters to, as Kidder Smith puts 
it, "the often awesome projects of our own time ." Chron
ological and regional organization of the material is par
ticularly commendable. Not only can the reader follow the 
idiosyncratic lines of development in civic, domestic, 
commercial, educational, religious, and industrial design 
within each region, but also, by flipping back and forth, 
these stages and categories can be compared from one 
region to another. As the great visual panorama unfolds, 
the viewer is increasingly persuaded that, as editor Mar
shall B. Davidson states: "Over the years this country has 
probably produced more different styles of buildings than 
any other nation in the same span of time." 

A brief, hi storical essay by Davidson introduces each 
region. The following photographic sequence is larded 
with additional commentary on important people and 
events associated with the buildings. Beyond basic stylis
tic and prog rammatic descriptions, however, there is little 
penetrating architectural analysis. Nor is there any real as
sessment of the implications of architectural form in terms 
of the interactions between architectural theory and social , 
political , and economic factors. This lack is missed most in 
the boom period following World War II , when complex 
cultural factors coincided with technological develop
ments to bring forth the glassy office tower, the corporate 
country palaces, innovative plans for schools, and the 
[continued on page 146) 



Why should a 
future-oriented company 
buy the Am Se Co 
Open Office 
Furniture System? 

How can Systems 
increase worker 
productivity and morale? 

How can its use 
result in savings in 
construction costs, space 
utilization, power, 
HVAC, and future office 
revisions? 

How does it 
provide for a faster return 
on investment? 

What makes the 
Am Se Co System 
more responsive to 
change than any other 
system on the market? 

For the answers to these vital space planning 
questions, call or write American Seating Company, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, 
Grand Rapids, Los Angeles, New York, and San Jose. 

American Seating Company 

901 Broadway, N.W. 
G1·and Rapids, Michigan 49504 
616 456.0395 

Am Se Co 
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NEW YORK'S 
CONTRACT 

FLOOR COVERINGS 
SHOW 

The Carpet Center· 919 Third Ave.· N.Y.C. 

OCTOBER 5th & 6th 
Catch up with the new floor cov
erings. See the latest domestic and 

Enjoy imported carpets , rugs , resilient 

New Freedoms coverings from the. world 's finest 
• • contract sources . Discover innova-
m Design tive styling and color effects that 

will give new scope to the imagina
tive things you do! 

Gather Facts 
from 

Objective 
Authorities 

Catch up with new facts regarding 
five critical subjects . Important 
seminars will up-date you on Flam
mability• Maintenance• Fibers and 
Specifications • Lighting and Color 
• Installation· • Have questions an
swered personally by authoritative 
panelists. 

FREE PRIZE DRAWING FOR VISITORS
VACATION FOR TWO 

IN FASCINATING CURACAO! 
PLUS: Special theater-dinner programs and 

20% discounts at some of New York's 
finest restaurants. 

ARRIVE EARLY FOR CONN.Y. 
STAY ON FOR 

DESIGNERS' SATURDAY 
For travel and hotel accommodations 

call (212) 661-1606 or write 
Hilda Schiff res, Apex Travel, 

230 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 

CONN.Y. IS SPONSORED BY THE 
NEW YORK FLOOR COVERING 

TENANTS' COMMITTEE 
THE CARPET CENTER • NEW YORK 
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D 

Manual doors 
in your plant or 

warehouse are inefficient 
. . . they can waste up to thirty cents and 

more in manpower, heating or air conditioning 
every time a door is used. By installing Air-Lee Auto-

matic Door Operators you can save thousands of 
dollars per year, per door. Write Today for 

, our free brochure "The Quick Door Story': 

INDUSTRIES, INC 3300 Commercial Ave. 
ad ison . Wis. 537 14 608/ 244·4754 Cab le Al R LEC 
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defies graf f itiacs ! ..,_ __ 

AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels can't be 
scratched, marred or written upon*. These amazing 
panels are bot h graffiti-and vandal-resistant. And 
they're attractive. Panels stay bright and new look
ing year after year without painting or any other ex
pensive maintenance. AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel 
panels come in 60 standard decorator colors. Ideally 
suited for offices, schools, hospitals, restaurants and 
other commercial bu ildings. Write or phone today for 
complete information. 

Atlianc~ X 1<.11® 
CORPORATION (Vi: 

Gaskill Drive, Alliance, Ohio 44601 (216) 823- · 

*Except specially finished chalkboard and Wh y teBoard. 
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TOMORROW'S 
ROOF TODAY 

The Monolithic VIP Liquid Applied Roofing System 
It's so good, people are talking about it. 

Read what Steve Raymond had to say. 

"The advantages? Why, this roof is every bit as 
long lasting as conventional roofing. It costs 
less. It's easy to repair. It's white and reflective 
and can be used in conjunction with spray 
applied urethane, which saves up to 40 3 on 
heating and cooling. That's why I used it on the 
additions to my motel, by Sheffield Steel 
Modular Home Division." 

Steve Raymond 
President of Giffen Industries (1945-1960) 
(One of the Nation's Largest Roofing Companies) 

For a straightforward evaluation of your waterproofing 
requirements call Ivan Morales, Jr., 305/592-6045, 
or Mike Cox, 415/653-9633. 

• 
VIP 

WATERPROOFING 
SYSTEM 

VIP Products 
7245 N.W. 43rd St . • Miami, Fla. 33166 
Phone (305) 592-6045 

VIP West, Inc. 
1287 - 66th St. ; Emeryville, Ca. 94608 
Phone (415) 653-9633 

See Sweet·s Catalog 7 .9/Vi or contact Warth Paint Company for your 
individual copy. For product availability, call Sweet's BUYLINE 
800-255-6880. In Kansas call 913-262-5761 collect. 
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pervasive assimilation of International Style principles into 
residential design. However, given the scope of the proj
ect, the text is informative and constructs useful bridges 
between the photographs. Understandably, it elaborates 
the more coherent past, growing increasingly proforma as 
it approaches the present. 

Preservation is a persistent theme. It hardly needs em
phasis when the very course of architecture as presented 
testifies that there is no recapitulating the past. Once de
stroyed, it can be restored only at vast expense. 

The revealed progression from the human-scaled order
liness of the pre-Modern, low technology buildings to the 
mega-scaled, expressive order of contemporary high
technology structures prompts speculat ion about where it 
is all leading. Significantly, the qualities of even the most 
impressive pre-Modern buildings are adequately con
veyed at close photographic range. By contrast, photos of 
many of the post-World War II monuments show only 
abstract fragments that reduce the subject to some read
able format but do not present its overall effect. At least 
this is the way Kidder Smith has managed it. His general 
concern with scale is a great help to the viewer. By provid
ing , in nearly all ground-level photos, at least a glimpse of 
a human form, he gives valuab le clues to size and space. 

By the author's admission, the selection of the buildings 
was a personal one, reinforced by research, and finally de
termined by on-site inspection. Some 3000 buildings 
processed in 130,000 miles is an impressive record, even 
for such an indefatigable tourist as Kidder Smith. It may 
not be everyone's list; those with extensive knowledge of 
certain regions may miss some favorites. But once again , 
the scope of the project excuses a few omissions. Fur
thermore, the personal bias of a knowledgeable observer 
contributes to the work's value as a document of its time. 

However, it is disturbing to find some of the selections 
given such shorthand visual treatment that it severely cur
tails the viewer's understanding of the subject. If, as the 
caption states on p. 342, the Owens-Thomas House in 
Savannah, Ga, is considered by many to be the finest Re
gency house in America, why does the photo show only a 
part of a ground floor wal l with an enticing, wrought-iron 
balcony? Similarly, Lavi us Fillmore 's Congregational 
Church in Middlebury, "considered by many to be 
Fillmore's masterpiece and the finest church in Vermont, " 
is puzzlingly abbreviated to two doorways. Admitting that 
the presentation of large-scale, contemporary buildings is 
problematic, the viewer may still feel at times that Kidder 
Smith expects him to be able to cross-reference every 
other well-known photo of a given subject. Although this is 
great fun for the well-informed, it is somewhat irresponsi
ble in a publication broadly aimed at raising the general 
public 's leve l of knowledge. For the uninitiated, the photo 
on p. 247 of Mies's Seagram Building seems designed to 
veil it in mystery; whi le , for the cognoscenti, the water 
tower of Saarinen 's G.M. Technical Center can never rep
resent the complex of buildings in their splendidly com
posed setting. 

Finally, fo r anyone whose delight in architecture is 
[continued on page 150] 



Design 
with Trailblazer 
lighting from 
Hologhane. 
Because people 
depend on you to 
show them the way. 
Walkways can be more than just 
paths from parking lots to lobbies. 

Proper lighting transforms them 
into lucid architectural statements. 
Statements that flatter your clients. 

That, in part, is just what energy
efficient Trailblazer™ luminaires 
from Holophane®are designed to 
help you do. Of course, 
appearance is not everything. So 
Trailblazer luminaires are 
ruggedly constructed with the 
same attention to detail and 
quality that has made Holophane 
a leader in outdoor lighting. 

Learn more about the Holophane 
line of architectural lighting 
products and the many new 
geometric forms available. Ask 
your local sales representative to 
show you how you can help your 
clients compliment themselves. 

Or contact Jim Dresden, 
Johns-Manville Sales Corp., 
Holophane Division, P.O. Box 
5108-PA9, Denver, CO 80217. 
Phone 303/979-1000. 

!J~ 
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HERE'S THE 
QUICKEST WAY TO FIND 

THE GRINNELL 
FIRE PROTECTION 

SYSTEM THAT'S RIGHT 
FOR YOU. 

The Grinnell Condensed Catalog gives you pertinent, 
at-a-glance information on the complete line of 

Grinnell fire protection products. 
To order your free copy, simply clip and mail the coupon below. 

-~- GRINNELL 
GRINNELL FIRE PROTE CTION SYSTEMS COMPANY INC 

Prolecting Life and Property Since 1850 r-----------------------, I Please send me a free copy of the Grinnell Condensed I 
Catalog. 

I Mail to: Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc . I 
I 1 0 Dorrance Street I 

Providence, Rhode Island 02903 
I I 
I NAME I 
I FIRM NAME I 
I FIRM ADDRESS I 
I cm I 
I I 
I STATE IP I 

L-----------------------~ 
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PERFORATED METAL 
ROUND+ SQUARE+ SLOTTED+ DECORATIVE 

SCREEN PLATES+ CARBON STEEL 
STAINLESS+ ALUMINUM+ BRASS. ETC. 

STOCK SIZE SHEETS OR SHEARED TO YOUR SIZES 

SAME DAY SHIPMENT FROM THE 
LARGEST STOCK IN THE "HOLE" COUNTRY! 

GET THE "HOLE" STORY ON 
PERFORATED METAL+ EXPANDED METAL 

WIRE CLOTH+ BAR GRATING 
GRIP STRUT SAFETY GRATING 

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG ANO STOCK LIST 
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All the advantages of resilient, 
long-wearing rubber ... 

plus ... 
ASTM-E84 Flame Spread Rating 

of 25 or less! 

TARGET 

"" Property - The A.CA Rubber Co., 
An Ohio Corporation of Akron , Ohio 
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Stair Treads 
36" - 42" - 48" 

54" - 60" - 72" 

Colorful, modern Target Tile and Target Stair 
Treads enhance the appearance of any interior 
and offer outstanding flame-retardant features. 
Excellent for use in heavy traffic areas. 
Target Tile comes in 24" x 24" size for fast, easy 
installation. Matching Target Stair Treads are 
available in standard lengths up to 72" . 

• Distinctive design • Six attractive solid colors 
• Ideal for use in lobbies, entrances, elevators, 
corridors and all egress areas 

Call or write for more information 

THE R.C.A. RUBBER COMPANY 
An Ohio Corporation of Akron , Ohio 

1833 E. Market St., Akron, Ohio 44305 
Phone: (216) 784-1291 
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deep ly bound up with a sensuous pleasure in the texture 
of materials and the play of light on form , these volumes 
will hold unending delight. A reverential concern for com
municating these qualities greets the eye on every page, 
not only in dramatic contrasts li ke the juxtaposition of the 
jagged, rocky , 1919 Gi llette Castle with the silky-smooth , 
1962 Comsat Earth Station (pp. 98-99), but also within 
photos like those of the 1637 Hoxie House (pp. 22-23) 
where the textures of shing les and foliage magically inter
act. In the best trad ition of pictorial histories , these vol
umes are a true armchair invitation a voyager. 
[Sally Woodbridge] 

Boat as house 
Houseboat, by Ben Dennis /Betsy Case. Seattle, 
Smugglers Cove Publishing, illus., 126 pp , $9.95 paper, 
$14.95 hardbound. 
Reviewed by James Murphy, PIA Managing Editor. 

There are only a few ways to describe this litt le book, but it 
would be hard to avoid modifiers such as "very nice," or 
even "beautiful. " Beginning with 30 pages of fascinating 
history about the origins of houseboating in North Amer
ica, the book prepares the reader in a factua l way for a 
thorough ly del ightful 96 pages of color photos. The sec
tion on history is illustrated with old shots which help to 
document the sometimes fo lksy events of the old West . 
The text throughout the rest of the book is just enough to 
convey the lifestyle of houseboaters without becoming 
tedious, or fo r that matter, trite. It is clear that the authors 
fully enjoyed themselves wh ile putting their facts together. 
The warmth of the visits to so many boating fami lies comes 
through in the text, and the photographs are breathtaking 
in subject matter and composition. 

This fine effort will find its way to many coffee tab les, in
deed where this reviewer saw the first copy, and it should. 
It is a book about life on the water, about how the fam ilies 
and people who have houseboats feel about their way of 
life. It is, in short, a " lifestyle" book, and is thoroughly en
joyable and lovely. We can high ly recommend readers 
buy this one, it is a bargain at the price, and one which wi ll 
delight all but the coldest of hearts. 



Architect; Albert R. Seyranian, A.IA., Architect & Associates. 

ShnP-Son Redwood Pl~ood turns a 
blueprint into a landinark. · 

Unique and beautiful buildings 
start out differently from other 
buildings. 

Not only in design. But in the 
materials you choose to make them 
a reality. 

Simpson Ruf-Sawn Redwood 
Plywood provides that kind of 
inspiration. For all kinds of jobs, in 
all kinds of situations. 

Part of it is because of 
redwood's special mystique. 
Whether you're designing for 
homebuyers or commercial clients, 
people respond to redwood as . . . -

There's just no other wood 
with the same combination of 
warmth, distinction and natural 
insulating abilities. Or its remark
able ability to resist weathering. 

And consider all the structural 
advantages. Redwood plywood 
gives you both the strength and the 
convenience of plywood. It's easy 
to handle. It's lightweight, with no 
need for additional sheathing. And 
compared to solid redwood, it's 
extremely economical. 

Beautiful buildings start at the 
blueprint. Specify Ruf-Sawn 

For more information about 
Ruf-Sawn Redwood Plywood and 
other fine exterior sidings, write 
Simpson Timber Company, 900 
Fourth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98164. 

Custom Redwood Plywood 
c: .................. 



Back in 1962, we introduced a revolutionary new 
design ... the world's first urethane insulated 
Walk-In. We knew we had achieved quality 
unmatched in the industry. We were so sure of it 
that we backed our Prefabs with the industry's 
first 5-year guarantee. During the sixteen years 
since then, more than 75,000 Bally Walk-In 
Coolers/Freezers and Refrigerated Buildings have 
been installed around the world. These Prefabs 
have proved themselves under the most 
demanding conditions. They have met the most 

Let us tell you the whole story. 
Use this coupon. Or, for fast action, call Leon 
Prince, V.P./Sales, at (215) 845-2311. 
You'll get the answers-fast. We guarantee it. 

Bally Case & Cooler, Inc. 
Bally, Pennsylvania 19503 

© 1978 

exacting requirements. That's why we now offer 
a FULL 10-YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 
against defects of any kind. And that's a guarantee 
no other Prefab manufacturer has ever dared 
to offer. 
Bally Walk-Ins are easy to assemble, indoors or outdoors, from 
standard modular panels ... simple to enlarge or relocate. 
Four-inch urethane foamed-in-place insulation has a UL 25 
flame spread rating and Factory Mutual Class 1 rating. Bally 
Prefabs meet refrigeration requirements as low as -40°F. 
And they are equipment (not real estate), subject to investment 
tax credit and fast depreciation. (Ask your accountant.) 

~---------------------~ 
I Your unprecedented 10-Year Guarantee sure sounds good I 
I to me. Tell me all about it. o send I 
I Name Phone ~~e,;atu re I 
I urethane I 
.I Compa ny sample. I 

O Have 
I Address salesman I 
I call. I 
I City State Zip Dett~o I ,_ _____________________ _. 



Ti;OT Ti;OT 
~Tl-li;IRO. OURO. 

And "theirs" can be any drafting 
paper you choose. 

Drawa line, erase and redraw it. 
Then,lookforghosts.Onanypaper, 
other than Clearprint, they're al
most sure to be there. 

That would be the perfect mo
mentto fi 11 out our coupon and send 
for your free catalog. Then, try the 
same test on our paper. You won't 
get any ghosting. Forty years and 
more from now you won't see any 
cracking or yellowing either. 

Send for your catalog today. Of 
course, there's no obi igation -
except to yourself and your 
company. 

We perfected paper in 1QJJ 

·Free Cataloq· 
Please send us your catalog of samples and 
suggested price lists. \Ne use drafting paper 

for: ----------

Name 

Title 

Firm Name 

Address 

City 

State 

c ® 

T 

CLEARPRINT PAPER CO., 1482-67th STREET 
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA 94608 

PASCO 
L ___________________ J 

Erase and redraw the same 

1 Lay down a line on your draft- 2 line in the same place severa l 3 If you see a ghost, the paper 
1 1ng paper. 1 times. 1 isn'tClearprint. 



We punch 
holeslin 
oursws•em 
•oma-iceli• 
leakproof. 
The HICKMAN GRAVEL STOP is so "leakproof" 
that there's never been a reported failure in 18 
years. Special, conically-shaped, neoprene
washered fasteners fill each hole and form 
tight gaskets with the roofing felts ... 
and compress Hickman's continuous 
clamp for permanent water protection. 
See our catalog (7.3 Hi) in Sweet's. 

Hickman's FREE "Roof-Line" 
... 1-800-438-3897 

Circle No. 348, on Reader Service Card 

Available 
in Canada 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
: NO MORE VANDAL DAMAGE I 
: WITH .. KICK-PROOF" FLUSH PANEL 
: WALL AND CEILING TREATMENTS 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Available 
in acoustical 
perforated or 
unperforated 

Refer to 
SWEET'S 
ARCHITECTURAL 
CATALOG 
Section 9.1 

Reinforced aluminum pans 
for walls and ceilings . 
Especially useful for prisons 
and mental institutions, 
(minimum security areas) 
gyms, low wall treatments . 

• 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • SALES OFFICE: 663 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 • PHONE (212) 349-1890 e 

• DIRECT PHONE TO FACTORY: !201) 864-6630 e 
• • e e Sales "Reps" needed-Write to Simplex tor information e e e • 

Circle No. 385, on Reader Service Card 
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Signage: 
Forethought or 
Afterthought? 

Laboratory 

Specify Letterlign® for consistent, integral signage at low co! 
One of the difficulties an architect faces in the design of a facility is the lack 

client recognition given to signage. You know that unified signage improves !raff 
and enhances the functional use of a facility. Coordinated signage is more aestheti 
too. But, how do you convince clients of the cost-efficiency, practicality ar 
aesthetic advantages of a signage system? Easy . . specify Letterlign. 

Letterlign is quick. Point out to clients that Letterlign may be updated by i 
house personnel. As soon as a sign is needed ... one is made. It preserves ti 
aesthetic integrity of the facility by avoiding "slapped-up" signs. 

The Letterlign typeface is Helvetica medium, recognized as a universa 
pleasing and legible typeface, and Letterlign is guaranteed five years for be 
interior and exterior applications. Unlike Chartpak or Letraset, it won't crack 
chip off, because Letterlign is .007 thick 
die-cut vinyl. Designed for architectural 
applications, Letterlign doesn't peel or 
fracture in use, and may be applied to 
panels, or to existing surtaces ... even 
curved surtaces. Like your imagination 

. the uses of Letterlign are limitless. 
For complete control of signage . 

to reduce signage costs . .. to enhance 
the interior and exterior of your designs 
. .. Specify Letterlign. 

Philadelphia 
Enameling Works, Inc. 

N.E. Cor. 13th and Race Streel 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
(215) 567-3510 

Send for our new catalogue on your letterhead. 

Circle No. 373, on Reader Servicr 

"Arcades." Dag Hammarskjold Plaza , 2nd Avenue at 47th Street, I\ 

Circle No. 431 , on Reader Servic 





Mason contractors build 
business on craftsmanship. 

The heart of a masonry construction firm is a group of able, experienced 
craftsmen-like the men of Knuth Masonry, Inc., Milwaukee. Allen Knuth, 
president, (front left) and his general superintendent, Clarence Burkart (left 
rear) were apprentice bricklayers together. Men like Robert Neumer, Roger 
Spahn and Rudy Rudzinski (center to right) have worked with him nearly as 
long. 

To this intimate knowledge of masonry Knuth adds managerial skills. Most 
mason contractors were bricklayers first, mastering their craft before acquir
ing their business skills. 

They work with the best materials ever devised for building: Brick, block, 
stone, tile, plaster, terrazzo. Their buildings are beautiful, permanent, low 
on maintenance, energy-efficient, and economical. 

If you want all these advantages in your next project, all you have to do is 
make sure it's a masonry building. 
Craftsmen: The Heart and Hands of Masonry 
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[Ii»!]~:;~~ 
Mason Contractors of the U.S. and Ca 

823 15th Street, N.W., Suite 10( 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

(202) 783-3908 

i 
Architect : Py -Vavra Architects·Engineers, Inc. 
Project: 9800 Building 

Mil waukee. Wi sconsin 

Circle No. 349, on Reader Service Ca 





Progressive Architecture 

Products 
and 
literature 

Interior design 

The items below specifically relate to the 
interior design articles beginning on 
page 69 in this issue. They are grouped here 
for the reader's convenience. 

Products 
Trifoglio dining/conference tables, either 
round or rectangular , have a base of th ree 
polished chromium intersecting circ les from 
which extend three columns . Tops are available 
in a variety of marbles, slate , travertine , gran ite , 
and smoked glass. The round table is 29 in. 
high and comes in four diameters 36. 42, 48 or 
54 in . The rectangular version is 84" x 42" on a 
double pedestal, with a top of Carpathian elm 
burl. Stendig , Inc. 
Circle 129 on reader service card 

Wool prints, designed by Milo Baughman for 
Wool Prints International, are all 100 percent 
natural wool. There are two large- and two 
small-scale designs in the group, with prints in 
char/brown , charcoal, and camel. Connecting 
arches, one of the patterns, is shown on a chair 
also designed by Milo Baughman for Thayer 
Coggin. The co llection is being used on the 
company's new pieces. Thayer Coggin , Inc. 
Circle 130 on reader service card 

Office chairs added to the 450 Series are a 
high-back, swivel-tilt chair and a five
adjustment secreta ry's chair. Improved leg de
sign featured on the new designs, with optional 
dual whee l casters, wil l be used on the entire 
line. A wide choice of fab rics is offered . GF 
Business Equipment , Inc. 
Circle 131 on reader service card 

Workstations of the 9000+ Series have pass
through or hang-on options. Added to the line 
are 145 new assemblies to increase des ign 
flexibil ity . The panels have dual-circuit power 
distribution , with 20 amps for lighting and 20 
amps for office machines. Both sound-barrier 
and sound-deadening materials are used, and 
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Trifoglio dining/conference tables. 

Office chairs . Workstations. 

Sound dividers . 

panels have a flexible hinge that serves as sight 
and sound seal. Heights range from 42 in. to 75 
in . Steelcase. 
Circle 132 on reader service card 

Sound dividers define work areas and provide 
uniform appearance in an open office plan . The 
pane ls are three in. th ick, consisting of an 
aluminum frame , a rig id metal septum, and a 
1-in. layer of Fiberglas insulation on each side of 
the septum for speech privacy . The design in
corporates a cavity for electrical and telephone 
wires . Leveling glides are provided at end 
panels and intersections. Panels are available in 
5-ft or 6-ft heights. The acoustical system in the 
Flint Ink Co. office shown includes cei ling tiles. 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. 
Circle 133 on reader service card 

Wool prints. 

Lytetubes. 

Lytetubes are the first fluorescent lamps with 
strik ing design. They come in 62-in. and 110-in. 
overall lengths, and 3V4 -in . diameter. Finishes 
are polished aluminum, brass, and bronze; col
ors are bright white , red, yellow, blue , and 
brown. Mountings include pendant, track, and 
stem. Lightolier. 
Circle 134 on reader service card 

Sculptures In Wood. Office furniture, designed 
by Warren Platner, is made from wood, leather, 
and gran ite . Included in the group are work and 
conference tables, desks, c redenzas, sec retar
ial work stations, telephone console, and occa
siona l tables . All have beveled edges and 
radiused surfaces. Lehigh-Leopold Furniture. 
Circle 135 on reader service card 
[continued on page 160] 



Poured-in-place polyurethane 
thermal break provides a full %" 
separation be1ween the interior and 
exterior surfaces of the frame 
members. 

Blind maintenance is virtually elimi
nated with the fully enclosed narrow 
slat venetian blind. Blinds are avail 
able in any color. and can be raised. 
lowered or turned without opening 
the window by using the control knob. 

Independent life-cycling 
costing studies show that the 

cost of the T-2001 used in commer -
cial buildings place investment 

recovery periods at four to five years. On a 
20-to-40 year projection the T-2001 will save 

millions of dollars by reducing energy costs and maintenance. 

The T-2001 is the only side-hinged. in-swinging aluminum casement window with a poured
in-place polyurethane thermal break which provides a full%" separation between the 

interior and exterior surfaces of the frame members. 

The corners are heli-arc welded and the windows are wedge-glazed to provide a high 
compression seal between the glass and aluminum. Disco's T-2001 has a U-value of 0.46. 

(Air -to-air coeff cient of heat transfer in B. TU.'s per -hour -per -square-foot -per -degree 
fahrenheit.) It has a shading coefficient factor of 0.20 which represents an 83% reftection of 
solar heat. Sound transmission is reduced to a STC rating of 41. We can provide certified test 

results from qn independent laboratory on these performance factors. 

For more information write Disco or send us your specifications for a no-cost independent 
life-cycling costing study on your next project. It will prove our T-2001 is the best commercial 

thermal window ori the market. 

DISCO Aluminum 
Products Compan~lnc. 
P.O. Box 1019 : Selma. Alabama 36701 ·Phone: 205/875-9283 



Products continued from page 158 

Cab chair, especial ly suitable as a dining chair, 
was designed by Mario Bellini. It consists of a 
tubular steel frame with a one-piece "belt 
leather" zip-on cover. The chair is said to pro
vide excellent lower back support. The covering 
comes in black, red, and natural Russian leather. 
Atelier International, Ud. 
Circle 136 on reader service card 

The ZAPF Plus office system includes new 
panel sizes, provisions for word-processing 
equipment, c loset and drawer fittings, wire or
ganizers, and dolly and jack equipment for 
changing positions of individual stations or files. 
Three new veneers avai lable are mahogany, in 
a medium brown; Aniegre, a light-to-medium 

. bisque color hardwood ; arid Techgrain, a 
patented process veneer. Knoll International. 
Circle 137 on reader service card 

The ZAPF Plus office system. 

Irish Tweedcloth. 
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Irish Tweed cloth of 100 percent wool is made 
in Ireland of local wools in designs by Ward 
Bennett. The fabric is said to be strong enough 
to make backing unnecessary. Designs, avail
able in 18 yarn-dyed colors, are reversible, al
lowing a variety of color coordinations. Brickel 
Assoc iates Inc. 
Circle 138 on reader service card 

The Georgian Collection. Furniture in the 
18th-Century Georgian style is offered in a 
complete office line of desks, wall units , and 
seating. Options are available to suit work pat
terns and office arrangements . Kittinger Co. 
Circle 139 on reader service card 

Conference/dining table groups, in round and 
rectangular col lections, have tops in a variety of 
materials. The round group have Y4-in. so li d 
wood edges, with tops in diameters from 36 in . 
to 66 in ., set on 28V2-in. high stee l columns . 
Bases are x-shaped sta inless stee l. Tops can 

The Georgian Collection . 

Conference/dining table groups. 

Tr iton II office modules. 

Commercial carpet collection. 

be walnut, oak, plastic, teak, rosewood, or 
polished glass. Rectangul ar shapes have 6-in. 
radius corners, with a 13/<i-in. so lid wood 
bullnose. They have either four or six round 
stainless steel legs, depending on top size. 
Tops are walnut, oak, teak, rosewood, or elm 
burl. Both are offered in cus tom woods. Helikon 
Furniture Co., Inc. 
Circle 140 on reader service card 

Triton II is a group of wood open office modules 
for executive offices. In addition to desks there 
are storage units and panels that serve as office 
walls, and work su rfaces. Major components 
are already assembled, but modules can be 
added to provide the work and storage area re
quired. The system is complete with prewired 
ambient and task lighting . Woods and veneers 
are oak or walnut, with oil finish. IKD Corp. 
Circle 141 on reader service card 

Commercial carpet, Series 88, comes in three 
prints tota ling 13 colors which can be coordi
nated with 18 solid colors in the Election group. 
The carpet is 29.5-oz tigh t, dense, cut pile con
struction of anti-static nylon fiber. A four-step 
process of heat-setting, plying, and tufting of 
the yarns eliminates pilling and fuzzing, accord
ing to the manufacturer. Designs are "Met
ropole " (shown), a geometric ; "Checkmark," a 
tailored check pattern ; and "Braemar," a plaid. 
All are avai lable in 12-ft width with jute second
ary backing . Armstrong Cork Co. 
Circle 200 on reader service card 

Reception seating system, an expansion of 
the company's Bentwood Series, is based on 
the 4010 chair. Wood fin ish is oak or walnut, and 
chairs may be cove red in company's fabric or to 
customer's order. Mueller Furniture Corp . 
Circle 201 on reader service card 

Paradigm Series office seating comprises six 
chairs: armless ; with metal open arms; with up
holstered arms, either open or closed; and 
high-backed with upholstered arms, either open 
or closed. Recessed arms avoid contact with 
work su rface edges, and swivel bases have 
blunt edges to avoid damaging shoes or back 
cabinets. Upholstery fabrics include vinyl, glove 
leather, and lightly textured fabrics . Stow/Davis. 
Circle 202 on reader service card 

Operable Walls in the 2500 Series, available in 
cont inuous hinged units, come in a variety of 
surfaces inc luding decorative textured or 
woodgrain materials. Exposed aluminum sur
faces have a dark bronze finish. Panels may be 
stored outside of the function room, inside the 
room, or along the wall. Continuous contact 
seals on the panels provide light and sound bar
rier. Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Co. 
Circle 203 on reader service card 

Drafting stool has contoured seat and back to 
avoid fatigue. Seat height is adjustable with 
gas-operated lift. Simple contro ls adjust back 
up or down, forward or back . Poli shed cast 
aluminum base has five-leg pedestal with either 
casters or nylon glides. Choice of fabrics is of
fered, or it can be covered in customer's own 
material. Loewenstein. 
Circle 204 on reader service card 
[cont inued on page 164] 



Series 3500 is one of the many 
Alma lines designed for effi, 
ciency and comfort. Alma 
offers the designer a range of 
styling from the traditional to 
the contemporary. For details 
write: Alma Desk Company, 
P. 0 . Box 2250, High Point, 
North Carolina 2 7 261. 

~a;::~A~~ lllDI 
showroom. 

ALMA DESK COMPANY 

~hrmrrtv"\m~· 7~(1 P-:irlr AuPn11P NPm Ymk· 114() MPrrh:mclisP. M::irt Pbz::i. Chic.um: Southern Furniture Mart Center. Hi12h Point. 



/' d like to get Vernitron in my system. Tell 
me more about your sterilizers, washers, 
dryers and T.E.S.S. systems. PR97B 

Name ____ Title ____ _ 

Institution ________ _ 
Address _________ _ 

City 

State Zip 

VERNITRON MEDICAL PRODUCTS 
5 Empire Boulevard Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072 





HAUGHTON 
HASIT! 
Write on your 
letterhead for free 
brochure: 
671 Spencer Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43609 

e More than a promise, 
for more than a century! 

HAUGHTON 
ELEVATOR 
D I VISION DF .. ELIANCE ELECT .. I C r-

HA-1286-2 

Circle No. 343, on Reader Service Card 
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Products continued from page 160 

Wallcoverings and companion fabrics. The 
"Gloria " col lection of designs by Gloria Vander
bilt comprises 21 wal lcoverings in 86 colorways 
and nine coordinated fabrics in 28 co lorways. 
The wallcoverings are gravure-printed on 
fabric-backed, scrubbable viny l and Du Pont 
Mylar® grounds . Fabrics are easy-care cottons 
and cotton /polyester blends . James Seeman 
Studios, Inc., Div. of Masonite Corp. 
Circle 205 on reader service card 

Chairs in a contemporary style feature stain
less steel frames . The C-1200 series includes a 
straight-leg, open-arm occasional chair; a 
straight-leg, upholstered, closed-arm occa-

sional chair; and a closed-arm desk chair on a Wallcoverings and companion fabrics. 
swivel base . Covers in textures, stripes, and sol
ids in wool, synthetics, and vinyls offer decorat
ing flexibility . St. Timothy Chair Co. 
Circle 206 on reader service card 

Dormitory furniture. Solid wood Roommate 
dormitory furniture features a solid planked ash 
desk, wardrobe, chest, and single or bunkable 
bed . The pieces , avai lable ind ividual ly or as a 
set, are designed to withstand demanding dor
mitory use . Adden Furniture , Inc . 

Circle 207 on reader service card 

The TriAmbient Lighting System consists of 
panel-mounted HID (high intensity discharge), 
panel-mounted fluorescent, and freestanding 
HID fixtures. The three-part system, according 
to the company , provides efficient, effective 
light levels in the open plan layout, regard less of 
work station layout and component positions. Chairs in a contemporary style. 

The lights are design- and color-coordinated ..... 11!1!!111!!!!!1!!1111!!!1! 

with the company 's UniGroup Office Interiors. 
Haworth , Inc. 
Circle 208 on reader service card 

Wood lounge seating, Series 5200 , comes in 
one-, two-, and three-seat models in a variety of 
fabr ic and v inyl upholsteries. Occasional and 
side tables are included in the line. lnterRoyal. 
Circle 209 on reader service card 

Elevator doors and cab interiors are available 
in bonded bronze, bonded copper, bonded 
aluminum, and bonded nickel silver. The low- Dormitory furniture. 

relief designs come in castings or panels. =--.,....,--~~-------

Standard bronze castings, approximately Vs in. 
thick , weigh approximately 1.2 pounds per sq ft. 
Castings also are available w ith flattened back 
for application with contact adhesive to metal 
doors . Panels are castings laminated to 
plywood backing for use in elevator interiors. 
Forms & Surfaces. 
Circle 210 on reader service card 

The Ultimate System, a modular office system, 
has wall sections in 30- , 55-, 80-, and 92V2-in. 
heights for privacy. Complementing the wal ls 
are desks and work stat ions .- Components are 
standardized , integrated, and interchange
able-even movable when an office is moved to 
a new location. Systems can be enlarged by 

' adding units. Lighting and accommodation fo r 
power and telephone cables are provided. Dis
covery Concepts , Inc. 
Circle 211 on reader service card 

The TriAmbient Lighting System. 

Wood lounge seat ing . 



Private Office System (POS). Window treatment with Bali blinds. 

Private Office System (POS). Elements of POS Window treatment with Bali blinds. "Tricks of 
are the executive desk, credenzas, and mod
ules for filing, storage, and work surfaces . Built
in 20-amp wiring provides power to the system, 
which also includes task and display lighting. 
Optional back panels can be ordered with a 
choice of fabrics. All units are avai lable in Amer
ican walnut and oak veneers. Davis Furn iture 
Industries, Inc. 
Circle 212 on reader service card 

Literature 
Nylon carpet fibers. Two brochures explain 
characteristics and advantages of nylon carpet 
fibers. The 8-page Zeflon 500 Solution Dyed 
Nylon publication discusses color fastness and 
color matching , soil hiding ability, anti -shock 
properties, and durability . The 4-page Zeflon 
Subdued Lu ster Nylon folder compares ap
pearance to wool carpets, and covers color ver
satility, soil-h iding quality ; shock control, and 
long life. Dow Badische Co. 
Circle 213 on reader service card 

Antron® Ill nylon carpets. Specification guide 
provides information on carpet construction , 
color selection, cleanabili ty, and performance 
features of Antron Il l nylon fibers. Lists business 
and commercial facilities where carpets of this 
fiber have been installed . Du Pont Carpet 
Fibers. 
Circle 214 on reader service card 

Library/Media Center Equipment. Fu ll-co lor. 
eight-page catalog features tables, carrels. 
book trucks. and charge counters, in a range of 
types and sizes, with laminated plastic fini shes 
in colors and woodgrains. There also are card 
catalog units , technical pieces, table bases, 
and shelving . Norco Mfg. Corp. 
Circle 215 on reader service card 

A new look at Herculon. Full-color, 20-page 
booklet discusses the use of Herculon olefin 
fibers in commercial and institutional floor cover
ings. Compares the fiber's properties with those 
of acrylic, nylon, wool, and polyester. Yarn sys
tems are described as to type and colors avail
able. Charts show some of the many colorations 
possible. Also covers carpet construction , test
ing , and care. Hercu les, Inc. 
Circle 216 on reader service card 

the Trade" brochure provides in formation on the 
cost efficiency, energy efficiency, and technical 
specifications of blinds. Diagrams illustrate 
components and method of operat ion . Case his
tor ies point out how blinds have been incorpo
rated into the total design of bui ldings . Sample 
specifications are written to provide information 
needed to speci fy without further research. 
Marathon Carey-McFall Co. 
Circle 217 on reader service card 

High intensity discharge lamps, properly de
signed, produce efficient , effective, glareless 
lighting. This 12-page pamphlet discusses as
pects of energy effectiveness, HID vs incan
descent, and HI D vs fluorescent, and compares 
annual operat ing costs of typical installations. 
Lightolier. 
Circle 218 on reader service card 

Axminster carpets. Ful l-color brochures de
sc ribe and illustrate Axminster woven patterns 
for contract carpet. Crestwood 11 shows 21 pat
terns, and Premier IX shows 18. Alexander 
Smith Carpet. 
Circle 219 on reader service card 

Fluorescent lighting. Four-page catalog de
sc ribes a hardwood-framed fluore scent lighting 
fixture. Includes specification features, illus
trations with and without optional grid, catalog 
listings, and installation details. Guth Lighting. 
Circle 220 on reader service card 

Acrylic furniture. A col lection of hand-crafted 
acry lic furniture is illustrated in this 16-page 
cata log. Included are tables, pedestals, mirrors, 
wall systems , benches. and chairs . For a copy 
of the cata log, send request on letterhead to 
Paul Associates, 155 E. 55 St., New York, NY 
10022. 

Panel systems. Movable, acoustical panel sys
tems for open office space are discussed in 
16-page brochure. Panels are covered with fab
ric , vinyl, or carpet, including a series of multi
co lored custom designs in pi le carpet. Frames 
are oil -f inished hardwood, anodized aluminum, 
or baked-on acrylic . Full- and partial-vision 
panels are avai lable with clear or smoked glass. 
Panel Concepts, Inc. 
Circle 221 on reader service card 
[continued on page 166] 
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WANT AN 
ELEVATOR 
SYSTEM THAT 
LOWERS 
YOUR 
BUILDING'S 
OPERATING 
COSTS? 

HAUGHIDN 
HASIT! 
Write on your 
letterhead for free 
brochure: 
671 Spencer Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43609 

More than a promise, 
for more than a century! 

HAUGHTON 
ELEVATOR 
DIVISION DF RELIANCE ELECTRIC " 
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Products continued from page 165 

Roofing systems 
The items below specifically relate to the 
technics article on roofing materials 
beginning on page 122 of this issue. They 
are grouped here for the reader's convenience. 

Products 
Contour Taper Tile® System. This system, 
which uses tiles made from expanded poly
styrene , is said to provide roof drainage and in
sulation in one product. According to the man
ufacturer, addition of a V2-in . fiber roof insulation 
board or a 3/4-in. layer of perlite roof insu lation 
provides an excellent base for built-up roofing 
or reroofing applications _ Contour Packaging. 

Circle 222 on reader service card 

Sure-Seal roofing systems. EPDM elastomer 
sheet membrane has ozone resistance, and 
remains elastic through a wide temperature 
range. It is impermeable, and resistant to ul
traviolet and weathering, making it suitable for 
exposed areas. Neoprene membrane is im
permeable, self-extinguishing, and ozone re
sistant. Liquiseal is a self-cur ing li quid that 
forms a continuous, seamless rubber mem
brane for appl ication between concrete slabs. It 
bonds to the slab, preventing latera l transfer of 
water. Carlisle Tire & Rubber Co. 
Circle 223 on reader service card 

Polyurethane insulation for fire-rated roofs. 
Trymer·U-Thane® 210 board stock insu lation is 
said to qualify for Factory Mutual approval for 
Class I insulated steel roof deck construction. 
The manufacturer states that the rig id, 
modified-isocyanurate foam board retains its 
structural properties in service at a temperature 
range from -65F to 250F_ Recommended instal
lation on a steel deck includes perlite roof insu
lation board, Trymer U-Thane, and a min imum 
3-ply bui lt-up roof covering, topped with grave l. 
Up john , CPR Div. 
Circle 224 on reader service card 

Coreroof is a one-step metal roof system that 
combines structural deck, insu lation, and 
weather-tight, standing-seam roof into one unit. 
The aluminum-coated steel surface is estimated 
to reflect 85 percent of solar heat. The interior 
surface is embossed steel coated with white 
polyester paint to provide a bright, ref lective 
ceiling. Polyurethane insu lation is sandwiched 
between the steel layers. The system 's light 
weight (2V2 pounds per sq ft) permits reduction 
in the roof structure! support system_ Granco 
Div., National Steel Products Co . 
Circle 225 on reader service card 

A liquid roof membrane for waterproofing is 
designed to be sprayed on as one coat, or 
rolled on in two coats. It is intended for app lica
tion directly over the primary substrate, over cel
lular foam insulation, or over' some types of 
existing roofing systems. It is composed of 
Ter-Polymer sealant and a fire-retardant coat
ing_ VIP Products_ 

Circle 226 on reader service card 

AZTEC 
RADIANT HEATING FOR HOMES 

Send for new brochure on an 
alternative way to increas{ 
comfort and cut energy 
costs in architecturally 

designed homes. 

Total heat. Supplemental heat. Re 
model. Add on. Back up for sola1 
Why turn on a central system tc 
heat one room? 
Aztec low temperature electric rad 
ant heating panels can be surfao 
mounted on ceilings, recessed be 
tween 16" or 24" joists, or place< 
in suspended ceilings, can give yo1 
absolute zone control and substan 
tial energy savings. No air move 
ment. No moving parts. 10 yea 
warranty. UL. 

Pane ls above greenho use exte nsion 

For the new 8-page brochure OJ 

for the Aztec Engineering Repre
sentative nearest you, call OJ 

write to: 

Aztech International Ltd. 
3434 Girard N.E., Albuquerque, N.M. 87107 

505-345-5631 
TOLL FREE 800-545-8306 

Circ le No. 424, on Reader Service Cari 



DELTA 
DASH® GETS 

YOUR SMALL 
PACKAGE 

THEREIN A 
BIG HURRY. 
Delta handles more over-the
counter shipments of 50 lbs. 
or less than any other certif i -
cated airline. And DASH 
(Delta Airlines Special Hand
ling) serves 85 U.S . cities plus 
San Juan. Any package up to 
90 inches, width+ length+ 
height, and up to 50 pounds is 
acceptable. DASH packages 
accepted at airport ticket 
counters up to 30 minutes 
before flight time, up to 60 
minutes at cargo terminals. 

Rate between any two of 
Delta's domestic cities is $30 
($25 between Dallas/Ft.Worth 
and Los Angeles or San Diego 
or San Francisco). Shipping 
charges prepaid. Pick-up and 
delivery available at extra 
charge. Call 800-638-7333, toll 
free. (In Baltimore, call 
269-6393) . 

You can also ship via 
DASH between Delta cities in 
the U.S . and Montreal, Nassau, 
Freeport, Bermuda and Lon
don, England . For full details, 
call your local Delta cargo office. 

DELTA IS READY WHEN YOU ARE® 

A-DELTA 
Ttiea1rlme run by professionals 

Circle No. 329, on Reader Service Card 

Literature 

Designing a leak-proof roof deck system is a 
16-page booklet describing and illustrat ing 
methods of eliminating roofing failures . Charts 
show heat flow and vapor transmission. Detail 
drawings are provided for various types of in
stallation. Design notes cover basic information 
about designing for built-up roofing. Silbric0 
Corporation. 
Circle 227 on reader service card 

Fiberglas Built-Up Roofing Reference Man
ual. Olfers guidelines and recommendations for 
built-up roofing on commercial and industrial 
buildings. The fifteen sections of this 200-page, 
loose-leaf manual cover Fiberglas roof insula
tion; reroofing and recovering ; nailable and 
nonnailable decks; Fiberglas built-up roofing 
specifications; and other related subjects. 
Copies are available, at $8 each, from Z.D. 
Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 
Fiberglas Tower, Toledo , Oh 43659. 

Roof systems 1978. Manual contains 28 pages 
of roofing specifications and procedures for 
planning and constructing roofing systems. It 
covers coal tar bitumen built-up roofing, roofing 
applications, and built-up roof specifications for 
deck constructions of wood, concrete, gypsum, 
and metal decks. Diagrams show flashing de
tails. Koppers, Architectural and Construction 
Materials. 
Circle 228 on reader service card 

Texmastic Protective Coatings and Cement 
Roofing Specialties. Twelve-page brochure 
provides information about various protective 
coatings and cements used on roofs, metal, 
wood , and masonry surfaces of commercial and 
residential construction. Roofing specialties in
clude Plastiglas cement, and glass fiber fabric 
for both repair and new roof construction. J & P 
Petroleum Products , Inc. 
Circle 229 on reader service card 

Good roofs save energy. Manual offers infor
mation about roofs as they relate to energy sav
ing, inc luding roof insulahon, with a discussion 
of heat transfer. Shows examples of how to cal
culate heating and cooling costs. Tabular mate
rial includes: Efficiencies of heating systems; 
Heating value of fuels; Heating/coo ling weather 
data of major cities across the country; Con
ductance and resistance values of building 
materials; and worksheets for making calcula
tions. Copies can be ordered, at $4 each , from 
National Roofing Contractors Association, 1515 
N. Harlem Ave , Oak Park , II 60302. 

Inverted Roof Assembly Systems. Discusses 
the components of the inverted root assembly, 
and shows diagram of cross section. Outlines 
general requirements of good roofing practices 
for several types of nailable and nonnailable 
decks. Charts show U-values of various 
thicknesses of roofing insulation. Diagrams of 
flashing details are included in this 20-page 
brochure. The Celotex Corp. 
Circle 230 on reader service card 
[cont inued on page 173] 

HAUGHTON 
HASIT! 
Write on your 
letterhead for free 
brochure: 
671 Spencer Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43609 

e More than a promise, 
for more than a century! 

HAUGHTON 
ELEVATOR 
DIVISION DF RELIANCE ELECTRIC r 

HA-1286-1 
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Poolside shelter, Hotel Meridien, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
Architect:Samir H. Khairallah, London, U.K. 

168 Progressive Architecture 9:78 

LUMINOUS 
Interior lighting enables this tensioned mem
brane poolside shelter to become a dramatic 
visual accent at night as well as during the day. 
Its unique curvilinear shape echos the curves of 
the hotel pool in a way possible with no other 
type of structure. 
When your imagination calls up never-seen
before shapes, talk to the people at Helios Ten
sion Products, Inc. We're specialists in helping 
architects produce innovative membrane struc
tures. Our expertise includes design, engineering, 
fabrication and erection-a total comprehensive 
service unmatched in the U.S. 
For more information, or help with a specific 
project, call or write: Dept P9, Helios Tension 
Products, Inc., 1602 Tacoma Way, Redwood City, 
CA 94063. Tel. (415) 364-1770. Telex 345590 

HELIOS TENSION PRODUCTS, INC. 
Soft Shell Structures Division 
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Solar energy .. designing architecture for people. 
site planning ... the ways to achieve better landscaping. 

ITH CLIMATE 
© ~ § ~«ii ~ ,.,_ UGfON_.15'• 

ttOCLIMATIC AlllPAOACH TO ,.t.RCHfTKfUll 

MIXEJ2 
LAND USE 

you'll find it all in 

the architect's and planner's book club 

The Libraryol Urban Affairs 
36140. BEYOND METABOLISM : The New 
Japanese Architecture . Michael Franklin Ross . In
formative guide to megastructures, architechnology, 
futurism, and many other trends, including the use of 
industrialized building systems. $19.95 

87515. WORKING DRAWING HANDBOOK: A 
Guide for Architects and Builders·. Robert C. 
McHugh. Extensive checklists help you do everything 
from writing specifications to detailing framing plans. 

$12.95 

84475-2. TOURISM AND RECREATION DE
VELOPMENT: A Handbook of Physical Planning. 
Lawson and Baud-Bovy. An immensely comprehen
sive guide with step-by-step planning techniques for 
hotels , motels, camping sites, resort facilities , more. 
Also covers site planning, market analysis. Counts as 2 
of your 3 books. $40.00 

88735. ZONING AND PROPERTY RIGHTS. An 
Analysis of the American System of Land-Use Reg
ulation . Robert H. Nelson. Examines zoning as a col
lective property right that can be of great importance in 
providing a stable community environment , as an in
strument of comprehensive public planning , its politi· 
cal aspects , more. $16.95 

42630. DRAWING FILE FOR ARCHITECTS, IL
LUSTRATORS AND DESIGNERS. Marc Szabo . 
More than 200 pages of people in various positions, 
boats, cars , airplanes-set up for easy copying and 
reproduction. $12.95 

53560-2 . HOTELS , MOTELS, AND CON
DOMINIUMS: Design, Planning, and Mainte
nance . Fred Lawson . One-of-a-kind and heavily de
tailed . Counts as 2 ofrour 3 books. $39.50 

34371-2 . ARCHITECTURE AND ENERGY I 
DESIGN WITH CLIMATE. Spotlights way to re
duce projected energy needs of new buildings and cut 
eneriiy waste in already built structures. Plus how 
architects can pay heed to native conditions of sun, 
weather, wind , and seasonal variation to create more 
energy-efficient designs. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. 

$41.45 

Take any 3 books, 
(values to $64.45) 

for only $1.00 each 
11 you will 101n now for a I rial period and 

agree to lake 3 more books al hanc1some 
d1scounfs over the next 12 mon lhs 

(Publisher's Prices shown) 

39550. COLOR FOR ARCHITECTURE. Tom Por
ter and Byron Mikel/ides. A detailed handbook on the 
psychological impact of color in the city. $20.00 

34267. ARCHITECTURAL PRESENTATION 
TECHNIQUES. William Wilson Atkin. Comprehen
sive guide to pencil , pen and ink , watercolor, scale 
modeling, photomontages, and even printed bro· 
chures-all the possible ways of presentmg an archi
tectural project. $15.95 

55900. INTERIOR PLANTSCAPING. Richard L. 
Gaines. Comprehensive reference shows how to de
sign the spaces that will house plants, includes defi
ni tions, photos and illustrations covering lighting, 
screening, nutrition , drainage . $22.95 

87930. A WORLD WITH A VIEW: An Inquiry into 
the Nature of Scenic Values. Christopher Tunnard. 
Impassioned critique of urban man's relationship to the 
physical world around him . Spotlights basic causes of 
environmental decay, and shows how we can change 
our approach to design. $15.00 

53553. HOTEL AND RESTAURANT DESIGN . 
Douglas Smith. Comprehensive guide to design stan
dards for hotels , motels, snack bars, cafes , bars, more . 
Many illustrations and examples, and hundreds of val
uable design tips and insights . $15.95 

60575. MARKETING AND PROMOTION FOR 
DESIGN PROFESSIONALS. Bachner and Khosla. 
Detailed handbook to help even small firms develop 
sophisticated, inexpensive promotion campaigns in
house . $17.95 

78325. SITE PLANNING. 2nd Edition. Kevin 
Lynch. Classic reference on site analysis, street , water, 
and wiring layouts , cost control , grading and earth 
moving problems. $12.50 

62795. MIXED LAND USE: From Revival to Inno
vation. Dimitri Plbcos. How mixed land use can help . 
generate income and enrich urban life . Heavily illus
trated coverage of design tools , planning , economics , 
transportation, legal aspects. $18.00 

34350. THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOK 
OF VACATION HOUSES. Second Edition. 62 mag
nificent homes, shown in interior and exterior photo· 
graphs , site and floor plans, and cost range data. 

$17.95 

48850-2 . FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S USONIAN 
HOUSES. John Sergeant. Detailed, richly illustrated 
casebook of Wright 's innovative, low-cost designs and 
the revolutionary building techniques he promoted for 
turning them into reality. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. 

$24.50 

79250. SOLAR ENERGY: Fundamentals in Build· 
ing Design. Bruce Anderson. Provides an illus
tration-packed introduction to solar collectors, store
houses , and design principles. $21.50 

49550. FUTURE LAND USE: Energy, Environ
ment, and Legal Constraints. Edited bi Burchell and 
Lisrokin. Twenty-one experts explore energy vs. e.nvi
ronment; future technology ; land-use patterns; hous
ing equity ; more. $17.95 

If the reply card has been removed , please write to 
Library of Urban Affairs 

Dept. 8-A2C , Riverside, N.J. 08370 
to obtain membership information and an application 



Penply Western Red Cedar exterior 303 plywood 
siding alone is beautiful, durable and versatile. 
Together with wood building materials, Penply's natural 
beauty is even more dramatic. In fact, using stone, brick 
or glass as accents with Penply gives your building 
additional dimension and appeal. 

When you use Penply, you realize a savings in 
total applied costs. Penply is less expensive per square 
than piecework sidings, such as brick, aluminum 
shingles and lumber. 

For your next project, whether it's residential, 
apartment, condominium or low rise commercial, 
specify Penply. The more you compare it with other 
materials, the better it looks. 



WE FIT IN 
STAINLESS STEEL 
UNDER COUNTER LAB 
REFRIGERATORS 
AND FREEZERS 

~ 
~ 

UC-5-BC refrigerator has a blower coil 
cooling system with automatic off-cycle de
frosting and condensate evaporator in con
densing unit compartment Two adjustable 
stainless steel shelves are provided 
UC-5-F-BC freezer is equipped with auto
matic timer electric defrost. 
Capacity-5.4 cu. ft. (155 ltr.) 

UC-5-CW* refrigerator with cold wall cooling 
system is equipped with push-button defrost, 
automatic reset and condensate evaporator. 
Capacity-5.4 cu . ft. ( 155 ltr.) 
UC-5-F-CW* freezer is equipped with manual 
hot gas defrost. 
Capacity-- 4.6 cu . ft. ( 130 ltr.) 
UC-5-CW-E refrigerator has the same interior 
features as the UC-5-CW but modified to 
make it totally explosion-proof. 
Capacity-4 9 cu. ft. (140 ltr.) 
*With explosion proof interior only. 

UC-5 features a two-tray ice cube cooling 
system with manual defrost and stainless 
steel defrost water tray . The cooler section 
has two adjustable stainless steel shelves. 
The entire UC-5 series features polyurethane 
insulated thin wall construction and air-tight 
neoprene thermo-break door seals. 
Capacity-5.4 cu . ft. (155 ltr ) 

Jewett also manufactures a 
complete line of blood bank. 
biological. and pharmaceu
tical refrigerators and 
freezers as well as morgue 
refrigerators and autopsy 
equipment for world wide 
distribution through its 
sales and service organiza
tions in over 100 countries. 

~J 
JEWETT 
REFRIGERATOR 
2 LETCHWORTH ST. 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14213 

Refer to Sweet's Catalog 11 .20/Je for 
quick reference. 
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Literature continued from page 167 

Roof insulation and drainage. Design and es
timating guidelines for selecting and applying 
Ori-Deck® roof insulation and drainage systems 
are provided in two brochures. The guidebook 
for architects and engineers, 8 pp, explains de
sign criteria to be considered in specifying this 
built-up roofing system. The estimators ' 
guidebook, 12 pp, gives detailed instructions 
for layout of various configurations, including 
application patterns and methods of estimating 
material requirements. Johns-Manville. 
Circle 231 on reader service card 

How to avoid roof troubles. Brochure on roof
ing maintenance covers periodic roof inspec
tion . Illustrations show potential trouble spots in 
roofs , and text discusses areas to be examined 
to avoid having major problems develop. 
Pittsburgh Corning Corp. 
Circle 232 on reader service card 

Permalite Roof Insulations provides product 
descriptions, advantages, and application of 
four types of insulation for built-up roofing: Per
malite sealskin , urethane, Pk , and Pk plus . Also 
lists limitations , physical properties, and thick
ness requirements of each. Charts show heat 
transmission values, availability , and cost. 
Grefco, Inc. 
Circle 233 on reader service card 

Answers to questions about IRMA. Insulated 
Roof Membrane Assembly (IRMA) is a patented 
roofing system that uses Styrofoam® expanded 
polystyrene insulation , topped with stone, over 
the roof membrane to protect it from ultraviolet 
degradation and the damaging effects of 
weather. This 12-page booklet, in a question
and-answer format, provides information about 
the installation and use of the system, and 
summarizes the benefits of IRMA. Dow Chemi
cal U.SA 
Circle 234 on reader service card 

Plywood roof systems. Design data for several 
plywood roof systems, including diaphragms, 
special components, and plywood under spe
cia l coatings , are provided in this 12-page 
brochure. Information is also offered on 
plywood roof assemblies with wind- and fire
resistance ratings. Charts show grades, 
maximum loads, span lengths, and similar de
sign criteria . American Plywood Association . 
Circle 235 on reader service card 

Mineral Shield Roofing. Brochure describes a 
cold-applied roofing system. Covers application 
and flashing recommendations and specifica
tions , and insulation for built-up roofing sys
tems. Twelve pages. GAF Corporation, Building 
Materials Group. 
Circle 236 on reader service card 

Flashing systems. Technical bulletin de
scribes, and provides specifications for, 
Springlok counterflashing , surface-mounted 
Expan-0-Seal system, Fry original reglet , 
spacer channel, and reglet and flashing. Dia
grams show typical installations in concrete, 
masonry, brick and stucco. Fry Reglet Corp. 
Circle 237 on reader service card 

Whose 
high· volume, 
automated. 

laundry system 
· · usesthc 

least space? 
# i 111 AIUllS 

~ 
Modular container 
loading sys1em 

MILNOR's. 
Most high-volume, automated 
laundry systems are three-step 
systems which require separate 
washers, extractors and con
ditioning tumblers , each linked 
by a materials handling system. 
MILNOR's Hands-Off Washing 
System is different. It's composed 
of washer-extractors that wash , 
extract and condition all in one 
machine. A materials handling 
system moves the goods to the 
machines and then to the finish
ing section . MILNOR's one-step 
Hands-Off system can be a big 
help when you're trying to put a 
lot of laundry system in a little 
space. 

So, if an upcoming project 
includes a laundry, check with 
MILNOR's Laundry Planning 
Department. And for a free file 
on large laundry systems, check 
the readers service card or write 
us today. 

PELLERIN MILNOR CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 400, Kenner, La. 70063 

(a suburb of New Orleans) 504-729-7381 
Sold and serviced by leading 

independent dealers the world over 
@PELLERIN MILNOR CORPORATION 

Circle No. 372, on Reader Service Card 
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We're talking about DURANARe 
Extrusion Coatings. From PPG. 

They're tough as a fluoropolymer 
coating can be. 

And as beautiful. 
The building: new Eastern Zone 

Office. Zurich-American Insurance 
Company, Mt. Laurel. N.J. 

The problem: make it striking anti 
beautiful. And keep it economical and 
easy to maintain. 

The solution: lots of crisp white 
metal panels accenting sparkling . 
glass. Panels of aluminum finished 
with DURANAR Extrusion Coatings 
from PPG. 

•KYNAR 500 1s a registered 
trademark of Penn walt 

Corpo rat ion 

PPG: a Concern for the Future 

Circle No. 874, on lileader Service Card 
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R·WAY FURNITURE COMPANY• SHEBOYGAN. WISCONSIN 53081 •Phone Area 414-457-4833 

SHOWROOMS • NEW YORK, CHICAGO. DALLAS. MINNEAPOLIS, ATLANTA. SEATTLE . . 



Progressive Architecture 

Building materials 

Major materials suppliers tor interiors 
that are featured this month, as they 
were furnished to P/A by the designers. 

Brickel Associates lnc./Ward Bennett De
signs, Pacific Design Center, Los Angeles (p. 
82). Designer.· Ward Bennett, Timothy H. Walker 
& Associates, associated designers. Stainless 
steel: Forms and Surfaces. Carpet: Alice T. 
Seymour. Lighting: Lightolier. 

Berger, Berger, Kahn, Shatton and Moss Law 
Offices, Los Angeles (p. 74). Architects. Frank 
0. Gehry & Associates, Inc. , Los Angeles. Car
peting: Stratton. Indirect fluorescent lighting: 
Prudential. Manufacturers for custom-designed 
furniture: Kasparians, Shell Furniture, Meyerhoff 
Cabinetry Cardboard furniture designed by ar
chitect: Peter Carlson. Paint: Pratt & Lambert, 
Sinclair. 

DeBerardinis Hair Salon, Eaton Centre, To
ronto. (p. 78). Architects and interior designers: 
Francesco +Aldo Piccaluga, Inc., Toronto. 
Plastic laminate polyurethane finishes: Arbo lite 
Domtar; Sico Paints Mosaic tiles: Briare. Mar
ble: Carrara. Incandescent lighting: iGuzzini, 
Inc.; Sonnenberg Industries, Ltd . Electrical de
vices and intercom system: Ticino-Bassani 
s.p.a. 

Lawrence Wolf Advertising Agency, Buffalo, 
NY (p. 78). Architects and interior designers. 
Francesco +Aldo Picca/uga, Inc., Toronto. In
candescent portable fixtures: Flos; Targhetti . 

Charlestown Savings Bank, Boston, Ma 
(p. 86). Architects·: The Architects Collaborative , 
Inc., Cambridge, Ma. Interior designers: TAC In
teriors , Cambridge, Ma. Steel furniture Stee l
case. Wood furniture: Helikon Furniture Co., 
Dunbar , Stow Davis. Carpet tiles: Carpets Inter
national. Carpets V'soske, Mort West Mills, 
Stratton. 

Cate Fanny, Biltmore Hotel, New York (p. 90). 
Interior designer: Daroff Design, Inc ., Philadel
phia and New York. Millwork: Rimi Woodcraft, 
Inc. Banquettes: Art Upholstery. Josef 
Hoffmann fabric (settees): International Con
tract Furnishings, Inc . (ICF). Tabletops and 
chairs: Chairmasters . Painting and silkscreen
ing: Spanjer Painting. Kitchen: American Metal 
Restaurant Equipment. Canopy: Awning Corp. 
of America . 

St. Peter's Lutheran Church, Citicorp Center, 
New York (p. 102). Architects: Hugh Stubbins 
Associates, Cambridge, Ma. Interior designer. 
Vigne/Ii Associates, New York. Step seats, mov
able platforms and steps, pews, a ltar and li tur
gical accessories: Pilot Woodworking. 

How can you cut energy costs and 
preserve open space with today's buildings? 

Build a new generation of 
reinforced concrete buildings-underground. 

A good example Williamson Hall on 
the Minneapolis Campus of the Uni
versity of Minnesota. It's a site-cast 
reinforced concrete structure, 95% of 
which is below grade level. 

The Hall houses a Bookstore with 
a main sales floor two levels below 
grade and an interior courtyard one 
leve l below grade. A clerestory win
dow looks into the sales area at grade 
leve l. 

There is also an Admissions and 
Records Facility in the Hall. A sunken 
courtyard is covered by glass set at 
45? with the upper floor treated as a 
mezzanine, so light reaches the lower 
floor. Large planters form a screen 
above the courtyard to let the sun 
penetrate in winter, while blocking it 
in summer. 

Energy savings are considerable, 
because the structure can virtually 
heat itself. Its large thermal mass 
serves as an energy storage system. 
With underground walls that are nat
urally good insulators and mild soil 
temperatures, heat loss is exception
ally low. On non-work days, heating/ 

cooling systems can even be shut 
down and the building temperature 
allowed to drift slowly 

On an average January day (14 ° F), 
the occupied building will need 55% 
or less energy than an equivalent above
ground building However, with a newly
installed solar collection system, energy 
savings will increase to about 80% to 
100% during the heating season and 
45% during the cooling season. 

The designers of Williamson Hall 
were also able to preserve valuable 
open space and provide views of ex
isting historic buildings Only about 
25% of the Hall's total plan area ex
tends above grade. 

When the questions are how to 
conserve energy or preserve open 
space, the answer is obvious. Go 
underground with reinforced concrete. 

Architect: Meyers and Bennett .Architect/ 
BRW, Edina, Minnesota. 
Structural Engineer: Meyer, Borgman and 
Johnson, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
General Contractor: Lovering Associates, 
Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Owner: University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis Campus. 

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE EJiED 
180 North LaSalle Street, Room 2112 ~ 

,1,111~ J'NJS.,l\T)~)J'S., INJ Chicago, Illinois 60601 ... 

• • • 1.. • For information on Profes-

JlEINJ~()Jl(~EI) (~()N(]lE'11E. ~~~::oM;;:~~~:~:i::a~::~n~: . 
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Sit up Tilt forward 

Vertebra is one of the most extensively 
tested seating systems on the market 
today. Only after extremely stringent 
criteria governing its technology, and the 
quality standards of Krueger and 
OPEN ArK were amply met, was Vertebra 
released for production. Over a year 
of grueling tests in the laboratory and 
field were required for proof. Now 
you are invited to test Vertebra . 

Until now, seating has restricted body 
movement, denying the comfort 
that could only be found with complete 
freedom of movement. But now we 
have Vertebra. It reacts automatically 
to your changing desire for comfort. 

Simply te\ax. .. . and the seat slides 
forward while the backrest tilts 
backward; or sit up . . . and the chair 
automatically adopts a more comfortable 
upright position; lean forward ... 
and the seat and backrest tilt downward 
6°; activate a release and the 
backrest t\\ts back'111atd 1 2°, permitting 
you to stretch and relax . 

Vertebra In stitutional Tablet Arm Chairs 

Relax Tilt backward 

Ergonomically conceived, Vertebra is 
the first -seating system which deals 
scientifically and aesthetically with the 
special requirements of the seated 
person . Its simple, ingenious mechanisms 
react to any position you adopt. 
And, since no two bodies are alike, its 
mechanisms react independently to 
provide optimal weight distribution and 
continuous lumbar support for the 
comfort and efficiency of a wide variety 
of anatomies. 

Vertebra's automatic operating 
mechanisms are covered with protective 
bellows which serve as armrests on 
certain versions. Seats and backrests are 
black injection molded thermoplastic 
w ith fabric upholstery covering 
seats and backrests. 

These unique operating principles are 
available on stacking Institutional 
chairs, and pedestal base Operational, 
Managerial and Executive models 
for the office, plus Tandem versions for 
lounge and waiting areas. 

Cook County Criminal Court Administration Building. Chicago, IL 
Architects : Lester B. Knight and Associates. Inc .. Chicago. IL 

Designed by 
Emilio Ambasz 
Giancarlo Piretti 
(The Center for 
Design Research 
and Development) 

Patents Pending Worldwide 
Copyright© 1978 by OPEN ArK B.V. 
U .S. Patents #3882785. #4046422 
Other Patents Pending 

Krueger is exclusive licensee of 
OPEN Af'K B.V. for production and 
distribution of its products in the United 
States and Canada . For Vertebra 
literature, contact: 

krl:eqer 
P.O . Box 8100 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54308 
414/468-8100 

Showrooms: 
Boston 617 / 893-2752 
New York 212/371-9595 
Philadelphia 21 5/666-9696 
Indianapolis 312/ 788-4737 
Chicago 312/467-6850 
Dallas 214/823-4183 
Houston 713/ 222-1408 
Denver 303/ 534-6060 
San Francisco 415/ 981-1048 
Los Angeles 213/659-2133 



The hinge 
lhalDuB&~ 

NOW YOU SEE IT NOW YOU DON'T 

Architectural 
Sign age 

by 

zax 
• 

The Soss Invisibles - for a custom look for any room! These amaz
ing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, hinges, 
and door jambs. They're the perfect hidden touch for doors, door
walls storage cabinets, built-in bars, stereos, and TV's. Specify the 
Soss Invisibles wherever looks matter. See listing in Sweet's or 

Interior & Exterior 
Signs 

Directories 
Letters 

write for catalog : Soss 
Manufacturing Co., Divi
sion of Core Industries, 
Inc, P.O. Box 8200, 
Detroit, Michigan 48213. 

Ci rcle No. 387, on Reader SeNice Card 

Send for FREE Catalog 

ZAX Corporation 
17 Otte rson Street 
Nashua, NH 03061 

Circle No. 434, on Reader Service 

New from Whttney 
Library of Design 

Other new lllles lro111 
Wllllney Library of Dal9n: 

CARPINTIR GOTHIC by Alma deC McArdle 160 pages, 8·1 /4 x 
11. 150 B&W photos . $24 .50. 

LIVING SPACES: 150 Dcsl9n Ideas from Around Iha World . 
Edited by Franco Magnani . 120 pages . 8·1f2x11. Over 100 color 
plates . $22 .50. 

NEW ARCHITECTURE IN SCOTLAND by Peter Wi llis . 96 pp . B· l /4 
x 7·3 /4. Over 200 B&W illus . $9 .95 paper . 

Downtown U.S.A.: 
Urblin Dcsi9n in Nine 
Amcrlun Cities. 
By Kenneth Halpern, Forew ord by 
Edward Koch, Mayor of the City of 
New York. 
This timely book presents a com
parative analysis of urban design 
policies and their implications in 
nine cities: New York, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, San Franci sco , 
Houston , Washington D. C ., 
Boston, Atlanta, and Minneapolis. 
DOWNTOWN U.S.A. offe rs a 
cross- section of urban d es ign 
thinkin g, imp lementat ion , and 
some of the problems in cities that 
have not used it as a guide to de
velopment. 272 pages, 350 B&W 
illus., 9-1 /4 x 10. $27 .SO. 
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Precast Concrete 
in Architecture 
By A.E.J. Morri s. Precast concrete 
is the most w idely used architec· 
tural material in North A meri ca 
and Europe today. And, having 
developed an identity quite di s
tinct from insitu concrete, it is ap
praised here in its right - in the 
most thorough stucly available on 
the subject. PRECAST CONCRETE 
covers its 19th and 20th Century 
backgrounds, developments in 
the 60s, current method s and 
practical experience, and a series 
o f ca se studies o f precast con
crete in the 70s. 576 pages, 7-3 /4 
x9-3 /4. 425 B&W photos, 240 line 
illus . $42.50 . 

The American 
Store Window 
By Leonard S. Marcus. This splen
did volume is a photographic rec
ord of over 200 store w indows 
the finest from some of A merica's 
finest stores. It is also an analysis of 
the store w indow industry from 
its early years in its trade publ ica
t ion, The Disp lay World . Marcus 
explores its growth , achieve
ments and the current stature of its 
modern professionals- lighting 
d esi gne rs, graph ic d esigners, 
mannequin and prop studios, and 
visual merchandi se rs. Inc ludes 
careful ly draw n profiles of select 
designers.192pp. 8-1/4x 11 200 
B&W photos. $25 00 

DESIGN REVIEW 14: Industrial Desi9n 141h Annual. Compiled 
and written by Barry Dean. 192 pp. 8·1/4x11 . 175 B&W illus .$19 .' 

Wllllney Library of De1l9n 
21 60 Patterson St reet , Cincinnati , Ohio 45214 
Please send me the books checked below. I understand tha t, if 
am not completely sa tisfied with my purchase, I may return th< 
book(s) within 10 days for full credit or refund . 

D DOWNTOWN U.S.A, $27 .50 
DPRECAST CONCRETE IN ARCHITECTURE, $42 .SO 
DAMERICAN STORE WINDOW, $25 .00 
D CARPENTER GOTHIC, $24 .50 
D LIVING SPACES, $22 .SO 
D NEW ARCHITECTU RE IN SCOTLAND, $9 .95 (paper) 
D DESIGN REVIEW 24, $19.95 

D Please send me a complete list of WHITNEY LIBRARY OF DESIG~ 
titles . 

D TO SAVE, I enclose check or money order in the amount o 
I ___ Jublisher pays postage. Please include applica 
ble sales tax in the state'S of NY, OH, TN, MA, CA, NJ. 

D Bl LL ME, plus postage . 
D CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD . 

D Master Charge o 8ankAmericard 

Card No. _ ____ _ -'-ard Expires ____ _ 

Interbank No. - - ---------- - -

Name _____ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ 

Address - --- ------- --- -

City - - - ------- --- - --

State _________ Zip 

Signature __________ ___ _ _ 

225: 

Ci rc le No. 407, on Reader Service 



BALI BLINDS 
C!978. Marathon Carey-McFall Company. Loyalsock Avenue. Montoursville, 
Pennsylvania 17754. Division or Marathon Manufacturing Company. 

Show me Tht Tricks of che Trade, free . 

___________ State ____ Zip _ ___ _ 
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Jb mart 
1tions Open 

1itects: Project Architects/Project Managers 
.pidly growing architectural firm in Louisiana. 
experience on large scale high rise commer
irojects and/or industrial projects preferred. 
y commensurate with experience and ability. 
I resume with references to Box 1361-237, 
•essive Architecture. All inquiries wi ll be held 
ict confidence. 

1itectural Consultant, University of Florida: 
1ires a bachelor's degree in architecture, 
iing, construction, or related fields; five years 
rience in developing and administering facili
irograms and participation iri various phases 
;litutional planning; and registration as an ar
ct. Send complete resumes with salary re
ments by October 5, 1978 to: Robert L. Willits, 
inistrative Employment Manager, Second 
of the HUB, University of Florida, Gainesville, 

611. Equal Employment Opportunity/ 
native Action Employer. 

1itectural Draftsmen: Expanding Architec
firm committed to innovative, multi-discipline 
els, seeks persons with expertise in prepara
>f working drawings. Offices on east coast in 
i-central Florida. Send resume, salary re
ments and work samples to: Riegler/Orr As-
1tes, 704 N. 39th Street, Ft. Pierce , Fl 33450. 

1c. or Full Professor: The School of Architec
University of Detroit is seeking a faculty 
ber (assoc. or ful l professor) specializing in 
i design beginning September, 1978. 
num qualifications are a Bachelor of Architec
a masters level planning degree, ten years 
iing experience, and three years experience 
ioderate to large city's urban planning de-
1ent. The position relates to establishment of 
ban design option in the graduate program (a 
:::i situation) ; and teaching two undergraduate 
re courses in urban design and landscape 
in. Further duties include seNing on the Fac
;ouncil, as thesis advisor, and as student 
selor. The School of Architecture offers a five 
bachelor program and a six year masters 
•am, accredited by NAAB, and has 250 stu-
; The University of Detroit is a Jesuit institution 
3200 students on an urban campus and is an 
iative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. 
de resume to: Dean Bruno Leon, School of 
lecture, University of Detroit, 4001 W. 
1chols Rd , Detroit, Mi 48221. 

1: College of Architecture and Urban Studies, 
iia Polytechnic Institute and State University . 
cations and nominations are now being re-
?d for the position of Dean, College of Ar
cture and Urban Studies. The dean is the 
executive officer of a comprehensive college 
i inc ludes undergraduate programs in ar
cture, landscape architecture, building con
tion and urban affai rs and graduate programs 
:hitecture , planning , urban design and urban 
s. The College currently enrolls 865 under
uate and 225 graduate students in a highly 

se lective admissions program. Full time facu lty 
number 78 and have been drawn from lead ing in
stitut ions in this country and abroad. Applicants 
shou ld possess a terminal degree in one or more of 
the disciplines represented by the curriculum of 
the College and shou ld manifest a strong com
mitment to design and the creative process . Ap
plicants should also be capable of articulating 
persuasively the character of the College and, 
especially, the symbiotic relation ship which ob
tains between the design professions and allied 
fields in the humanities and social sciences. Ad
ministrative experience wil l be valued by the 
Search Committee but it places highest priority 
upon qualities associated with intellectual leader
ship . . . imagination, character, achievement, a 
commitment to high standards. The range and 
quality of the applicant's experience in academic 
and/or professional office settings wil l be of special 
interest to the Committee. VPl&SU is Virginia 's 
land-grant Un iversity and is located in the visually 
attractive southwestern section of the Common
wealth. Its enrollment of 20,000 students is distrib
uted among seven degree-recommending col
leges. The University is one of two Virginia centers 
for advanced graduate and professional educa
tion . Applications will be received until September 
30. They should be accompanied by a cu rrent cur
riculum vitae and by the names of at least three 
persons who can furnish references . Confidential
ity requirements wi ll be strictly observed. The posi
tion will be vacant upon the retirement of Dean 
Charles Burchard June 30, 1979. Applications or 
inquiries may be sent to: Dr. John D. Wilson, Office 
of the Provost, VPl&SU, Blacksburg, Va 24061. An 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 

Design Department Chairperson: Massachusetts 
College of Art, Associate or Professional level, with 

appropriate salary range of $16,000-$25,000, de
pending on experience. Tenure possibility after 
three years. Masters Degree or equivalent re
quired . Strong background with teaching and ad
ministrative experience in one or more areas of 
graphics, illustration, fashion, architecture and in
dustrial design. Candidate will be involved with 
ongoing administration of large department and 
planned transition of College to new site in greater 
Boston. Send resumes by October 30, 1978 to 
Dean Donald Lettis, 364 Brookline Ave., Boston , 
Ma 02215. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 

Designer: Leading midwest firm with major corpo
rate , institutional and industrial clients needs de
signer to work directly with design partner in pro
gramming, concept design, preliminary design 
and definitive details. Minimum five years experi
ence required. Excellent opportunity for growth 
with firm. Submit complete resume in confidence to 
establish a basis for discussion. Box 1361 -231, 
Progressive Architecture. 

Director: The Un iversity of Southern California 
seeks a person to direct the Building Science Pro
gram which is jointly offered by the Department of 
Civil Engineering and Architecture. Respon
sibi lities will include teaching assignments in both 
areas as well as the management, liaison and stu
dent academic counselling efforts required for the 
development and operation of the interdi sciplinary 
program. Qualifications should be sufficient to jus
tify appointment at the full professor level and 
should include the terminal professional degree in 
Architecture (M. Arch.) or Civil Engineering (Ph.D). 
Experience in building design work, architectural 
regi stration and teaching experience are desira
ble. Send resumes to: Professor F. E. Udwadia, 

Exceptional Career Opportunity 
in Facilities Design 

University of California's 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

Our organization, a multi-faceted national laboratory operated by 
the University of California for the Department of Energy, is seek· 
ing a professional to serve as a member of an interdisciplinary 
team to develop conceptual designs and design criteria for con
struction projects. 

The position involves formulation of programming procedures to 
acquire user design objectives and to state project spatial and 
functional requirements, design criteria and budget and sched
uling information. 

The successful candidate must have a bachelor's or master's 
degree in Architecture from an ACSA-accredited architectural 
school; and at least five years experience in programming and 
design of physical facilities having complex functional and tech
nological requirements. Professional registration preferred. 

The Laboratory provides excellent working conditions and bene
fits, such as 24 days' annual vacation. Our location in the moun
tains of northern New Mexico offers a pleasing lifestyle in a setting 
of great natural beauty: a pollution-free environment; abundant 
recreational opportunities; casual, uncrowded living; an excellent 
school system; and low taxes. 

Send complete resume, in confidence, to 

Oiarles Mikkelson, Employment Representative 
DIV· 78 · AF Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
P.O. Box 1663, MS-280 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 
Telephone (505) 667-2539 

AN AFFIRMATNE ACTION/ EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
WOMEN, MINORITIES, VETERANS AND HANDICAPPED URGED TO APPLY 

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 

Q·7R PrnnrP<:<:i\IP Arr.hitPdrnP 1R.'i 



Job mart 

Department of Civil Engineering, VHE 406, Univer
sity of Southern California , Los Angeles, 
Ca 90007. 

Faculty Positions: University of Petroleum and 
Minerals , Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. The Department 
of Architectural Engineering , University of Petro
leum and Minerals , Dhahran , Saudi Arabia, will 
have faculty positions open for the Academic 
Years 1978-79 and 1979-80, starting 1 October 
1978 and 1 September 1979. Architects and Ar
chitectural Engineers with at least three years 
teaching and/or practical experience in Design, 
Environmental Controls, Climatology/Building Sci
ence and Construction Management are invited to 
apply. Candidates with Doctoral degrees in Ar
chitecture or Architectural Engineering are desira
ble, but Master of Architecture graduates are also 
encouraged to apply. Minimum regular contract for 
two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and al
lowances , air conditioned and furnished housing 
provided. Free air transportation to and from 
Dhahran each two-year tour. Attractive educational 
assistance grants for school-age dependent chil
dren. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten 
months duty each year with two months vacation 
paid and possibility of participation in Univers ity 's 
ongoing Summer Program with good additional 
compensation. Apply with complete resume on 
Academic and Professional background, list of 
references, a complete list of publications with 
clear indication of those papers published in ref
ereed professional magazines/journals, research 
details, and with copies of transcripts/degrees/ 
testimonials, including personal data such as fam
ily status (spouse 's name, names of children, ages 
and sexes) home and office addresses, telephone 
numbers to: University of Petroleum and Minerals , 
c/o Saudi Arabian Educational Mission , 
2223 West Loop South, Suite 400, Houston , 
Tx 77027. 

J.L. Constant Distinguished Professorship: The 
School of Architecture and Urban Design invites 
appl ications for the DISTINGUISHED PROFES
SORSHIP. The 7-year position commences August 
16, 1979, at a yearly salary of $35,000. Applicants 
should have a distinguished record in the profes
sion of Architecture, scholarship and teaching. The 
chaired professor's activities include conduct of 
scholarly research, direction of graduate students 
and teaching of advanced courses. Closing date 
of applications is January 29, 1979. Direct inquiries 
to Charles H. Kahn , Dean ; School of Architecture 
and Urban Des ign; 114 Marvin Hall; Lawrence, Ks 
66045. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Manufacturer's Rep: Wanted by Simplex Ceiling 
Corp., 663 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10022. TER
RITORY AVAILABLE: All territories except Met
ropolitan NYC. PRODUCT LINE Flush Panel 
Aluminum Ceilings-snap-in and lay-in. We need 
representatives to call on Architects, Ceiling Con
tractors, Engineers , Building Material Suppliers , In
terior Designers , Industrials , Hospitals , Specifying 
Agencies, etc. Best prices and commissions. Na
tionally advertised . Write Attn: Martin Nasso! 

Project Architect: Design oriented A-E firm in the 
mid-west has an opening for an architect experi
enced in the design of research laboratories, in
stitutional, commercial, and industrial projects . 
Appl icants must have an architectural degree and 
registration along with a minimum of eight yea rs of 
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progressively responsible experience. Candidates 
must have demonstrated achievement and ability 
in planning, design, preparation of final docu
ments, client relations , and project management. 
Qualified applicants should submit detailed re
sume and salary history in confidence to Box No. 
1361-238, Progressive Architecture. 

Project Manager Designers: Ohio base 
architectural/engineering firm with expanding 
practice in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky has 
immediate positions available for experienced 
personnel with registration. Positions also available 
for persons with 3-5 years experience. Corporate 
fringe benefits package is outstanding with salary 
commensurate with experience. Box 1361-239, 
Progressive Architecture. 

Recently Registered: Architects, Architectural 
Graduates, and Architectural Specification Writers. 
Immediate openings available with a diverse 100 
person A/E firm which serves national clients over 
a broad geographical area. Contact: Anthony C. 
Martino, AIA., STETSON-DALE Architects & En
gineers, Bankers Trust Building, Utica, NY 13501 
(315-797-5800). 

Yale University School of Architecture: Seeks 
applications for open faculty position in architec
tural design. Description.· Graduate level teach ing 
position in architectural design beginning Sep
tember, 1979. Emphasis on design guidance and 
criticism, with ability to lecture on architectural 
theory and history. Responsibilities: Teaching and 
administrative. Qualifications: Advanced degree in 
architecture/ equivalent professional education, 
practice and teaching. Candidates with a minimum 
of five years teaching/professional experience will 
be given preference. Candidates must be pre
pared to li ve in the New Haven area. Salary and 
Rank: Ladder position commensurate with qual
ifications. Application deadline.· Applications 
postmarked by 6 November, 1978. Applicants 
should send curriculum vitae, the names and ad
dresses of three references to: Cesar Pelli, Chair
man, Search Committee, School of Architecture, 
Yale Univers ity, 180 York St , New Haven, Ct 
06511. Yale University is an equal opportunity/af
firmative action employer. Applications from 
women and minorities are we lcome. 

Situations Wanted 

Architect: AIA, NCARB, 23 years diversified ex
perience, private practice, energetic, responsible, 
strong in production and project coordination. NYC 
area or overseas . Reply to Box 1361-240, Progres
sive Architecture. 

Architect: NCARB, wide-ranging experience in 
general practice, with engineering background. 
Also work in value engineering, project manage
ment, specifications , design-build. Currently 
licensed California and Florida. Seeking fuller utili
zation of abilities in progressive firm in Florida, 
southwest U.S. or west coast. Details upon re
quest. Reply to Box 1361-241, Progressive Ar
chitecture. 

Senior Designer: NCARB, AIA, fami ly , 18 years 
varied experience with national and international 
firms. Seeking lead design position with growth po
tential. Extensive and varied experience with com
plex planning and building projects, programming, 
client contact, liaison, preparation of design mate
ria ls and presentations. Resume and references. 
Box 1361-234, Progressive Architecture. 

Architectural Services 

Architectural Arts by Vathauer Studios: Ar
chitectural renderings, scale models. Prompt~ 
ice coast to coast Offering quality workmansh 
budget prices. Send for brochure. Taking 
applications-send resume. Architectural Arts 
Vathauer Studios, 2115 S.W. 2nd Ave., Ft Law 
dale, Fl 33315, Tel. (305) 523-1312. 

Architectural Computer Services: Software c 
velopment services for architectural, engineeri 
and construction management applications. 
Specializing in the solution of~nique informatic 
processing problems and investigations in the 
areas of computer graphics, space planning, c 
analysis, and cost estimating. Write Robert J. 
Krawczyk, 211 East Delaware Place, Chicago, 
60611, or call (312) 944-4450. 

Back Issue Magazines: Free list of over 200 ti 
from 1890 to 1978. Please send a self address 
stamped envelope to Everybodys Bookshop, [ 
PA 317 West 6th St, Los Angeles, Ca 90014. 

International Plastics Consultants, Researc 
and Development: Specializing in low and me 
erate cost housing systems for developing COL 
tries and for domestic markets, applications of 
plastics in building and architecture, specifica 
writing, university lectures, variety of other sen 
Armand G. Winfield Inc., 82 Dale St., West Bat 
Ion, NY 11704, (516) 249-2462. 

NCARB Exam Candidates: Don't let machine 
graded tests underrate your architectural abili l 
because of your unfamiliarity with essential tes 
taking techniques. Learn to master multiple-gL 
formats, recognize misleading questions, targ 
your study toward the most productive subjecl 
Write for descriptive brochure: Bonus Pointers 
Arts International, 165 Jefferson St , San Franc 
Ca 94133. 

Rendering Services: Top professional render 
service coast to coast Architectural, urban , la1 
scape, interiors, industrial , advertising illustrat 
in pen and ink or color for the best reproductio 
Portfolio by appointment. Allow maximum time 
job completion. Please call Mark de Nalovy
Rozvadovski (203) 869-4598, 25 Birchwood D 
Greenwich , Ct 06830. 

RitaSue Siegel Agency: Ms. Woody Gibson i1 
duces creative architects, interior designers a 
urban planners to our international clients. RitE 
Siegel identifies and evaluates industrial and 
graphic designers. You are invited to submit 
confidential resumes. Our clients pay all fees . 
W. 55th St, NYC 10019, (212) 586-4750. 

Tree Stamps: TREELINE's top quality line of n 
ber stamps offer the quality of hand drawn treE 
with the convenience of tree stamps. Write for 
catalog. TREELINE, 52 Raleigh Road, Departn 
B, Belmont, Ma 02178. 

Notice 
Please address all correspondence to box 
numbered advertisements as follows : 

Progressive Architecture 
%Box . 
600 Summer Street 
Stamford, Ct 06904 



arkett's Gymflor. 
e sports surface preferred by every member of the team. 

ymflor is the heavy duty sports surface that's great 
the team, the superintendent, and the school budget. 
ecially the school budget. 
part from being a truly outstanding playing surface 
eets the requirements of the National Basketball 
ncil), Gymflor is a maintenance superstar. It 

sn't need to be stripped, sanded or sealed like wood. 
es a fortune. 
ts winning qualities come from a wear surface that's 
o vinyl and a cushion backing that's 100% vinyl 

m-cell foam. An unbeatable combination of tough
s, warmth and resilience. In fact, Gymflor is so 

tough it comes with a five-year guarantee. 
Gymflor's seams are heat welded with a matching 

vinyl thread that provides a one-piece installation that, 
unlike wood, can't be damaged by surface moisture or 
humidity. It's an installation that lets you use the gym 
for activities that would damage other floorings. 
Gymflor simply shrugs off heavy bleachers, gym equip
ment, high school dances, spilled Cokes and Big Macs. 

So, if you need a gymnasium flooring that can take a 
beating, go with a winner. Gymflor. There's no other 
sports surface in the same league. 

Write or call for complete information and samples. 

Tarkett 
e total flooring system. Gymflor. Acoustiflor. Multiflor. Conductiflor. 

Tarco Eastern, Inc. 5030 West Chester Pike, Newtown Square, PA 19073 (215) 356-6676 
Architectural Floor Products Co., 875 North Lively Boulevard, Wood Dale, IL 60191 (312) 595-4110 

Tarco Western, Inc. 342 Harbor Way, South San Francisco, CA 94080 (415) 583-4244 
•I 
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TERNE, FRAN~OIS MANSARD 
AND THE CONTEMPORARY IDIOM 
Few architectural elements are more tradi

ti ona I than the classic mansard roof. Its 

current adaptation to highly contemporary 

design thus provides a dramatic example of 

"the very old becoming the very new," a 

phrase which Frank Lloyd Wright once applied 

to T erne meta I itself. And wherever such 

fascia elements are used, the out

standing functional characteris

tics of T erne, along with its 

inherent affinity for both 

form and color, are avail

able at relatively mod

erate cost. 

Circle No. 421, on Reader Service Care 

fOLLANSBEE 
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION 

FOLLANSBEE. WEST VIRGINIA 

SAN MATEO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT. 
SAN MATEO. CALIFORNIA 

ARCHITECTS. CHAN -RADAR & ASSOCIATES. AND 
W ELTON BECKET AND ASSOCI ATES 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA LIFORNIA 

ROOFER. MARELICH MA N UFACTURIN G COMPAN Y 
SAN BRU N O. CALIFO RNIA 



The new look of 
styling economy, 
wall·to·wall. 

The prefinished surfaces are the key; coordi
nated or matching surfaces starting with the walls. 

Add the same or contrasting patterns to prefinished parti
tions, baseboard units, ducting, enclosures and even the furni
ture. Then specify surfaces from one source. BORDEN. 

Call your Borden film man. He'll provide the widest possible 
range for you to select from, including surfacing for the per
manent walls. You pick the film colors, textures, finishes for 
all interior components. They are then prefabricated by the 
source of your choice. 

The result is an economical decorative interior that is easy to 
care for and one that will stay new looking for years. 

Give us a call. We'll explain interior styling-with a new look 
-and low cost. We think you'll like what you see. 

Guard® wallcoverings decorate 
the permanent walls (A), 
columns (B) ... and planters (C) . 
Borden laminate films 
coordinate on partitions (Cl), 
heating/ air conditioning 
units (E), column 
enclosures (F), furniture 
(G), even a special tack 
board material (H) . 

• BORDEN FILMS 
Columbus Coated Fabrics 
Division of Borden Chemical. Borden Inc. 
Columbus;-Ohie 4'3216 • · 614/225-6060 

---~--------------------~ 



upholstery. A versatile series that will be admired by the receptionist 
and applauded by the directors. And 9000 is beautiful for landscaping. 

Call or write Cramer for information on the new 9000 Series . 

• • .; CRAMER INDUBTRIEB INC. 

625 Adams Street, Kansas City, KS 66105 •Phone 913·621·6700 

Showrooms in Chicago Merchandise Mart, Kansas City, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles. 
9000 Series designed by Robert A. Eberle 

Circle No. 324, on Reader Service Card 
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l~l:NTSITIZE 
YOUR WHITEPRINTER 

(Blueprinter) 

Neutralized Air 

~l~•·••it 
INSULATED 

CLOSURE PANELS 
Ammonia 

~Vapors~ 
~ ~ 

WITH THE ~~~NTSATIONAL NEW 

DiAZiJ! R?ll'Jl8Ja 
The DiAZiT@ Ammonia Arrestor is a revolutionary product for 

removing ammonia odor from your whiteprinting reproduction area. 
Ammonia vapor reductions up to 90% are possible, depending upon 
the conditions in your whiteprinting operation. A scientifically 
designed air intake collects ammonia vapor from prints and 
neutralizes it as it passes through the DiAZIT@ Ammonia Arrestor 
cartridge. Operation of the DiAZ1T., Ammonia Arrestor is completely 
automatic and the unit can be used with new or existing DiAZIT@ 
ammonia developing whiteprinters. 

For more information about the DiAZ1'® Ammonia Arrestor and 
our complete line of Ammonia and Ammonia Free Whiteprinters -
Call Toll Fr- 1 ·800·334·6641 or write: 

DiAZ17!coMPANY, INC. 
Roule U.S. 1, Youngsville, N.C. U.S.A. 27596 
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A custom fabricated insulated panel partition 
system for closing off the exterior and interior 
wall openings below double tee pre-stressed 

concrete. 

• Light in weight 
• Single or double face with 1" to 6" polystyrene core 
• Plain or prefinished cement asbestos and gypsum board 

facings 
• Insulates against heat loss 
• Prevents sound transmission between rooms 
• Any configuration available 

flll 
Send for free illustrated brochure. 

ll~llttit ···~· 
635 North Prior Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104 
Phone: 1/800/328-1436 
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You'll 
win by 

offering 
clients more 
·value, at no more 
cost, when you specify 
Republic McKenzie 
doors. 

Because the McKenzie 
is the standard hollow
metal door that comes 
with a custom seamless-

look edge at a standard 
price. 
The same exclusive 
planished weld seam 
that makes it look so 
good, makes the 
McKenzie stronger. 
We add a continuous 
16-gage channel to 
make a strong hinge 
edge, 3/16-inch hinge 
reinforcements, and 
lock box reinforcement. 
Custom look, superior 
strength, low cost. 
Backed by Republic's 
expanding distributor 

Circle No. 378. on Reader Service Card 

network. And that 
means ready stock, 
quick service, fabri
cation capability, and 
technical expertise. 

Look for your Republic 
distributor under Doors-

Metal in the Yellow 
Pages, call Sweet's 
"Buy Line:• or write: 
Republic Builders 
Products Corporation, 
P. 0. Box 478, McKenzie, 
Tennessee 38201. 

McKenzie. The door with the competitive edge. 

Rapublie 
doors ·frames 
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A better way to stain YIOOd. 
A better way to save~ 

Construction costs on the new fire station in Bellevue, Washington were kept to a 
minimum with the help of Olympic Machine Staining: no weather delays, no painting 
scaffolds, no bare wood exposed by shrinkage. 

And future maintenance costs will be less since pre-staining by machine can last 
up to twice as long as stain applied by conventional methods: more stain protection gets 
into the wood because it is applied uniformly on a horizontal surface, then forced deep 
into the fibers by rollers and brushes. 

And it dries to a beautiful uniform finish. Choose any Olympic Stain, semi-trans
parent or solid color. For the name of the Olympic Machine Stainer nearest you, write 
Olympic, Dept. MS, 2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004. 
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Architect: Mithun & Associates, Bellevu 

OLYMPTc( 
MACHIN 
STAININC 


